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It was amoment that summed up the
crushing expectation of international
tournament football.
Brazil and Chile were locked at two apiece in
their penalty shootout at the 2014World Cup,
with a quarter-final place at stake. Up stepped Neymar,
team talisman and tournament poster boy, to take the
decisive spot-kick. Even those watching it all unfold on
TV could feel the pressure radiating through the
screen. What it must have been like to contend
with the enormity of that moment, then,
is almost unimaginable.
This is when sport, and particularly football, is
just plain weird. In what other walk of life do we
ask teenagers and twentysomethings to bear
the burden of national expectation? That’s a job
for politicians, not players. And yet it happens
every couple of years and we treat it like it’s
no big deal. Clearly, though, it is.
Next up to shoulder this load is Paul Pogba at Euro 2016.
Like Neymar, he is the hosts’ star player and, as a result, the
tournament’s poster boy. If that wasn’t enough, on each of
the previous two occasions France won amajor tournament on
home soil they were carried to victory by an attackingmidfielder
who happened to play for Juventus: Michel Platini at Euro 84 and
Zinedine Zidane at France 98. As if there wasn’t enough pressure
already, Pogba has to live up to hype and history. Will he rise to
the occasion or be crushed by it all? Turn to p36 to find out.
One last thing to add before Euro 2016 kicks off:
good luck to England, Wales,
Northern Ireland and the
Republic of Ireland. We don’t
knowwhat is going to
happen, but we’re certain
it will be memorable.

Hitesh Ratna
Editor
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FACT FILE
Full name Carlo Ancelotti
Date of Birth 10/06/1959
Height 5ft 10 Position Midfielder
Place of birth Reggiolo, Italy
Clubs played for 1976-79 Parma
55 games (14 goals); 1979-87 Roma
171 (12); 1987-92 Milan 112 (10)
International 1981-9 ly ( )
Clubs managed 1995 96 i a;
1996-98 Parma; 1999 0 J s;
2001-09 Milan; 2009 h l a; 20 3
Paris Saint-Germain; 20 3 id
Playing honours Seri A 983 988 992
Coppa Italia 1980, 198 98 986
Supercoppa Italiana 988 C
1989, 1990; UEFA Su C 989 990
Intercontinental Cup 989 990
Managerial honours UEFA I
Cup 1999; Coppa Italia 2003
UEFA Champions Lea e
2003, 2007, 2014; UEFA
Super Cup 2003, 2007
2014; Supercoppa
Italiana 2004; Serie A 2004
Premier League 2010 FA C p 2010
Ligue 1 2013; Copa d l y 2014
FIFA Club World Cup 2007 2014

Milan 112 (10)
1981-91 Italy 26 (1)aly

 1995-96 Reggiana;
; 1999-01 Juventus; 

; 2009-11 Chelsea; 2011-13
; 2013-15 Real Madrid

Serie A 1983, 1988, 1992;Serie A
 1980, 1981, 1984, 1986;

aliana 1988; European Cup
A Super Cup 1989, 1990;
l Cup 1989, 1990

Managerial honours UEFA Intertoto
alia 2003;
eague

UEFA
 2003, 2007,

Serie A 2004;Serie A
 2010; FA Cup 2010;
pa del Rey 2014;ey

 2007, 2014
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ONE-ON-ONE

CarloAncelotti
YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED BY...

Parmesan cheese. I still know how to make it
to this day. Every morning we would take the
milk from the cows to make the cheese.

What was the highlight of your time at
Milan as a player, and what was it like to
play with so many legends of the game?
Don Keeper, via Facebook
I chose the right time to go to Milan, didn’t I?
It was a really, really fantastic team, and we
played for a manager who knew exactly
what he wanted. Arrigo Sacchi was doing
something new in football with how we were
organised, and he taught us to express
ourselves, which helped us to stay at the top.
I had a great relationship with Paolo Maldini
and Franco Baresi, but Sacchi was the key.

Which was the better team: Milan during
the 1980s or the Barcelona side of 2015?
Terry Menton, via Twitter

[Laughs] That is a really difficult one to
answer because football has changed

so much since the ’80s. Honestly,
I think Barcelona play with more
intensity now. But it is hard to
compare because the rules
of the game have changed,
especially with the offside rule.
It is much easier to score goals
these days because it is harder
to keep the defensive line so
high. Now, you are offside only

if you are the player touching
the ball or near it, whereas when I played for
Milan everyone had to be behind the line.

Interview Sam Pilger Portraits Leon Csernohlavek

The prospect of filling Pep Guardiola’s
shoes would cause most managers to get
a little prickly. But most managers don’t
have a CV like Carlo Ancelotti’s.

Sat in a conference room at the London
offices of the publishers of his new book,
Bayern Munich’s new manager is every inch
the “teddy bear” former Milan team-mate
Paolo Maldini once labelled him.

The revered Italian proves to be a gentle,
charming and fascinating character as he
reflects on a career of almost unrivalled
success as a player and a manager, which has
seen him collect no fewer than 31 major
trophies over the past four decades.

His managerial CV reads like a handpicked
list of the world’s greatest clubs – Juventus,
Milan, Chelsea, Paris Saint-Germain, Real
Madrid and now Bayern – and, together with
Bob Paisley, he remains the only manager to
win the Champions League three times... so far.

Ahead of succeeding Guardiola in Bavaria
this summer, Ancelotti answers your
questions, and talks Cristiano Ronaldo,
Chelsea, Zlatan Ibrahimovic, Leicester City,
making Parmesan cheese and his surprise
acting debut in the new Star Trek film.

You’ve previously said you were “very poor”
growing up as a child. What lessons did
you learn from that?
AndyWoodman, via Twitter
I remember that time of my life, and it is true
we didn’t have money to spend, but I grew up
in a wonderful family – a working family. It was
a quiet, peaceful time. My father never shouted

Washe close to taking over atManchester
United?Has he startedGerman lessons?
Howdid he handle Zlatan’swhopping ego?
Why is he in the newStar Trekmovie?

Below Ancelotti’s
trophy-laden playing
career is often – and
wrongly – forgotten

at me. I lived with my whole family; my father,
my mother, my sister and my grandparents.
That time built my character. My family worked
on the land – they were farmers. We made
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ONE ON ONE

We did well in the Champions League,
playing in three finals and winning
two, but yes, we should have won
more league titles.

How do you explain losing the 2005
Champions League Final to Liverpool
after leading 3-0 at half-time? Could you
have done anything differently to stop
their incredible comeback in Istanbul?
Lance Baumatan, London
I look back at this quite often, but I don’t think
there is anything I could have done differently.
It was all about six minutes. We played for
114minutes; Liverpool played for six
minutes. That’s the truth of it. It was
a very strange game. You know,
I took this Milan team to three
Champions League finals, and
2005 was actually the best we
played – but it was the only one
we lost! [FFT: Were your players
celebrating at half-time? Did they

think they had already won?] No, no, this is
bulls**t. Bulls**t! Wewere very happy because
we had played a fantastic first half, but we
knewwe had another half to play. Even at 3-3
we should have won it in the last minute when
[Andriy] Shevchenko had a chance in front of
goal, but [Jerzy] Dudek saved it.

Your Chelsea side won the Premier League
in record style in 2009-10, breaking the
100-goal barrier. What was your secret?
Laurie Arbor, Brighton
We just had great players – guys like Nicolas
Anelka, Didier Drogba, Frank Lampard and
Michael Ballack – and a great shape that
season. That was the key. Above all, the
players were comfortable with their positions.

What went wrong in your second season
at Chelsea? How did you feel
about RayWilkins leaving
without you knowing?
Lester Scott, via Twitter
We started well, then had a lot
of injuries. We had [John] Terry,
[Michael] Essien and Drogba out.
I was not happy with Ray being
sacked as it was during the
season. I wanted to keep him.

How did it feel when Roman Abramovich
came into the dressing room after losing
a Champions League quarter-final in 2011 to
Manchester United? Did it undermine you?
Gareth Porter, Shirley
It is usual for the owner to come into the
dressing room after a game to say hello. But at
thatmoment, after losing that game, everyone
was a little bit embarrassed. There was total
silence. I tried to break it with a little speech.

Did you deserve better than to be
sacked by Chelsea on the final day of
the season, straight after the game
against Everton at Goodison Park?
Lizzie Broom, Surrey
No, I knew the situation, and I knew it
was coming. I was in the dressing room,

What did you learn fromworking as Arrigo
Sacchi’s assistant with Italy at the 1994
World Cup? How did you console Roberto
Baggio after his penaltymiss in the final?
Johnson Neil, via Twitter
Being with him for three years was a good
experience. I learned themethodology of
training, and also about strategy and focusing
on the little details. I didn’t speak to Baggio
after the final, because what can you really
say? Our two best penalty-takers were him and
Baresi, and they bothmissed. It is a lottery; it is
amental situation and not a technical one.

Why did the Juventus fans not like you
when youmanaged there? Did it feel like
revenge when you beat themwithMilan in
the 2003 Champions League Final [above]?
Nick Gove, Battersea
The problemwithme and the Juventus fans
was that I had been a Milan and Roma player,
and they didn’t like that. During the 1980s
there was a big rivalry between Juventus and
Milan – they were always going for the title –
and before that in 1983 I had been part of the
Roma teamwho had beaten Juventus to the
title; a great Juventus side, too, with Platini,
Boniek, Gentile, Scirea and Zoff. I wouldn’t call
it revenge, but it was strange to play the final
of the Champions League against a team that
had sackedme not long before. But that was
the first time I had ever won the Champions
League as amanager, somy emotions were
not of revenge – just of happiness.

You’ve wonmore Champions League
trophies than Serie A titles: three to
one. Is it a regret you didn’t winmore?
James Burgett, Pisa
Yes, a little bit, because at Milan I had the
possibility to winmore titles but a lot of
the timewe finished second. I also came
second with Parma in 1997. The regret is
that I should have wonmore titles with
Milan because I had a fantastic squad.

“And remember, lads,

penalties are basically

just a lottery anyway”

Real Madrid celebrate
winning La Decima the

only way they know how

“I wasn’t happy
Ray was sacked”

Two future Real
Madrid managers
meet at Juventus

Ancelotti says he
chose the right
time to join Milan
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Above Alex Ferguson
wanted Ancelotti at
Old Trafford in 2013;
Ibra’s professionalism
impressed him at PSG
Below Double-winner
in his first season,
sacked in his second

but it was no shock, because to be sacked
is just part of your job. There is no manager
who has never been sacked. OK, maybe Pep
Guardiola, who has decided to leave clubs,
but he has had only a short career in
management so far – just eight years.

Did Chelsea ask you to return to the club
last year to replace Jose Mourinho?
Edward Houghton, via Twitter
No, no. But I would have no problem going
back to Chelsea. My experience with Chelsea,
and in English football, was fantastic.

How did you approach managing Zlatan
Ibrahimovic and his famously large ego
during your time coaching PSG?
Caroline Khan, Balham
Ibra is really funny, but he is also extremely
professional. A manager wants that ego in
a player. Ibra uses his ego for good: he has
individual talent, but he plays for the team.
Cristiano Ronaldo is just the same.

What was it like managing Cristiano
Ronaldo? The public perception is that
he’s difficult to work with, but how did
you get the best from him in Madrid?
Alfie Clinton, Rochester
He is a really easy player to train, because
as a professional you don’t have to tell him
anything. He knows clearly what he must
do to be ready for games and for training.
As a manager, I was very lucky to have
a player like him because he scored 50 goals
per season. He wants to be at the top; he
wants to be the very best. I think the fact that
there is a real competition with [Lionel] Messi
helps each of them to be even better. It is very
difficult to say who is best, though, because
along with Zlatan they can all win football

matches on their own. I remember that I liked
to joke with Ronaldo. I once told him that he
was on the bench for a big game. I said: “Our
game is at 4pm, but you will rest tomorrow.”
He looked at me in complete shock. Then
I told him I was only joking.

When you took over as manager of
Real Madrid, how much importance
was placed on winning La Decima,
the club’s long-awaited 10th
European Cup crown?
Florence Roberts, via Facebook
It was the most important project f
everyone at the club; the players a d
the fans were all obsessed with it.
a long time they didn’t win it, but w
were able to do it against Atletico
at the end of my first season.

How much impact did the sales of
Xabi Alonso and Angel Di Maria
have on your side in your second
season with Real Madrid?
Saacid Almeyda, via Facebook
Yes, at the end there was a little
bit of an impact, but I cannot
forget that at the start of my
second season we won 22
games in a row. After that we
had problems – we had injuries to
Luka Modric and Sergio Ramos –
and we lost some confidence. We
still reached the Champions Leagu
semi-finals, but lost to Juventus, a d
we lost the championship to Barcel
by a point. [FFT: Do you believe you
deserved more time at Real Madrid ]
I knew that if I didn’t win I would b
sacked – I knew that when I signed h
contract. If you don’t win, then the hi

of the club means you’re
gone. I have no regrets from
my time in Madrid – it was
wonderful. Every manager
wants to work with Real
Madrid, because they are
the biggest club, for their
history and for their fans
all around the world.

Were you disappointed
that Gareth Bale’s agent went directly to
president Florentino Perez when his client
wanted to change positions, rather than
Bale himself coming to speak with you?
Ted Swain, via Twitter
Yes, I was, because I don’t speak to the agent
normally but if the player is not happy then
they have to speak to me, the manager. Usually
when a player is not happy they come and
speak to me. This should be the normal way.

Who was better to work for: Silvio
Berlusconi at Milan, Florentino Perez at
Madrid or Roman Abramovich at Chelsea?
Mark Sanford, via Facebook

nt eight years with Berlusconi and I still
h a good relationship with him. The fact
h these owners sacked me doesn’t mean
h t our relationship is broken. I still get on

w ll with Florentino, and although I haven’t
ken much with Abramovich since I left

Ch lsea, I have no problem with him.

l Ferguson said: “I hoped Carlo would
me to United. It didn’t work out. Another

ime, maybe.” When did this happen?
J son Boons, via Twitter

fter he retired in 2013 he spoke to me,
but I had already given my word to go to

eal Madrid. Manchester United were too
l te. But otherwise I would have been
interested in going to Old Trafford.

Who is the one player you wished you
had signed, but missed out on?
Mick Francis, Oxford
I tried to sign Steven Gerrard from
Liverpool when I was at Milan, but it just
wasn’t possible. I was close to taking
Roberto Baggio to Parma, but I didn’t
because he wanted to play in a different

position than the one I wanted him for.
Today I can say it was a mistake, but back
hen I didn’t want to change my system.
w, with more experience, I could say, ‘OK,
problem – we will try to find a position

f him.’ In Italy I would also have loved to

“I’d have been interested in managing
Manchester United, but they were too late”
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it C e sea

Ancelotti was in good
company at Milan
in his ’80s heyday
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ONE ON ONE

Which is the toughest
league in Europe to win?
Keil Hampton, via Facebook
For the quality of play, it is
Spain. All the teams can play
– even the smaller teams.
Just look at what the
Spanish sides do in European
competition. Both Atletico
and Real Madrid were in the
Champions League final,
Sevilla were in the Europa
League final, and Villarreal
were in the semi-finals. For tactics,
I would say it’s Italy, as there you have to think
about a lot of different systems. One week you
play against 4-4-2, then 4-3-3, and then 3-5-2,
so Italianmanagers gain a lot of experience
and knowledge. Tactically, Italy is a really
tough league, because the play is compressed.
In England the league is also different: it is
a lot more intense, and the games aremore
spectacular. Look at Leicester winning the title
this season – it is really competitive. Lots of
teams can create problems for the bigger
teams. It is a really balanced league. In
France now, there is only one team: PSG.

JoseMourinho has said that
he wouldn’t ever manage in
a country where the kit man
could win the league. Do you
feel the sameway?
Peter Common, Hastings
The kit man can win the
league?What does that
mean? [FFT explains Jose’s dig
at managers who take ‘easy’
jobs] Ah, I see! It all depends.
It is true I wasmanager

of Paris Saint-Germain for two years. It
depends on the project at the club, though,
and if they show ambition. The aim at PSG is
not only to win the league, of course, but also
to be competitive in the Champions League.

You’re known as a calm character. Do you
ever lose your temper?What happened
when you lost your temper themost?
Sean Perry, Florida
It was when I was at PSG in 2013. Wewent out
of the Coupe de France on penalties against
Evian, and we had played really, really badly.
I was very angry – somuch so that I broke
a door. I also kicked a box and it landed on
Ibrahimovic’s head. He didn’t react. If I ever
losemy temper, I need to leave the dressing
room and sometimes go and have a quick
cigarette and then I’m fine again, although
I am trying to give them up.

Why did you choose BayernMunich as your
next club? How can you improve them after
they have won the Bundesliga title by
a distance for the past four seasons?
Julian Kingdom, Norfolk
Why? Because this was the right time for me
and the right time for the club. They needed
amanager, and I needed to find a role. It was
good timing. Bayern are one of the best teams
in Europe, and it is a new challenge, and the

goal for me is to stay
competitive. They have
reached the semi-finals
of the Champions League
five times in the past five
years but won it just once,
so next year we have to be
focused. It’s hard tomake
a team that good even
better. Maybe the key is
maintaining the same level.
The only player there I have
managed before is Xabi
Alonso, at Madrid, but the

others will be a new experience. I am learning
German at themoment, but it is difficult.

Is it true you are amassive Star Trek fan
and have a part in the new film?
GarryWickham, Essex
Yes. I have a little cameo in the new film.
I play a doctor; I don’t have a speaking part –
I am just in the background. I was living in
Vancouver and that’s where they were filming
it. I have a good friendship with the actress
Zoe Saldana: she is married to an Italian guy,
and she’s in the film. Zoe jokingly said I could
have a part and she asked the director – then

one day I was on set. Oh, I am a terrible
actor. I loved Star Trek as a child, so it
is wonderful to be in the film now.

Quiet Leadership: Winning Hearts,
Minds and Matches, by Carlo
Ancelotti, is published by
Penguin and available now

manage Francesco Totti. It would have been
interesting tomanageWayne Rooney, too.

How do you explain Claudio Ranieri’s
success with Leicester this season? Does
his achievement embarrass other coaches
withmoremoney and better players?
Grant Knox, via Facebook
The key is that Claudio has built a good
chemistry with his players. The fact that they
haven’t hadmany injuries has allowed him
to build a really good shape and organisation.
He has some very good players, too, in
N’Golo Kante, Riyad Mahrez and Jamie Vardy.
I know Claudio very well and he has had
a fantastic club career all around the world, in
Spain, Italy, England, France... everywhere!
He has been fantastic, and he’s a deserving
winner of the Premier League title now.

Youmanaged the new Chelsea boss
Antonio Conte for two years while in charge
at Juventus. How do you think he’ll do at
Stamford Bridge next season?
Chris Spencer, London
Conte is a hard worker: really serious, really
professional and always focused on his job.
Chelsea are getting a topmanager whowill
look at all the little details. Coming to England
from Italy, he will find a different world: less
pressure, no violence, a great atmosphere,
full stadiums – just totally different from Italy
at this moment. He can definitely be a success
at Chelsea. The club has a lucky relationship
with Italianmanagers. There was Gianluca
Vialli, me, and then Roberto Di Matteo, who
helped them to win the Champions League.

Would you ever be interested inmanaging
a national team? Italy, maybe? Or England?
Giuliano Maiorana, Cambridge
At this moment I would prefer to have a club,
but maybe in the future. England?Why not?
I would have no problem doing that.

You played under Fabio Capello during your
time at Milan.Why do you think he
ultimately failed as Englandmanager?
Jonathan Patel, via Twitter
He did really well with qualification for the
2010World Cup, winning ninematches out
of 10. But with a tournament that is played
over a short period of time, you need to arrive
with all of your players fully fit, and it is difficult
to get that after playing a season in the
Premier League and Champions League.

“I angrily kicked a box and
it landed on Ibrahimovic’s
head, but he didn’t react”

Whowould you like to see quizzed here?
And what question would you ask them?
Tweet us@FourFourTwowith #1on1

Top left Ranieri:
a deserving champion
Above Chelsea’s new
man gets the nod
from his old boss
Below “Looks like
your eyebrow stunt
double’s here, Spock”
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THE BOLEYN SAYS GOODBYE
There’s nothing like a proper East End knees-up. After 112 years, 2,398 games and one Second 
World War bomb, West Ham gave a fitting farewell to their beloved Boleyn Ground with a 3-2 win 
against Manchester United – even if it was marred slightly by ugly scenes that delayed kick-off  
by 45 minutes. Afterwards, the firework display was spectacular. Roll on the Olympic Stadium!
Picture Adam Davy/PA
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“I HATE THE PLAY-OFFS...”
Few feelings are as sweet as winning promotion in aWembley final – so naturally the total
desolation at falling short in football’s biggest end-of-season lottery is tough to bear. Just
ask Brighton fans, who, havingmissed out on automatic promotion to the Premier League
on goal difference to Middlesbrough, fell in the Championship play-off semi-finals for the
third time in four years, to SheffieldWednesday. Chin up, son: there’s always next year.
Picture Gareth Fuller/PA
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FIELD OF DREAMS
Leicester – Leicester! – won the Premier League. And what better way to celebrate 
than with 240,000 supporters lining the streets to cheer the most unbelievable of 
triumphs? Turn to p70 to find out what jubilant Foxes fans – some of them dressed 
as pizzas – thought of the season ahead of their final home game against Everton. 
Picture Joe Giddens/PA
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“I was raised 
in London 
and I’ve lived 
in some 
bad places, 
but I have 
never seen 
a single rat”

The

1   Foxe’s bar relief
“There were no fi ghts or yelling 

of abuse or anything,” shrugged 
West Ham United defender Hayden 
Foxe after the Aussie defender emptied 
his bladder against the nightclub bar 
during the Hammers’ 2001 Christmas 
bash. “What I did was wrong, but I’m 
determined to show that Australian 
players can adapt to the English game.” 
Like a duck to water, Hayden. 

2     Grizzly business
In November 2014, 

Torpedo Moscow’s 
on-loan midfi elder Kirill 
Kombarov came in for 
justifi able criticism after 
hiring a bear for his son’s 
birthday. Two-year-old 
Timofei rode on the grizzly’s 
back as the tie-clad beast, 
which Kombarov fi rst saw o

a TV show, danced around in the 
player’s living room to the toddler’s 
amusement. At least it was 
muzzled. Yes, we mean the bear...

3                 “Have The Smiths 
formed yet?”

Booed off the pitch at the 1974 
World Cup following a humiliating 
1-0 defeat to their East German 
neighbours, West Germany’s players 
slipped back to their hotel and opened 
beers and cigars to kick off one of the 

m t serable parties. “All this 
s king and drinking won’t 

h lp you,” barked furious 
boss Helmut Schon. But, 

fter arguing until dawn, 
hey vowed never to 
nk so low again, and 

a fortnight later they 
ere world champions. 
o pain, no gain.

5           Caining it again
“Our parties in the King’s Road 

were a great way for the team to bond,” 
said maverick former Chelsea midfi elder 
Alan Hudson, “and it meant we could 

mix with a more eclectic group.” 
Michaels Caine and Crawford were 
amongst the A-list guests who joined the 
Blues players for their showbiz shindigs. 
“The boozing didn’t impair the boys’ 
performances on the pitch,” insisted 
Peter Osgood, making no attempt to 
pretend players were on the orange juice.

6      “Oi, stop being crap”
With a chastening 3-1 home 

defeat to Blackburn fresh in the memory, 
opportunities for mirth at the Gunners’ 
booze-free 1997 festive party were 
limited. Matters turned even frostier 

4      Efrain from drinking
“I don’t really see what’s wrong 

with having some fun after a victory,” 
muttered Mexico defender Efrain Juarez 
after a late-night gathering in his room 
to celebrate his team’s 1-0 win over 
Colombia in 2010. The Mexican FA 
disagreed, banning Juarez and Carlos 
Vela (then of Arsenal) for six months and 
fi ning seven others for their late-night 
drinkies. “I’d have banned more of 
them,” fumed coach Efrain Flores, 
“but I realised that then we’d have no 
players to face Venezuela next month.”Up
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Jamie Vardy had a party (obviously) after 
Leicester won the title – but what about
player shindigs that got out of control?

KNEES-UPS

31

5           
were a great way for the team to bond,” 
said 
Alan Hudson, “and it meant we could 

mix with a more eclectic group.” 

4      Efrain from drinking

Efrain Juarez
loves some fun.
Can you tell? 

FRR

Grizzly business

Timofei rode on the grizzly’s 

which Kombarov fi rst saw on 

beers and cigars to kick off
most miserable

smoking and drinking won’t 
help
boss
after
they vowed never to 
sink 
a fortnight later they 
were
No pain, no gain.
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PLAYING
OFF THE 
SHOULDER
OF FOOTBALL

“There’s no way I can
possibly live to

regret this”

Still the highest fee paid for a keeper, in his 2001 move from Parma to Juve

157
He’s the 12th-most 
capped player ever, 

playing 21 more games 
than the next Italian, 

Fabio Cannavaro

40
Age when he plans to 

retire, after Russia 2018

MIDFIELDER
His position before turning to goalkeeping, 
aged 12, after seeing Thomas N’Kono at Italia 90

Vespa: his fi rst major 
purchase after turning 

pro at the age of 17

60-SECOND

NICKNAME
SUPERMAN

0.77
International goals
conceded per game

,O00
aged 12, after seeing Thomas N’Kono at Italia 90

CARBONARA
Favourite pasta dish

10% Turning down 
a move to the 

Premier League
10% Betting on football 

during gambling ban 
(but not on any 

Italian matches)
80% The headband 

OON

when Tony Adams informed misfi ring 
midfi eld duo Emmanuel Petit and Patrick 
Vieira to shape up or ship out. The Gallic 
pair heeded their captain’s call and the 
end-of-season celebration at the Cafe 
Royal, after Arsenal had won the Double, 
was altogether more upbeat.

7      Fergie vs Sharpey
“I opened Sharpey’s front door,” 

recalled Ryan Giggs, “and there was 
the manager. I was holding a bottle 
of Becks, and there was no escape.” 
Getting wind of Lee Sharpe’s raucous 

house party from his network of 
informers, Alex Ferguson curtly 
dismissed all invitees, then informed 
the petrifi ed duo that if there was any 
repeat of such shenanigans, their 
Manchester United careers were over. 

8      Cruy�  in hot water
A few days before Holland played 

the hosts in the 1974 World Cup Final in 
Munich, German tabloid Bild ran a story 
under the headline ‘Cruyff, champagne 
and naked girls’ that alleged the Dutch 
players had partied in a hotel swimming 
pool with bikini-clad women – and they 
certainly weren’t wives or girlfriends. 
Johan Cruyff spent the entire pre-fi nal 
night on the phone being grilled by wife 
Danny. The following day, the Dutch 
were beaten 2-1 by the Germans. 
“Maybe swimming all those lengths took 
it out of us, eh?” Johnny Rep later sighed.

9          Monkey business
“I’m trying to behave better; I have 

a child now,” insisted Brazilian striker 
Edmundo in 1999. To prove his new, 
mature approach to life, ‘the Animal’ 
poured a glass of beer down the 
throat of an actual animal: Pedrinho, 
a chimp who was part of the circus 
that the striker had hired for his son’s 
party. The former Fiorentina forward 
had forgotten that he’d invited press 
photographers along, too. Oops. 

10                               Black Cats brought 
down to Earth

If Sunderland’s 1973 FA Cup winners 
reckoned their Wembley heroics against 
Leeds would bring them global stardom, 
they were mistaken. On a booze-laden 
end-of-season trip over in Mallorca, 
goalscoring hero Ian Porterfi eld uttered 
the immortal words to a nightclub 
doorman: “We are Sunderlando. 
We win FA Cup. We a famous football 
club.” The doorman rubbed the fi ngers 
on his right hand together and growled: 
“Pesetas.” The players moved on.
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GIANLUIGI BUFFON
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“All friends again,
eh, lads? Patrick?”

BUFFON’S 
BIGGEST 
BOOBS
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As usual, it was all Louis van Gaal’s
fault. When the then-Netherlands
manager failed to take the Oranje to
the 2002World Cup, two disgruntled
fans –media agency execs Johan
Kramer andMatthijs de Jonge – set
out to identify the worst team in the
world (other than their own), on the
same day that the rest of mankind
was finding out whowas the best.
The result? An award-winning
documentary: The Other Final.
Montserrat, then bottom of the FIFA

world rankings, travelled to the tiny
Himalayan kingdom of Bhutan, ranked
second-last, to divert attention away
frommuch of the Caribbean island
being rendered uninhabitable following
a series of volcanic eruptions between
1995 and 1997. FIFA agreed to officially
sanction the friendly. Game on.
Both teams insisted it was the taking

part and not the winning that counted,
but they were kidding no one. Bhutan’s
FA hired Dutchman Arie Schans as
coach three weeks before thematch
and ordered double training sessions,
while Montserrat midfielder Antoine
Lake-Willix confidently predicted
a 3-0 win for the away side.
Refereed by

Englishman Steve
Bennett, the game
took place on the
morning of the
World Cup final in
Yokohama, where
Brazil would beat
Germany six hours
later. Playing in the
Bhutanese capital of

Thimphu at the 25,000-capacity
Changlimithang Stadium – which
doubles as an archery arena, for the
country’s national sport – Montserrat
were on target first, forcing an early
save. But they had to compete with
the home side’s trump card: altitude.
While Montserrat is close to sea level,

Bhutan is perched at over 7,500ft, and
the visitors’ familiarity with the thin air
quickly told. Wangay Dorji scored in
the fourthminute before completing
a hat-trick, outdoing Ronaldo and his
two goals in Japan later that day. “The
altitude seemed to be Montserrat’s
weakness,” he admitted.
Away captain Charles Thompson

apparently agreed, saying: “We’d like
Bhutan to come to our place” before
adding – rather anti-prophetically –
“I think we played in the spirit of FIFA.”
There was no rematch, but the teams

–who, despite Bhutan’s 4-0win, shared
a trophy cut into two – were reunited
soon after the game, watching the
World Cup final together. Bless.

Also in this month
1938 Brazil and Czechoslovakia
contest one of themost violent

World Cup games ever seen,
in the Battle of Bordeaux.
1955Wilf Mannion (left) is
banned for life by the FA
over comments about
players receiving illegal
payments to take them
over themaximumwage.
1980 Real Madrid win the
Copa del Rey, beating their
reserve team in the final.

IN THIS MONTH JUNE 2002

Bhutan or Montserrat? Twominnows 9,000
miles apart do battle onWorld Cup final day

And the worst national
team in the world is…

Jason Wilcox
Wiki says:
“Wilcox is a black belt
in judo and even
represented England
before he became a
professional footballer.”

Wilcox says:
“Yeah. I kept that quiet
for many years but it
slipped out – from
somebody else, not me.
When I was 15 I had to
make a choice between
the two, and football
was my first love.”

Wiki says what?

David James is aman ofmany
talents. International goalkeeper?
Check. Part-time artist? Check.
Model? You betcha. But what about
air bassist for Serbian disco-funk
band Kiki Lesendrić & Piloti?
Well, yes. When themassive Balkan

band needed someone to groove
along to their latest video Guzvami u
stanu (‘Crowds in My House’), Serbian
former goalkeeper Vojislav Dragovic –
a gifted pianist who tours with the
band part-time – knewwho to call.

Former England No.1 David James is the star
of a newmusic video in Serbia. Er... why?

He says: “I told Kiki I had the perfect
actor for a funky video: David James.”
The two keepers met at the Free-Kick

Masters trick shot tournament in 2008
and have been friends ever since.
“Drago is my Serbian brother,” James

laughs. “I agreed in fiveminutes. Any
friend of Drago is a friend of mine; if
someone else had askedme to be in
a video I would probably have said no.”
The result is a fine football-funk 1970s

transmogrification, with James – who
played the cello at school – looking like

PLAY IT AGAIN, JAMO!

what?
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Maurice Gibb, guitar hooked over his
shoulder. “I’m a ’70s baby and the song
is so good!” says James. “The video looks
brilliant. Even the colours look 1970s.”

Jamo’s cameo has gone down so well,
he’s going to introduce the band at their
homecoming Belgrade show in June.

THE BIG FOUR
Top reads this month: a fine football novel and three fascinating trips downmemory lane

Iron Towns
Anthony Cartwright
(Serpent’s Tail, £12.99)
•••••
This is a sharply written first football
novel by acclaimed author Cartwright.
The plot: Liam Corwen is back where it
all began at unusually named outfit
Iron Towns, but can he prove himself
at an administration-hit club, justify
a hefty wage and revisit past glories?

Best quote “‘Throw Liam Corwen
overboard now, before it’s too late’.”

Forever Young
Oliver Kay (Quercus, £20)
•••••
You’ve probably never heard of Adrian
Doherty, but he was Manchester
United’s lost genius – not to mention
a part-time poet and Bob Dylan fan.
Oliver Kay details how football failed the
Northern Irish winger, who died in 2000
aged just 26. It’s a wonderful book.

Best quote “On one hand, his release
from United left him isolated, his future
uncertain. On the other, he felt free.”

When We Were Lions
Paul Rees (Aurum, £18.99)
•••••
Perhaps unsurprisingly, there have been
a number of nostalgia-heavy books
commemorating the 20th anniversary
of Euro 96, but this is easily the best.
Beginning in April and ending in
September, Rees looks beyond the pitch
in the Three Lions’ summer of love.

Best quote “The game then became
‘everyone had to have a pint poured
over them and their shirt ripped’.”

Spirit of ‘58
Evan Marshall (Blackstaff, £9.99)
•••••
With Northern Ireland at a major
tournament once again, what better
time to recall their last-eight heroics
at the 1958 World Cup? It’s the ultimate
underdog story, from some pioneering
ball-led training sessions to a keeper
playing on with a broken hand.

Best quote “We put the bed up a tree
and rolled up the carpets. We took every
single piece of furniture out of his room.”

“I don’t know if they want me to get
on the stage dancing, because my
dancing isn’t the best,” laughs James.
“But I’ll love listening to them live. I’ve
got their CD on in the car at the minute!”

It’s probably much better than the
usual footballer playlist, to be fair.

Bee Gees bassist and disco legend
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If you want to swap your football
stickers with Alex and Sian Pratchett
of Panini Cheapskates, take a careful
look first at who you’re getting in
exchange – if you can work it out.
“We read that it can cost £350-£400

to complete the sticker book,” Alex tells
FFT. “Sian suggested we could draw
them. It got out of hand very quickly.”
This conversation came before

the 2014World Cup, whereupon the
husband-and-wife team drew every
single Brazil 2014 sticker – from shinies
to team photos – and now they’re
doing the same for Euro 2016. The one
minor problem? Talent. Or a lack of it.
“Neither of us can draw,” sighs Alex.

“But that’s an essential part of the
appeal. There’s space for silliness in
this world.” That would explain the
childlike nature of the drawings, but
as Alex says, it’s all part of the journey.

“We got slightly less rubbish as we
went along. My favourites are the early
ones, from 2014. Sian did Gary Medel
and it had a sort of cubist feel...”
Interest has spread around the world

– somuch so, the pair even drew some
of politics’ big hitters in last summer’s
general election. And Ed Miliband.
“We’re going to start the day that

Euro 2016 begins and finish when it
ends,” says Alex, “and we’re doing it
for charity this time.” The top 100
donations will each receive some
personalised Picasso-esque stickers.
To celebrate Alex and Sian’s return,

they’ve given FFT a sneak preview of
what to expect. Can you guess who’s
supposed to be who from this lot?

To check out Alex and Sian’s
‘masterpieces’ and donate, visit
their Twitter page @CheapPaniniW
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A husband and wife from Oxford have found
a different way to fill their Panini sticker book
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April 9, 1988
Southampton 4 Arsenal 2
“Onmy full debut, aged 17, I became
the youngest player to score a top-flight
hat-trick, beating Jimmy Greaves’
record. I didn’t even know I was playing
until midday, so there was no time to
get nervous, but I could never have
dreamed that it would go as well as it
did. My trademark one-arm-in-the-air
goal celebration just happened that day,
and it stuck until the end of my career!
That hat-trick gaveme the belief that
I could really make it in the game.”

May 14, 1995
Liverpool 2 Blackburn 1
“We went to Anfield thinking we had to
beat Liverpool to secure the Premier
League title, so we were under pressure.
It wasn’t a great performance or a great
result, but it turned out to be a great day
[middle picture]. We found out that
Manchester United had drawn 1-1 at
West Hamwith about 30 seconds left in

our match; we could tell from the
Blackburn supporters’ reactions that
United hadn’t won and the title was
ours. Is it true I celebrated by creosoting
a fence? No, it wasmy father-in-law
who creosoted the fence, not me.”

June 18, 1996
Netherlands 1 England 4
“The atmosphere atWembley that night
was probably one of the best that I ever
played in, certainly in an England shirt.
It was just a perfect performance; the
most complete performance I was ever
involved in duringmy England career.
To beat that Dutch team 4-1 was great,
with two goals for me and two for Teddy
Sheringham [right picture]. Our third
goal was somemove, from Gazza to

Teddy, who slipped the ball to me to hit
as I hard as I could, and it went into the
top corner. It was a great team goal.”

September 1, 1996
Moldova 0 England 3
“This wasmy first game as England
captain [main picture]. Glenn Hoddle
said I was going to have the armband
for a three-game trial period because he
didn’t want the extra pressure to take
away frommy goalscoring duties. We
won the game and I managed to score,
so I was hopeful then that I would get it
on a permanent basis, which I did. I had
always dreamed of playing for England
but I never thought I’d captain my
country. It was probably the biggest and
best thing to happen tome in football.”

February 4, 2006
Newcastle 2
Portsmouth 0
“It was the day I broke Jackie Milburn’s
goalscoring record. It had stood for so
many years and Jackie wasmy dad’s
hero, so I knewwhat hemeant to the
people of Newcastle. They’re my club, so
to break the record at the Gallowgate
End was a special feeling [left picture].
I remember just standing there withmy
arms aloft for 10 or 15 seconds after the
ball went in – the feeling sent a shiver
downmy spine. It felt so good that I just
wanted to stand there forever.”

The BBC will provide extensive coverage
of Euro 2016 across TV, radio and
online from Friday June 10, 2016
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“After scoring, I just stood there with my arms
aloft. The feeling sent a shiver down my spine”
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Gabriel Uchida’s stunning 360-degree shots
of Buenos Aires’ stadiums, from professional
to amateur level, truly are a sight to behold

UPFRONT

SUPER BOWLS
Talk of football existing in its own
goldfish bowl is nothing new. The
money, themedia, the unfathomable
ubiquity of Robbie Savage. But now,
thanks to Brazilian photographer Gabriel
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The actual photography of the
grounds, though, is much easier: “I just
need to be in themiddle of the pitch
and to take a panoramic photo of the
stadium, then it takes a fewminutes
using Photoshop.”
The images spread like wildfire online

and Gabriel has had offers from around
the world to photograph other venues.
“I love the result,” he says, “because it

looks like a planet and it has such
a powerful meaning. Forget everything
else: the stadium is our own little world.”
We couldn’t agreemore, Gabriel.

To seemore of Gabriel’s work, visit
gabrieluchida.com or follow him
on Instagram@uchidagabriel

Uchida’s stunning collection of Buenos
Aires’ grounds, it looks like one, too.
Taken from the centre circle of 14

different stadiums in the Argentine
capital, from top-flight sides San Lorenzo

and Huracan to semi-pros Chacarita
and Temperley, Gabriel’s collection of
360-degree panoramas look about as
cool as it’s possible for a ground to look.
Floodlights, pylons and trees all sprout
from hypnotically circular pitches.
“I had this idea in 2013 to shoot the

Brazilian arenas for theWorld Cup, but
the distances between venues were
too great,” Gabriel tells FFT. “Buenos
Aires is just perfect, because there are
somany different stadiums in the city
and none of them are thosemodern
arenas that all look the same.
“The problemwas getting into the

grounds. After threemonths of trying,
I contacted ultras groups and it took
fiveminutes to sort everything out!”
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MY YEAR AT STRATFORD TOWN
WILLIAM SHAKESPEAREWILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
He was a world-renowned scribe who
quilled 38 blockbuster plays. They were
a struggling Southern Football League
side in the eighth tier of the pyramid.
But can Shakey’s pioneering motivational
techniques as gaffer – i.e. sonnets – cut
it on a cold non-league Wednesday
night away to Biggleswade Town?night
Best quote
“‘How this spring of love resembleth
the uncertain glory of an April day,’
I told the lads. ‘And if that lump at
left-back goes through you again, Phil,
knee him in the f**king orchids.’”

CONQUERING EUROPE
NAPOLEON BONAPARTE
Boney could do it home and away
against the big guns, including the Holy
Roman Empire, the Iberians and the
Russians – at just 5ft 6in, the tactical
genius was the Xavi of his age. Direct
from his tomb at Les Invalides, the

revolutionary commander spells out
how Paris Saint-Germain can avoid
their own tactical Waterloo.
Best quote
“Not tonight, Josephine. We’ve got
Shakhtar Donetsk tomorrow and I’m
worried about them outflanking us.
I’m also riddled with syphilis.”

COME ON YOU ETHELREDS!
ETHELRED I OF WESSEX
Nobody gave Bournemouth a chance
of Premier League survival, just as
no Wessex nobleman gave Ethelred I
– buried at Wimborne Minster, just
a few miles north of Dean Court –
a prayer against the marauding
Vikings in 871. This Medieval romp,
following both campaigns, is Game of
ThronesmeetsMatch of the Day.
Best quote
“Artur Boruc reminds me of Ivar the
Boneless, commander of the Great
Heathen Army, who ritually executed
some of my family by pulling their
lungs out. Lovely hands.”

ULTRA! SAYING MASS AND KICKING
ASS: LAZIO’S BIGGEST NUTTER
POPE ALEXANDER VI (WITH
THE BRIMSON BROTHERS)
Al was Rome’s Top Boy. By day, he wrote
liturgies. But at 3pm on a Saturday
he went wild, allegedly fathering
children with his own daughter Lucrezia,

making prostitutes crawl around
with chestnuts in their mouths, and
contributing to the death of millions
of Aztecs overseas. Proper naughty.
Best quote
“We are the conquistadors –
proselytisers of the Christian faith
– and conquistadors don’t run. Fight,
or I’ll issue you a papal bull. Amen!”

MARY, QUEEN OF SHOTS:
THE 2016 ANNUAL
MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS
Like the footballer she so closely
resembles – Gordon Strachan –
Mary was torn from her homeland
and imprisoned south of the border

by a crazed despot (Elizabeth I / Alex
Ferguson). Initially laid to rest in
Peterborough Cathedral in 1587,
before being moved to Westminster
Abbey in 1612, the 1500s’ monarch
is back to run the rule over The Posh
in this inexplicable publication.
Best quote
“Michael Bostwick’s shot rolled
disappointingly wide, like my head
into a wicker basket in the Great Hall.”

WHO ATE ALL THE BOAR?
HENRY VIII ON CHELSEA
HENRY VIII
The monarchy’s Special One owned the
world’s first football boots and often
descended on Chelsea to visit Thomas
More, before giving him the literal axe.
He also once wore a blue tunic. Probably.
England’s No.8 pulls no punches as he
analyses a year that was even worse
than his own battle with Rome.
Best quote
“3-1 against Everton, with that
loiter-sack Steven Naismith breaching
us thrice?! The foul mumblecrust
Mourinho must go to the block faster
than Anne of Cleves! Muck-spout!”

from his tomb at Les Invalides, the

An account of Leicester’s title win ‘written’
by Richard III is hitting bookstores. FFT goes

through the bins of desperate publishers
to see what pitches were rejected

Tudor Special
One, Henry VIII,

pulled no punches

Tactical genius
Napoleon
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HOME KIT 1982
“This strip brings backmemories! We
wore white when we beat Spain, but this
classic effort underpinned ourWorld Cup
heroics. Simple, with a great collar, it
brought the best out of the lads. If we
have a repeat of those performances
this summer, we’ll be doing all right.”
STYLE RATING●●●●●

HOME KIT 2016
“We’ve waited since 1986 to qualify for
amajor tournament, and this is what
we’ll be wearing?! I’ll admit it’s grown on
me slightly since it was unveiled late last
year, but there’s just toomuch going on.
The horizontal blue stripe is unnecessary
andmakes it look like a training top.”
STYLE RATING●●●●●

The new strip makes fan Frank O’Kane feel blue

THE KIT CLASH
NORTHERN IRELAND
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Hulk Hogan or Brazilian Hulk?
I’m a big Hulk Hogan fan – he’s a legend.
I met him atWrestleMania, and he has
a wealth of knowledge you can learn
from.When it comes to Brazilian strikers,
I prefer Adriano or the original Ronaldo.

Dwayne ‘The Rock’ Johnson or
Marcel ‘The Rock’ Desailly?
Two good Rocks. I’ve stood next to both
of them and the wrestling Rock is bigger,
but I’ve heard some naughty stories
about Desailly winding everybody up.
He’s a potentially great wrestler: he’s
got the build and he’s a total headcase!

WWE commentary colour man
Jim Ross, or Gary Neville?
Oh, Neville is so boring! I can’t stand him.
Jim Ross is incredible – a great showman.
He goes nuts onWWE. Easy winner.

Tight wrestling pants or
billowing football shorts?
When I used to wear my
football kit, fans would
chant: “Who ate all the
pies?” I tookmy top off
at the FA Trophy final
to show I wasn’t fat.
I looked like the Hulk!
I don’t go to the gym
every day for nothing, so I’ll
go for my polka dot pants.
You’ve got to flaunt it.

Saving shots or taking shots?
It’s 100 per cent harder andmore
painful in the ring. Sure, taking a ball in
the face on a cold night at Accrington
Stanley hurts, but I’ve just been in the
ring with a former strongman who
was 6ft 8in and weighed 350 pounds.
I took a power slam from him, and it
tookme a few days to recover.

Millwall away, or baying
Florida wrestling fans?
The wrestling crowds are crazy, but
English football fans aremadder.
I’ve played at The Den and it wasn’t
pleasant. I had some coins thrown
at me, and the bus got bricked.

Burton Albion: Premier League
winners, or Hugo Knox:

WWE champion?
Can I have both? Burton Albion got
promoted recently, so huge congrats
to them, and to win the Premier

League would be incredible... but
theWWE is something I’ve set
my sights on, so I’ll choose to
headlineWrestleMania.

NXT heads to the UK and
Ireland from June 10-17 –
visit livenation.co.uk for
tickets. NXT is available
everyWednesday on
theWWE Network

The former Burton Albion keeper is making
wrestling waves in WWE’s upcoming NXT tour

HUGOKNOX
(STUART TOMLINSON)

50/50

The hippo mascot of
Queen’s P
nog
dast
who’s the culprit? 

tc
and magnifying glass

The hippo mascot of
Queen’s Park is sans
noggin thanks to a
dastardly thief – but
who’s the culprit? FFT

tches a deerstalker
and magnifying glass

“I looked like
the Hulk!”

“Taking a cold ball in the

face hurts, but I wrestled

a former strongman”



Football games are always striving for
realism: the increasingly lifelike stars
of FIFA, the infinite stats of Football
Manager, the socio-economicmisery
of Chris Kamara’s Street Soccer. Now,
joystick experts think a popular new
contendermight be themost accurate
football simulator yet. Which is odd,
as it involves trucks. Lots of trucks.

“Playing Rocket League is so primal,”
says Tim ‘Spamfish’ Mines, who makes
a living playing video games on camera
(yep, that’s a thing). “I often do the
move where I wait outside the penalty
area, wait for the ball to drop and go
‘SCHOLES!’ Even though I’m a truck.”
Rocket League is gaming’s own

Leicester-like fairytale. Released last
year with little fanfare by the even
littler-known indie label Psyonix, it’s
rapidly become the talk of the industry.

“We never thought we’d win three
BAFTAS, or sell well over five million
copies, or have 15 million players,”
admits Psyonix’s Jeremy Dunham.
“It’s a bit of a waking dream.”

The game is actually a sequel to
a cult favourite called – deep breath –
Supersonic Acrobatic Rocket-Powered
Battle-Cars, and was something of
a happy accident: originally, they were
just making battle cars. “It wasn’t
supposed to be a sports game at all,”
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11 Which is greater: the number
of clubs for whom Nicolas Anelka

has played, or the number of senior
international goals that Kyle Lafferty
has scored for Northern Ireland?

12For which Spanish team did
Stan Collymore make three

appearances back in 2001?

13 Andres Iniesta and Xavi won
Player of the Tournament at the

previous two European Championships, in
2012 and 2008 respectively. Which three
players won in 1996, 2000 and 2004?

1 Which National League North
side are known as The Lambs?

2 Michael Owen never
scored more than 20

league goals in a single
season. True or false?

3 Which team does the title
character of 2000 film There’s

Only One Jimmy Grimble support?

4 Who is Norway’s record
appearance holder?

5Who was the la pl y
win the Ballon d

who wasn’t either
Cristiano Ronaldo
or Lionel Messi?

6 Who are the
only team to

have reached
a Copa America
final but not lift
the trophy?

THE 110% FOOTBALL QUIZ

9 Whose record did
Zlatan Ibrahimovic

break in October 2015 to
become Paris Saint-Germain’s
all-time leading goalscorer?

10 Which Italian defender
played in four World

Cups but never in a single
World Cup qualifier?
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Q9: You can forgive him
for looking smug this time

Q11: Anelka’s spell at
West Brom summarised

in a single image

7 “Football management
these days is more like

l ar war: no winners, just
vivors.” Which former

Manchester United
manager said this?

8 Which Bundesliga
side play home

g mes at the WWK Arena?

Smash-happy, diesel-powered, four-wheeled football sim Rocket
League has taken the gaming world by storm. But can it top FIFA?

as the last player to
win the Ballon d’Or

“And I’d also like
to thank Cristiano
Ronaldo, because
it’ll annoy him”

7
nuclear w

surviv

ga

“AND AT LEFT-BACK…
A MONSTER TRUCK”

Q5: “Yep,
me again”
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O’Dwyer, who vlogs for
American website gamespot.com.
He spotted the grassroots feel early on.

“It makes me nostalgic for playing in
goal on Hackney Marshes,” he says.
“In FIFA you’re playing as part of
a team; in Rocket League, you’re
a car, but really you play as a foot.”

The controls seem simple to master.
“Essentially it’s Stop, Go, Boost [sprint]
and Jump,” says Spamfish. “You have
to get used to the floaty ball a bit.”

Some take it very
seriously. Mike Diver,
gaming journo and
author of the book Indie
Games, is another fan.

“I play it a lot because it’s quick:
matches last five minutes,” he says.
“When you watch the best players, it’s
completely mesmerising. Just pray you
never come up against them online.”

Indeed, the inaugural online
Championship Series kicks off this
summer, with $75,000 on offer. But has
anyone tried it for real yet? What about
football crossed with monster trucks?

“We did a video,” says O’Dwyer,
“where we brought a big inflatable
beach ball and drove around with
some cars in an abandoned airbase.
But it wasn’t quite the same.”

Spamfish concurs: “The mechanics
are so crazy in Rocket League, with the
boosting and the flying. But now we
have drones, well, who knows...”

Drone football, you say? Now that
could really take off.

For more on the tournament, and to
buy the game on Xbox, PS4 or PC from
June 24, visit rocketleaguegame.com

says Dunham. “But while the team
was experimenting, they dropped
a ball in just to see what happened,
and started playing that more than
they did the actual game.”

A phenomenon was born. Whereas
FIFA, with its magnetic control, allows
players to fantasise about being Messi
or Mahrez, Rocket League is realistic in
a more Sunday League sense. It’s
a ‘physics-based’ game, so the ball
bounces off your bonnet as it would in
real life (the ball’s a bit bigger, mind).

“There’s an inherent joy in actually
just hitting the ball where you meant
to hit it,” says Irish enthusiast Danny
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18 19Which team
won gold in

men’s football at the
London 2012 Olympics?

20Which current
Premier League

midfielder was the last
non-Dutch player to win
the Johan Cruyff Trophy
as the Eredivisie’s young
player of the year, in the
2010-11 season?

21 Which Morecambe player
got the most assists in

League Two in 2015-16

22Which La Liga l b
play at Anoeta

23Which of these
former Liverpo

managers has the highe
win percentage: Brenda
Rodgers, Rafael Benitez
or Gerard Houllier (right)

24Galatasaray’s
nickname is

what wild animal?

Name the four
players pictured
who have scored
in a European
Championship final.14How many goals did former

Liverpool striker Fernando
Morientes score for Spain: 18, 24 or 27?

15Which duo had a top 10 hit
in 2002 with the World Cup

anthemWe’re on the Ball?

16Three managers have taken
charge of both Southampton

and Tottenham Hotspur in the
Premier League. Name them.

17 Steven Fletcher has scored
both of Scotland’s last two

hat-tricks, against Gibraltar each time.
Who scored the one before that in 1969?

Q20: Inspiration for
a generation
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Q14: Not even the best
Spanish striker called
Fernando at Liverpool

Who needs a defensive
wall when you have

a forcefield?

o in 2015-16?

a club
a?

e
erpool

est
endan

d Houllier (right)?

25 I won 91 caps for
Northern Ireland,

spent a decade with
Luton Town, won the
European Cup Winners’

Cup with Manchester
United and ended my
career at Chelsea.
Who am I?

Answers on page 33

Q24: Crouching

Sneijder, hidden... what?
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BOOTIFUL!
Behold: the footwear that scored the
most goals in the Champions League and
Europe’s major five divisions in 2015-16

100

Nike Magista

377 Puma EvoPower

108

Adidas F50

59

Adidas Messi

48

Asics Lethal
Tigreor

13
Puma
King

10

New Balance
Visaro

14

Mizuno Morelia

13

Lotto
Stadio

8

Nike MagistaNike Magista

Adidas
Predator

2

Mizuno
Wave

2 Nike
CTR360

1

Joma
Super Copa

1

Under Armour
Clutchfit

3

Lotto
hero Gravity

8

Under Armour
SpeedForm

6

Asics Menace

1

Umbro
Speciali Eternal

1

Kipsta 700

1

Umbro
Velocita

5

Adidas
11Pro

3 Adidas
Nitrocharge

3

New Balance
Furon

5

Adidas F50Adidas F50

Adidas MessiAAdidas Messi
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1

Nike Mercurial

1459

Nike Hypervenom

582
ity

Adidas Ace

409

Asics L

Adidas X

1029
Nike Tiempo

377
11

Puma evoSpeed

172

14
Visaro

131313131313
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Tigreor

131313

Likewhat you see? To buy any of Europe’s top-scoring boots, visit prodirectsoccer.com
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The Southampton and England defender talks braces, conspiracy theories and Uncle Jay-Z

LASK A SIL YQUEST NIO

UPFRONT

The Southampton and England defender talks braces, conspiracy theories and Uncle Jay-Z

Ryan ‘Gekko’ Bertrand
Hi Ryan.We hear you’ve set up
a fintech brokerage. First question:
what the hell is a fintech brokerage?
Hi! A fintech is a company that uses
technology tomake financial services
more efficient. It’s wheremy passion
lies: I’m really interested in business
and investment, and technology, too.
It’s all around us.
Any investment tips for us?We just
stuff our spare coins down the sofa…
There are always correlations in the
market, so you need to pay attention
to them.Within the retail trading
market, there’s a good niche for tech,
so that’s why I’m doing this now.We
want to bridge the gap between retail
and investing through our technology.
We’re lost. This is like interviewing
Warren Buffett. Have you always
been a financial wizard?
Yeah. I was a loan shark in school – 5p
interest per day! And I’ve always been
pretty frugal. I like a bit of business.
Have you ever considered wearing
Gordon Gekko-styleWall Street
braces? And do you believe
that lunch is for wimps?
Yeah, why not?! Youmight
seeme on Sky Sports turning
up in some braces soon! And
I agree that lunch is for wimps
in a business context – but
obviously when I’m training,
lunch is my fuel. I need lunch.
I had quite a traditional, boring,
heavy footballer’s lunch today
– a big plate of pasta and salad.
A silver lining of training is that
you can load up on carbs.
Do you think Donald Trump is
about to destroy civilisation?
Er, I think it might be better to
get someone a bit more in line
with the world as it currently is.
Very diplomatic. Now, this
conversation is getting far
too un-silly, so: have you
ever eaten a dog biscuit?
I try to stay away from that, but
they don’t smell too bad. I haven’t
got a dog, but my daughters are
pressuring us to get one. We’ll see.
Would you rather burn to death
or freeze to death?
Ooh… good question. I would
definitely go for freezing. It’s nice and

slow and a bit less brutal. I really
don’t fancy a burning.
You share a birthday with astronaut
Neil Armstrong – but do you think
theMoon landings were faked?
Armstrong? That’s a good one to
share. The Moon landings weren’t
faked. That’s an idiotic conspiracy
theory. It’s one of the biggest things
to happen in history… they just
couldn’t have faked it.
What about the theory that in
London you’re never less than
10 feet away from a rat?
It’s got to be nonsense! I was born
and raised in London, and I’ve lived in
some bad places, too, but I’ve never
even seen a single rat. It’s got to be
amyth. I don’t mind rats, particularly.
It’s spiders that I hate. I don’t like the
way that they scuttle around really
quickly. That freaksme out.
Do you think you’d have been
a different person if you had been
called Bertrand Ryan?
Possibly. Bertrand Ryan is a little more
cultured and extravagant, perhaps.
Hemight be an artistic kind of person.
If I’d been Bertrand, I might have
spentmy time doing paintings.
Is there a word you use too often?
‘Geezer’. That’s whatmy friends
would say. I try to restrict saying
geezer toomuch in interviews, but
amongmymates, the South
London inme comes out and
everyone gets called geezer.
Have you ever put your rubbish
in next door’s bin?
Guilty. I haven’t done it recently,
but inmymore naïve days I did.
I would like to apologise tomy
previous neighbours for that.
If you could choose a ‘Fantasy
Uncle’, who would you go for?
Hmm. Nice one. I’d go for Jay-Z.
He’s a great musician and he’s
really switched on business-wise;

I like the way he combines the two.
We could talk business in our braces.
That’s a wonderful mental image!
Thanks for chatting, Ryan.
No problem.

Ryan Bertrand was speaking at the
launch of the FootiEmoji app, available
on the App Store. Visit footiemoji.com

I like a bit of business”

“I was a loan shark in

school: 5p interest per day.
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suffered by a player and their mental well-being,
particularly in their convalescence.

It’s thought that the sudden disruption – and, on
occasion, complete isolation from the social side of
the job – is extremely damaging. It’s an issue that
can go unnoticed, but vitally needs assistance if it
is to be resolved. Football must wake up to the
sleeping danger in its midst.
Daniel Twist, via email

OH HENRIK, WE LOVE YOU!
Reading your interesting article about the link between
football and music [FFT 264], I was reminded of some
of the fabulous songs about my own team, Celtic.

These include “Don’t sell McCourt, Paddy McCourt”,
set to the tune of Achy Breaky Heart and “When I see
you, Celtic, I go out of my head”, adapted from
Depeche Mode’s I Just Can’t Get Enough.

But the one that stands out for me is “Henrik Larsson
is the king of kings”, set to Sing Hosanna. When I was
in primary school, we were meant to sing the original
but all my mates sang: “Give me love in my heart,
Henrik Larsson”. Despite a telling-off we continued
anyway, and I could swear that some of the teachers
– known Celtic fans – were singing it, too!
Leia Murray, Glasgow
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Something needs to be done about the
professional foul. Recently I have seen
a number of instanceswhen a breaking
player is basically rugby-tackled,
usually by amidfielder, in order to
stop the counter-attack.

They get the inevitable yellow card,
but that’s an inadequate punishment
in a game full of fast forwards and
pin-point passes. A red card is shown
only for a foul by the ‘last man’.

Instead, the
referee must
be made to
decide what
constitutes
an ‘obvious
goalscoring
opportunity’.

Dani Carvajal’
man-handling of Kevin
De Bruyne at the end of the

hampions League semi-final first leg
between Real Madrid and Manchester
City should have been punished more

harshly than a yellow
card and free-kick,

considering the
lower

likelihood of scoring from a set-piece
than from a promising counter-attack.

Basketball awards free throws. Rugby
awards penalty-kicks, penalty tries,
sin bins and red cards. I am not
advocating more red cards in the game,
but surely the prospect of conceding
a penalty-kick or 10-minute sin bin
would remove such unsportsmanlike
behaviour from the beautiful game.
Gareth Douse, Mainz, Germany

DON’T GET CROSS
I enjoyed your recent article about the art of crossing
[FFT 263]. It reminded me of a simpler time, when
everyone played two upfront and a Blackburn steel
magnate could be the richest owner in the Premier
League, a division that included my beloved Oldham
Athletic. I’ll never forget our touchline-hugging
wingers, Ricky Holden and Neil Adams.

It also got me thinking: just how worthwhile is the
corner-kick? Watching Oldham, winning a corner
always has the same reaction: optimism from the
crowd, centre-backs trudging up the pitch, an aimless
cross easily claimed by the goalkeeper, and an
opposition counter-attack. And repeat.

If crossing is ‘to surrender control’, then how
much of an advantage is winning a corner in the
modern game? It increasingly seems to be little
more than an opportunity for the defending
team to launch a counter-attack.
Simon Pickering, Manchester

JUNIOR AGOGO: THE
ORIGINAL VARDY
Jamie Vardy’s rise to fame
has been spectacular, from
Sheffield Wednesday reject and
non-league striker to international
glory and the Premier League title.
It also reminds me of a similar tale
that may act as a warning for
Vardy and England.

Junior Agogo was born in Accra,
Ghana, but like Vardy he started his
journey at Hillsborough. After severa
unsuccessful loans, he moved to MLS
– a relatively obscure league at the
time – and then Barnet, Bristol
Rovers and Nottingham Forest.

LETTERS email 442letters@haymarket.com

mail FourFourTwo, Haymarket, Bridge House,
69 London Road, Twickenham, TW1 3SP
Twitter @FourFourTwo

Facebook FourFourTwo

★ STAR LETTER

The 2007-08 season would be his pinnacle. Agogo
scored 13 times that season as Forest’s top scorer in
League One, including a Vardy-esque 35-yard cracker
against Yeovil. He also made his international debut.

But Agogo’s season fizzled out. A hotly-fancied
Ghana side featuring Asamoah Gyan, Michael Essien
and Sulley Muntari failed to win the Africa Cup of
Nations at the beginning of 2008, crashing out to
Cameroon in the semi-finals. Forest also lost out
on top spot to Swansea by 10 points, and soon he
was flogged to Zamalek in Egypt, missed out on the
2010 World Cup squad and never played for Ghana
again. After playing in Cyprus and being released by
Hibs, he retired and started a fitness business.

It seems that late bloomers don’t always prosper,
so enjoy watching Vardy while you still can.
Aradi Priyanto, Jakarta, Indonesia

T G ORED SIDE EFFECT
O J RY: DEPRESSION

p p ay that being a footballer
ing an easy life. Well, it does if

y ndedly summarise the sport as
y eople kicking a football around

f minutes. In fact, players must
with intense scrutiny, which

ldom exists in other jobs. Football
comes their life, so when that is
aken away it’s not hard to see
why some players struggle.

Recent studies by FIFPro into
mental illness in football have
shown that depression is more
widespread in current and
former players than in the
general population. They have
found a strong link between
the number of severe injuries
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twitter.com/FourFourTwo
Follow us for all the latest and funniest
tweets on the net… at no extra charge!

TWEETS
OF THE MONTH

FRONT UP, REFS!
After the Jonathan Moss and Jamie Vardy mess [above]
it’s time to hold those responsible for officials’ training,
appointment and review process to account: the FA.

Why can’t we get to a position where transparency
and accountability for decisions is fronted up publicly
by our officials? All we get is silence.

Referees have tough calls to make each week, but
taking public responsibility for their actions is surely
overdue – otherwise, the game’s integrity suffers.

Referees would gain respect if they went in front of
the camera and explained why they made certain
key decisions in the game they had just officiated.

I’m calling for a brave new world – but does the FA
have the bottle to implement it? Personally, I doubt it.
I anticipate the continuation of a behind-closed-doors
secrecy to maintain the status quo.
Lawry Price,Wimbledon

ALDERNEY CAN CHANNEL
THE TRUE UNDERDOG SPIRIT
Everybody’s talking about Leicester. You can’t get
away from them: underdogs this, fairytale that.
Some fairytale, bankrolled by billionaire owners
and without having fully paid back creditors when
the club went into administration in 2002.

“If referees won’t take responsibility for
their decisions, football loses its integrity”

SPINE LINE
WINNER

THE REAL PLAYERS
Mikael Forssell
@MikaelForssell
I wear short shorts summer
FINALLY here...for about one day
ps. I know...legs whiter than
cooked spaghetti

Neville Southall
@NevilleSouthall
Good luck to all junior doctors Jeremy Hunt
rhyming slang obviously

Robert Huth
@robert_huth
Going full John Terry today!! #fullkit #LCFC

THE FAKES
ArseneWenger
@wengerknowsbest
I had little bit strange dream last night. I sang
“Ain’t No Defensive Midfielder Does It Better”.
Can anyone explain it? Xhaka can.

KevinKeegan
@GalacticKeegan
The Hammers do have a major celebrity
fanbase – famously, Billy Joel’s “Upton Girl”
was about the time he fell in love with
a West Ham fan.

YOU@FOURFOURTWO
RobertWhittaker
@Rob_Whittaker1
Thanks to @FourFourTwo
for making another flight
bearable. Euro 2016 edition
was a great read.

Natasha Henry
@NatashaSHenry
Highlight of my week:
Finding out Jamie
Redknapp hung up on
@FourFourTwo after they
asked him if he’d ever
gone red after a nap.

Dave Rowe
@DaveRowe292
An article from Four Four Two’s
Euro 2016 guide looking at
various match-ups 1-0 to the
@thebarryhorns #neverindoubt

I findmyself in the unfamiliar situation of
having cracked your Spine Line.

‘Traianos Dellas’ [FFT 264] is the only player to
have scored an international ‘Silver Goal’, whereby
the game would end at half-time in extra time
if either side was winning. That links to your
European Championship special issue and its
feature on extra time.

Dellas’ header against the Czech Republic in the
106th minute of the Euro 2004

final was just one of the
ories as Greece lifted the

h . It makes you wonder if
land can do it this year.

h y’ve never been unjustly
ver-confident, right?!
Joe Buchan, via email
Spot on, Joe. You win
a fine pair of Trusox.

W !Tru x

I love an underdog: a true ankle-biter and eternal
loser who doesn’t fear defeat and always comes back
for more. Imagine, then, my utter joy when I opened
your magazine to read an article on Alderney’s 96-year
wait to win the Muratti Vase [FFT 264].

I’d never even heard of the competition, which
apparently takes place between Alderney and one of
fellow Channel Islanders Jersey or Guernsey every year.
Alderney play in the semi-final against one of the big
two and always lose, but as I read the article, I found
myself willing them on. They lost 1-0 in the end, but
I’ve found my calling: I’m off to Alderney for 2017.

Who’s with me?
Nathan Sharpe, via email

110% FOOTBALL QUIZ ANSWERS (p28-29): 1 Tamworth 2 True 3Manchester City 4 John Arne Riise 5 Kaka (2007) 6Mexico 7 Tommy Docherty 8 Augsburg 9 Pauleta’s record 10 Giuseppe Bergomi 11 Lafferty’s goals (16 to Anelka’s 12 clubs)
12 Real Oviedo 13Matthias Sammer, Zinedine Zidane & Theodoros Zagorakis 14 27 15 Ant & Dec 16 Glenn Hoddle, Harry Redknapp & Mauricio Pochettino 17 Colin Stein 18 A) John Jensen; B) Angelos Charisteas; C) Sylvain Wiltord; D) Bruno Bellone
19Mexico 20 Christian Eriksen 21 Jamie Devitt 22 Real Sociedad 23 Rafael Benitez 24 Lions 25Mal Donaghy

Alderney’s certainly a bit
more attractive than
Leicester, at any rate
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J
ust like virtually every other
country on Earth, France has
its own noisy, never-ending
debate over the identity of its
greatest footballer. And with
apologies to Thierry Henry and
Raymond Kopa campaigners,
there are only ever two names
on the ballot paper.
Step forward, Michel Platini

and Zinedine Zidane. With four
Ballons d’Or between them,
as well as dozens of other
individual awards and enough
defence-splitting passes and
roulettes to fill a three-hour

YouTubemontage, they are France’s peerlessly
brilliant personifications of the beautiful game.
Platini and Zidane aremarked out not only

by how good they were but also by howmuch
they had in common. Authentic No.10s that
seemed to play the game in their heads before
the ball even reached their feet, they had
teams built around them so their talent could
shine as brightly as possible. Both inspired
France tomajor tournament triumphs on
home soil – in Platini’s case as the nine-goal
top scorer and captain of the 1984 European
Championship-winning side, and in Zidane’s as
the two-goal hero of France’s 1998World Cup
Final victory over Brazil, on a night when the
entire city of Paris appeared to pour out onto
the streets to celebrate. Then there’s the fact
that the pair wore, with such distinction, the
black-and-white stripes of Juventus, and were
both on the Turin club’s books at the time of
their most glorious moments for Les Bleus.
But perhaps themost compelling element of

the Platini-Zidane narrative – right now, at
least – is that there is still one chapter to be
written. The French have a saying: ‘jamais deux
sans trois’ – never two without three – and
rarely has that rung truer from a footballing
point of view than it will this summer.
As France prepare to host Euro 2016, their

hopes of being crowned champions in front
of their own fans once again rest largely on
the shoulders of yet another implausibly
talented playmaker who earns a living by
thrilling supporters at Juventus.

POGBA SAID RECENTLY THAT HE WANTS TO
“BECOME THE BEST MIDFIELDER OF ALL TIME”
Paul Pogba is unlike any other footballer.
A 6ft 3in mass of limbs, he has the sort of
nimbly inventive touch rarely associated with
a player of his height. Athletic, quick-thinking
and smart, like Platini and Zidane he is as
capable of winning a game on his own as he
is of dictating its pace and rhythm and
elevating the standard of those around him.
Fiercely focused yet able to play as if he’s just

having fun with his friends in the Paris suburbs,
Pogba is an unpredictable risk-taker and
genuinemould-breaker of a player. In a recent
interview he said he wanted to “become the

JJ
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Top right Neymar was
under similar pressure
Above Bossing France
after winning Serie A
Below Griezmann and
Pogba could dovetail
to devastating effect

PAUL POGBA

best midfielder of all time.” That’s quite an
ambition – but if there’s anyone in the world
with the potential to make it happen, it’s him.
Pogba has achieved somuch in such a short

space of time, including four straight Serie A
titles and a spot in UEFA and FIFPro’s teams
of the year for 2015, that it would be easy
to expect toomuch from him this summer.
Looking at his glorious predecessors, it would
be fair to conclude that he is too young to carry
the hopes of his nation: Platini was 29 when he
lifted the Henri Delaunay Trophy and Zidane
didn’t even play for France until he was 22
(Pogba, now 23, had 22 caps at that age). The
future isn’t always a rewrite of the past, but
experience is often vital at international level.
Journalist Vincent Duluc has covered France

for sports daily L’Equipe since 1995 and says
predictions that Pogba will, at Euro 2016,
complete a holy trinity of Franco-Juventino
midfieldmaestros need putting into context.
“Francemay have won theWorld Cup with

Zidane in 1998, but he didn’t actually have
amassive impact,” says Duluc. “He scored two
headers from set-pieces in the final against
Brazil, but he wasn’t the technical leader of the
team in the way some people believe. He was
already 26, too. Pogba is a lot younger. He can
be the star of this team, but the question is:
is his talent contagious or individual? For the
moment, we just don’t know.”
That sums up Pogba right now: supremely

skilled, yet still learning how to influence
international fixtures. His Best Young Player
prize shows he did well at theWorld Cup

two years ago, but his impact was overstated.
Duluc points out: “We need to recall that
France’s best performance was their 5-2 win
over Switzerland, and Pogba wasn’t actually
in the starting line-up that day – Moussa
Sissoko got picked ahead of him.”
Duluc believes the French FA’s decision to

omit Karim Benzema from their Euro 2016
squad following his involvement in a sex tape
scandal, whichmade headlines earlier in the
season, makes it more likely that Pogba
will be France’s key attacking player.
“Benzema likes dropping back to

pick up the ball and launch attacks
from deep positions,” Duluc says.
“In a way, that impeded Pogba.
Playing with amore fixed
centre-forward such as Olivier
Giroud or Andre-Pierre
Gignacmight suit
him better. France
play without
a genuine No.10, so
they need someone in
that area behind the
attackers. It is up to Pogba
to get into that zone. Antoine
Griezmann will drop into the

same area, but if the pair are able to
co-ordinate their movements so they avoid
ending up in the same place at the same time,
that could be a really effective tactic.”

A STRING OF FOURS AND FIVES OUT OF 10 FROM
THE MEDIA SHOWS THERE’S ROOM TO IMPROVE
Despite his star status, Pogba has disappointed
during France’s friendlies in the run-up to
Euro 2016. It doesn’t necessarily matter – the
European Championship has a history of
teams and players underwhelming in the
prelude only to the explode into life
when the real action begins, as Marco
van Basten (1988), Denmark (1992),
Alan Shearer (1996) and Greece (2004)
would all testify – but the string of fours
and fives out of 10 that Pogba has been

awarded by the Frenchmedia for his individual
displays show there is room for improvement.
“Two years of friendlies haven’t helped him,”

says Duluc. “Hemight be one of those players
that needs competition to perform to his best.
He sometimes ‘zones out’. Hemanages to do
such incredible things that it’s almost as if it
affects his focus. For 20minutes you’ll think:
‘Wow, we have never seen a player like this for
France before’. Then for the next 20minutes,

He is less combustible than Zidane, but there
will be times when he needs to take a breath
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What has the reaction in the
Spain camp been like after the
disappointment of theWorld Cup?
The reaction has been good: we
played well and won every game in
European Championship qualifying
except for one against Slovakia
[Spain lost 2-1]. We lost a few key
players due to retirement, but now
is the time for our younger players
to step up and show that they are
also very important. We have
a younger group this time, with
some fantastic qualities, and I’m
sure we can do well at Euro 2016.

What went wrong in Brazil?
Confidence is very important in
football. We played the Netherlands
in the opening game and lost 5-1,
but in the first half we took a 1-0
lead, and then David Silva went
through one-on-one with their
keeper. Had he scored, it would
have been 2-0 and we probably
would’ve won the game. We’d have
had completely different confidence
levels. Instead, wemissed that
chance and they soonmade it 1-1
through Robin van Persie. In the
second half, they weremuch better

than us. It just shows how football
is all about the big moments, and
also about confidence.

So do the team feel they have
something to prove this time
around, to bounce back?
You always have something to
prove in football. In every game, in
every training session, you always
want to be the best, individually
and collectively. Maybe we are in
amoment where nobody knows
what to expect from Spain. We are
a newer group, because about six
or seven players will be playing in
their first tournament. But the team
is very good, very competitive, and
we have a very goodmanager.
I can see us doing well in France.

With there being somany new
players in the squad, has there
been a change in tactics?
Under themanager, we believe
there is one system that perfectly
fits the way we want to play, and
that is 4-3-3. That hasn’t changed.
In different moments, you can alter

things, such as
switch to

4-4-2 or play with your wingers
higher up the pitch. Themanager
[Vicente del Bosque] might want
Andres Iniesta or Isco to come
inside. It depends on the game
situation and the opposition in each
match, but mostly we play 4-3-3.

How excited are you to be going
into this tournament as one of
themore experienced players,
having been around for Spain’s
international domination?
I’ve always felt important to the
national team ever since I was
first called up to the squad when
I was 18. It has been a fantastic
career for me – but it’s not over yet.
It’s true that I am one of the older
players and also one of themost
experienced [Fabregas won his
100th Spain cap against Ukraine
last October], so it will be interesting
to see howwe deal with the
situation. Let’s hope we can bring
the cup home for the third
consecutive tournament.

Cesc Fabregas is ready to Play Loud
in his new dual-coloured Puma
EvoPower 1.3 boots #choosetricks

Cesc Fabregas tells FFT how Spain’s star names reacted to the
humiliation ofWorld Cup 2014, and how they plan to bounce back

he will try tomake toomany dribbles or to beat
oneman toomany, and give the ball away.
“His dribbling is an asset but also a potential

problem: losing the ball inmidfield is far costlier
than losing it in attack. The challenge he faces
is to pick the correct moments to try to make
things happen, and not get carried away. He
has all the qualities to be France’s starman, but
he’ll need to show it without trying too hard.”
Being the host nation’s poster boy brings

extra pressure. The tournament will be a test
of character for Pogba. It won’t be at the level
Neymar had to deal with two years ago at the
World Cup in Brazil, but the comparison is fair.
In 1998 Zidane stunned the Stade de France

crowd into silence when he was sent off for
stamping on a Saudi Arabian opponent. He
collected another red card in theWorld Cup
final eight years later for themost famous
headbutt of all time. Pogba is less combustible
than Zidane, but there will bemoments when
he needs to take a deep breath.
“He’s someone who, in a highly charged

atmosphere, could get sent off if people wind
him up,” says Stewart Robson, BT Sport’s
Serie A expert summariser. “It’s the one
questionmark I’d put against him. He can be
temperamental: he’s one of those who throws
his arms in the air or runs back to kick out at
somebody if a couple of decisions go against
him. He usually manages to keep it in check,
but he does sometimes get booked cheaply,
which puts him under unnecessary pressure.”
On the other hand, Robson believes Pogba’s

burgeoning reputationmay grant himmore
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Clockwise from top
left Varane, Pogba
and Payet are leading
the next generation
Below Domenech’s
unorthodoxmethods
didn’t pay dividends

PAUL POGBA

time and space on the ball: “In Italy, people
are frightened to close him down too quickly as
theymight get embarrassed. Themore you’re
revered as a player, themore respect you get.”
“There are times when you think he has no

chance of keeping hold of the ball and yet
he will somehowwriggle his way out with
amixture of skill and strength. He also affects
games a lot more than he did when he first
came in. When he plays well, his strength is
unbelievable and so is his technique. He’s got
such arrogance on the ball in Serie A. In terms
of ability and his influence onmatches, he’s
as good as anymidfielder in Europe.”

A FRESH START FOR A WHOLE NATION
Unwittingly, Pogba is also helping to
transform the image of the national
team. Les Bleus endured some difficult
years following Zidane’s retirement
after the 2006World Cup. Tensions
were never far from the surface as
much-maligned coach Raymond
Domenech struggled to control
players who grew irascible under
his weird brand of leadership. The
summers of 2008, 2010 and 2012
were all blighted by infighting.

France took their first steps towardsmending
their reputation in November 2013, thanks to
their remarkableWorld Cup 2014 qualifying
play-off win over Ukraine. Trailing 2-0 from
the first leg in Kiev, they produced their best
display in years to earn a 3-0 return-leg victory,
and then performed respectably in Brazil by
reaching the quarter-finals. Led by Pogba and
Raphael Varane, a new generation – untainted
by the recent past – took centre stage.
The sense of a fresh start will be even

stronger this summer. Varane and Pogba are
still there, Griezmann is evenmore important
after a stunning season with Atletico Madrid,
and Anthony Martial provides an energetically
versatile presence in attack. Teenager Kingsley
Coman is an electrifying addition on the wing,
while the new-but-worldly Dimitri Payet, 29,
has been in the form of his life at West Ham.
Pogba andmany of his team-mates have an

opportunity to shape how they are seen by
a French public that has never watched them
live on a weekly basis. Griezmann left France
for the Real Sociedad youth academy at 14;
Pogba joined Manchester United at 16; Varane
quit Lens for Real Madrid at just 18, after only
a handful of first-team appearances; and
Coman played just 37minutes of Ligue 1

football for PSG before moving to Juventus at
18 and then joining Bayern Munich last year.
Leicester City star N’Golo Kante – competing
with former Real Madrid and Chelseaman
Lassana Diarra for the holding role in France’s
midfield trio – was a regular at Caen, but most
Ligue 1 watchers will have been only vaguely
aware of the recently-crowned Premier League
winner during his single top-flight season
at the unfashionable Normandy club.
In any case, the image of the Euro 2016

hosts as a disunited bunch whenever they
gather for an international tournament is
understandable but tells only half the story.
The truth is that France are a team of extremes:
they can fall out spectacularly, as they did
in 2010, or be supremely united, as they were
when becoming world champions in 1998. On
that occasion, holed up at their Clairefontaine
national team training headquarters, the
unbreakable bond between the players was
a fundamental factor in their triumph.
That historic high point is the example France

want to follow. There are ties to the past – the
Platini-Zidane-Pogba connection – and the fact
that France has such a fantastic recent record
on home soil will be a reason for confidence
within the camp. The relationship between the
public and the team – and even within the
squad itself – is complex, but when the fans
get behind Les Bleus, their support is as fervent
as any on Earth. History beckons. All that
remains to be seen is whether Pogba and his
team-mates can step up to the challenge of
adding their names to the greats of the past.

“In terms of ability and influence on matches,
Pogba is as good as any midfielder in Europe”
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“If we had two or three Cristiano Ronaldos in
the team, I’d feel more comfortable. But we
don’t.” Talking ahead of the 2014World Cup,
thewords were spoken by... Cristiano Ronaldo.
Portugal’s captain was speaking not just in

the third person but in the knowledge that his
words, featuring in a documentary about
himself, wouldn’t hit the screens for at least
a year; even so, his comments illustrated exactly
how he saw his country’s chances in Brazil.
So interwoven are Portugal’s chances with

their all-consuming supergiant, it’s impossible
to see themwinning a first major international
honour without Ronaldo at his peacocking best.
Five goals in qualifying (of Portugal’s 11) took

the Real Madrid forward to 23 in European
Championship history, more than any other
player. He is easily his country’s all-time top
goalscorer, and in France should overtake
Luis Figo to become their most capped player.
This is unlikely to be the 31-year-old’s last

hurrah at an international tournament, but it’s
surely his best remaining chance to win one.
The returning Joao Moutinho should help, as
will a collection of promising youngmidfielders
spearheaded by Bayern Munich-bound teenager
Renato Sanches, but if Ronaldo is to go one
better than the runners-upmedal he won
on home soil at Euro 2004, hemust be at his
physical peak to carry his team-mates with him.
Four years ago, he recovered from a slow start

to score twice in Portugal’s last group game
against the Netherlands, before heading the
winner in a 1-0 defeat of the Czech Republic.
That Portugal succumbed to Spain in the last
four before Ronaldo could take his penalty in
the shootout felt indicative of his plight for the
national team. He can take them only so far.
It seemed Euro 2004 would be the first

of many tournament triumphs for CR7, but
12 years on, time is no longer on his side.

They’re both the
wrong side of 30, but

remain two of the best
players in world football
– and don’t they know it.
So can Cristiano Ronaldo
or Zlatan Ibrahimovic
taste glory in France,
before it’s too late?

Words Andrew Murray

R O N A L D O
O N E L A S T B I D
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RONALDO & ZLATAN

As someonewith a famously high opinion
of himself, it’s no real surprise that Zlatan
Ibrahimovic’s greatest strength is a refusal
to accept that hemight be getting on a bit.
“With the idea that this was supposed to be

my retirement,” he winked after his brace
secured Sweden’s finals place with a 2-2
play-off draw against Denmark, “I’ve pushed
their whole country into retirement.”
Ibra has never been foundwanting for

confidence. “AWorld Cup withoutme is
nothing to watch,” the PSG forward huffed
when Swedenmissed out on a place at
Brazil 2014 following a play-off defeat to
fellow one-man team Portugal – this from
a player who is yet to score at aWorld Cup.
At European Championships, however, he

has excelled. Think back to the preposterous
mid-air backheel against Italy at Euro 2004, or
the volley in a 2-0 win against France in 2012
that was later voted goal of the tournament.
“If Zlatan is motivatedmentally, then he can

stay at the top for several more years,” said
Sweden coach Erik Hamren earlier this year.
“He always wants to get better, and that’s why
he has been so good for so long, improving
every year, even though he’s over 30.”
Zlatan proved Hamren’s point with 11 goals

in qualifying; only Poland’s Robert Lewandowski
scoredmore. He does it in big games, too.
Those four goals against England in November
2012 are among amere 18 he has scored in
friendlies, from a Swedish record total of 62.
Will Swedenwin Euro 2016? Probably not –

but just imagine if a 34-year-old Ibra inspired
a team of prosaic plodders into becoming
European champions. The universe would,
quite rightly, never hear the end of it. And
nobody expected Greece to lift the trophy in
2004 but theymanaged it. Just ask Cristiano…F O R G L O R Y

Z L A T A N
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ANTONIO CONTE

T
o understand Antonio Conte the
manager, it’s impossible not to
consider Antonio Conte the player.
Remarkably, he never thought of
himself as anythingmore than
average, which strikes the casual
observer as falsemodesty given he
won everything several times over.

In fact, it’s the God’s honest truth.
From the outset, Conte was under no illusion

of what it would take for him tomake it to
the top. One of his first games for Lecce, his
hometown club, made it clear where he stood.
“I played No.4 and the No.4 used tomark the
No.10,” said Conte. “I played against Diego
Maradona. He was overweight and at the end
of his career.” There was no better time for
a youngmidfielder tomake a name for himself
against one of the game’s greatest ever
players. “He killedme,” Conte admitted.
It dawned on him early that he didn’t have

the natural ability of many of his peers. When
Conte joined Juventus, owner Gianni Agnelli
threw him into a panic as he signed his
contract at the club’s old HQ in Turin’s Piazza
Crimea. “Excuseme, Conte,” he asked, “but
howmany goals have you scored this year?”
The answer was one. Conte felt ashamed. He
came clean, replying: “Notmany, to tell the
truth. But I will. Of that you can be certain.”
From aman-management perspective, that

experience stayed with him. For all Conte’s
reputation as a strict and unforgiving
disciplinarian, he never wants tomake
his players doubt themselves or be
ill at ease. All that he demands is the
same commitment to the cause that he
himself showed. Conte recognised that
to be successful, he would have to work
harder than everybody else.

Giovanni Trapattoni, Conte’s first coach at
Juventus, would stay back after training to give
the 22-year-old one-on-one sessions. Chelsea
players can expect the same personal touch
from their newmanager. What Conte lacked
in skill, he vowed tomake up for in character
and effort. Il Trap would pull him out of training
games with the explanation: “You’ve got to
run on Sunday, Antonio. Go have a shower.”
The role Contemade his ownwas to become

Juventus’ Pac-Man. He gobbled up everything.
His motto – one that became familiar first at
Juventus, then with the Azzurri, and soon at
Chelsea’s Cobham training base – is ‘eat grass’.
Contemade sure he covered every blade.
Andi Moller, Gianluca Vialli, Roberto Baggio,

Paolo Di Canio, David Platt and Pierluigi
Casiraghi all played for Juventus at the time
and Conte likes to joke that he ran for all of
them. It was a dirty job but someone had to
do it. Every team needs a player willing to
sweat buckets in the engine room, and
Conte did it withoutmaking a noise.
Conte ramshome to his players the

importance of putting the teambefore
the individual. Hewon the Scudetto five
times andwent to four Champions
League finals – not bad for a limited
player, and affirmation to him that talent
alone isn’t the be-all and end-all. Hence,

The disciplinarian ‘ate grass’ as a player for Juventus,
but he’s a man-management expert, too, as Italy’s
Euro 2016 squad knows and Chelsea will soon find out

Mario Balotelli andAntonio Cassanowill be
watching Euro 2016 from their sofas.
Conte recalls “immediately getting

a bad headache” during his first training
session as an Italy player, saying: “I walked
into a hyper-organised environment. I always
tried to learn and notmake a fool of myself.
I remember one session in particular. [Arrigo]
Sacchi gave us coloured bibs. He would call out
a colour and we then had tomove in a certain
way. It was hard work. Fortunately, the Milan
players were there to give us a hand.”
Chelsea players are going to need Nurofen.

Conte puts on very tactical sessions, both
theory-based and involving shadow play, then
puts on training games to see his principles
being applied and films it all for review.
As a player he did everything to win, and

as a coach he’s no different. No one embodied
Juventus’ mantra of ‘winning isn’t important –
it’s the only thing thatmatters’ more than
their captain through the 1990s.
It’s the code he lives by, and although it isn’t

explicitly spelt out at Chelsea, it is one shared
by the Blues’ owner Roman Abramovich. Conte
has a drawer full of winner’s medals but it’s
never enough. He has said: “People say I’ve
won a lot, but I have also lost a lot.” His first
Coppa Italia final, for instance, or the finals of
the Champions League in ’97, ’98 and 2003,
or the Scudetto on the final day in 2000.
Conte sees defeat inmorbid terms. To him,

it’s death by football. He does everything not
to suffer it – and he rarely does. As such,
there really is nobody better to bring the
dethroned English champions back to life.
But first there’s the small matter of making

sure that the Azzurri give their all during Euro
2016 this summer. Again,
there’s nobody better.

As a limited
player who went
to four European
Cup finals, Conte
knows talent
isn’t everything
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Below Il Trap taught
Conte the importance
of the personal touch
Below and left Conte
is likely to be a vocal
manager at Chelsea
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  one of the most 

dible stories the game 
h s seen in decades. While 
Rooney was preparing for 
the second World Cup of 
his career in 2010, the 
Manchester United 
forward’s new Three 
Lions team-mate was 
joining sixth-tier FC 
Halifax Town from 
Stocksbridge Park Steels. 

Now, it’s Vardy who 
is a Premier League 
champion, so it makes 

opposite side to the ball, which then allows 
midfi elders to play diagonal passes in behind 
the defence so he can sprint onto them. 
Danny Drinkwater, in particular, has struck up 
a good relationship with Vardy in this sense.

This approach largely relies upon opponents 
playing high up the pitch, however, and Vardy’s 
goalscoring rate slowed after Christmas when 
teams realised Leicester were a genuinely 
good side and that they needed to sit much 
deeper. Vardy was immediately less effective.

Nevertheless, his sheer pace and good fi rst 
touch ensures he’ll always be a goalscoring 
threat, and his forward runs could be perfect 
for Hodgson’s system. The England manager 
has generally moved between a 4-3-1-2 and 
a 4-3-3 system since the 2014 World Cup, and 
he will be confi dent that Vardy could slot into 
either system. In the former formation he 
would be a natural strike partner for Harry 
Kane or Wayne Rooney, who tend to move into 
deeper positions, and in the latter he would be 
entirely comfortable playing out wide. Vardy’s 
chances of a starting place have improved 
dramatically after Danny Welbeck’s knee injury 
– Hodgson had earmarked the Arsenal man 
as his fi rst-choice versatile, pacy forward. 

Even if Vardy is used primarily as a supersub, 
he can still be effective, a fact underlined by 
his exquisite back-heeled equaliser against 
Germany in March, having replaced Welbeck. 

In keeping with his incredible rise, however, 
it feels somehow inevitable that Vardy will 
force his way into the side this summer and 
prove to be England’s key attacker in France.

sense that success at international football 
should be the next target on his hit list.

Roy Hodgson’s primary concern will be 
over Vardy’s ability to transfer his club style 

onto the international scene. With Leicester 
 this season, Vardy has 

depended upon 
being able to 
counter-attack 
into space, 
positioning 

himself in 
the channels 

outside opposition 
centre-backs. His 

movement is 
intelligent: he 

often drifts 
towards 
the fl ank 
on the 
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Jamie Vardy’s rise from non-league to Premier League champion is well known – 
but the 29-year-old isn’t done yet. Here’s why he is key to England’s chances

JAMIE VARDY

V A R D Y
E N G L A N D ’ S

O
ver the past 20 years, England’s 
two most exciting players at major 
tournaments have been quick, 
direct centre-forwards unleashed 
immediately after their fi rst major 
Premier League campaign. Michael 

Owen starred at the 1998 World Cup, Wayne 
Rooney at Euro 2004, both fearlessly charging 
through the opposition’s defence. This time 
around, it could be the turn of Jamie Vardy.

Vardy, of course, is in a different situation. 
Owen and Rooney were both 18 at their fi rst 
major tournament; Vardy will be more than 
a decade older. Nevertheless, picking the 
Leicester City man upfront would be a similar 
move: selecting an in-form, direct striker who
most opponents won’t 
have faced before. 

His rise through the 
English football pyramid 
has been one of the most 
incredible stories the game 
has seen in decades. While 
Rooney was preparing for 

V A R D YV A R D Y
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Vardy’s chances 
of starting have 
improved due to 
Danny Welbeck’s 
long-term injury
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There is now a school of thought that this 
trend won’t be reversed until German football 
sacrifi ces its sacred cow: the once-admired 
50+1 rule, which prevents outside investors 
from gaining control of a club. The current rule 
discourages investors from putting serious cash 
into some of Germany’s numerous sleeping 
giants – clubs such as Hamburg or Cologne. 

The ruling is seen by some as prohibitive for 
a league that’s making great efforts to sharpen 
its profi le in foreign markets. Two years ago, 
after the national team’s triumph in Brazil, the 
Bundesliga jumped at the chance to style itself 
the ‘league of the world champions’. But you 
don’t see many of those when Augsburg meet 
Freiburg or Hoffenheim take on Mainz. “How 
much backwater can the Bundesliga tolerate?” 
asked newspaper Die Welt as early as last 
summer, when unfashionable Ingolstadt and 
Darmstadt won promotion (two clubs that 
subsequently steered clear of relegation).

And so the national team is, once again, 
going into a big tournament not entirely 

f f xpectations. Many eyes, 
f gn, will be judging what 

h h d the game’s promised 
l d d h her it’s still, as the Daily 

i r  n the wake of the 
nt in Brazil, “cool to 

b man”. It would be 
l easier to answer this 

stion if the Bundesliga 
uld soon describe itself 
s the ‘league of the 

world and European 
champions’. Ove  
to you, Mr. Lö .

City, where Kevin De Bruyne, 2015 Footballer 
of the Year in Germany, already plies his trade.

At the same time, German talents who were 
destined for greatness are stagnating (Mesut 
Özil, Mario Götze, Marco Reus) or even in decline 
(Andre Schurrle, Julian Draxler, Christoph 
Kramer). This development or lack thereof – 
along with the puzzling fact that Germany’s 
fabled youth setup has been unable to produce 
one striker capable of replacing Miroslav Klose 
– goes a long way towards explaining why the 
World Cup champions stumbled unconvincingly 
through their Euro 2016 qualifying campaign.      

Even those of Löw’s players who are in form 
have given cause for concern. In April, Borussia 
Dortmund announced that their captain, Mats 
Hummels, had put in a formal transfer request 
and wished to join Bayern Munich. This sparked 
a heated debate and led Der Spiegel, a noted 
political magazine, to proclaim “the beginning 
of the end of the Bundesliga” on its website.

What sounds like hyperbole may not be 
totally far-fetched. While the Premier 
League has seen one of the mos  
entertaining and satisfying title  
in recent memory, the Bundeslig h  
become so predictable that it’s al  
a monopoly. Bayern Munich hav  
four league titles on the trot, ave i  
a 16-point lead over second pla i  
that period. Dortmund have just 
had the best season in the 
club’s history, collecting 78 
points from their 34 games and 
outscoring the champions, and 
still they never had a serious 
chance to overtake Bayern. 

A few years ago, German 
football was where it’s at.
Now, thanks to a perfect 
storm of off-pitch scandal, 
an uncompetitive league 
and star players struggling, 
there’s suddenly pressure 
on Die Mannschaft to 
prove they’re still hip...

German talents who were destined 
for greatness are now stagnating 
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going into a big tournament 
free of excessive expectations. Many eyes,
German and foreign, will 
has happened to the game’s promised 
land – and whether it’s still, as the 

Mirror declared in the wake of the Mirror declared in the wake of the Mirror
tournament in Brazil, “cool to 

be German”. It would be 
a lot easier to answer this 
question if the Bundesliga 
could soon describe itself 
as the 
w

totally far-fetched. While the Premier 
League has seen one of the most 

satisfying title races 
in recent memory, the Bundesliga has 

 it’s almost 
Bayern Munich have won 

four league titles on the trot, averaging 
a 16-point lead over second place in 

Dortmund have just 

points from their 34 games and 

G
ermany have reached the semi-fi nals 
or fi nal of the previous fi ve major 
tournaments, and in Rio de Janeiro 
two summers ago they fi nally lifted 
the biggest prize of all for the fi rst time 
since unifi cation. You’d think this is 

a side unburdened by pressure with nothing to 
prove. And yet it was only a few weeks ago that 
Oliver Bierhoff, the team’s general manager, 
told the nation’s premier football publication: 
“Having success at the Euros would help 
incredibly.” He added: “It would be very 
important, and certainly what the fans crave, 
if we could go back to talking about football.”

Bierhoff had just been asked by Kicker what 
needs to be done to restore faith in the 
country’s favourite sport, after the murky 
(and as of yet unresolved) corruption scandal 
surrounding the 2006 World Cup bid, which 
forced Wolfgang Niersbach to step down as 
the president of the German FA. 

Bierhoff’s answer was revealing. In Germany, 
the fortunes of the national team are always 
imbued with symbolic meaning. Success and 
failure are both seen as emblematic of larger 
issues: the state of the German game, the 
futu e f the Bundesliga or even the country’s 
polit al and cultural climate. And so Bierhoff 
did not reply that football’s tarnished image 
could be repaired by conducting a thorough 
investigation of the affair. No, he said that 
Joachim Löw’s team must do well in France. 

If he’s right, then there’s a lot more pressure 
on the side at Euro 2016 than you’d think, as 
the bribery scandal is just one of many clouds 
hanging over the German game. In fact, there 
are so many that perhaps only another piece 
of silverware could steer talk back to football.

Barely three years ago, Germany was widely 
considered the epitome of football cool, and 
the model to follow. People admired all things 
Teutonic, from the country’s youth development 
to its terrace atmospheres; from swashbuckling 
players to charismatic coaches such as Jurgen 
Klopp; from clubs owned by their members 
instead of foreign businessmen to a league 
so competitive it had produced fi ve different 
champions in 10 seasons. It seemed natural 
that the most coveted manager on the planet, 
Pep Guardiola, would choose a Bundesliga 
team to join rather than a Premier League club. 

Now, a couple of years later, little of the 
above can still be said. Klopp has moved to 
Liverpool and Pep will soon be at Manchester 

issues: the state of the German game, the 
future of the Bundesliga or even the country’s 
political and cultural climate. And so Bierhoff political and cultural climate. And so Bierhoff 
did nn
could be repaired 
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“I wonder if Philipp
and Miro would come
out of retirement...”

World champions in 2014 –
but every player here has

failed to kick on since

GERMANY
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Had Kosovo been allowed into UEFA and FIFA sooner,
the line-ups for this summer’s clash between Albania
and Switzerland could have looked rather different –
and another team could have been heading to France
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M
y country is Kosovo. If I had
been in another situation,
that was where I was
supposed to play.”

There’s an emotional
tremble in Valon Behrami’s
voice as he utters these

words to FourFourTwo. The Watford midfielder
has played more than 60 times for Switzerland
– his commitment to his adopted country is
beyond question. But the 31-year-old has
never forgotten the land of his birth; the
war-torn region that he had to depart at the
age of five, on the long bus journey west.

When Switzerland face Albania in the second
game of this year’s European Championship
on June 11, it is conceivable that as many as
half of the players on the pitch could hail
from Kosovo. For Switzerland there’s not just
Behrami, but Xherdan Shaqiri and Granit Xhaka,
too. The latter could line up against his own
brother, Taulant, who’s one of 14 players with
Kosovar origins in the Albania squad for recent
warm-up matches. “It will be special because
I’ll be playing against my brother,” Granit says.
“But it’s a really special game for Kosovo, too.”

It’s a fixture that comes just as the future of
football in Kosovo seems bright. Last month
the Kosovo national team were allowed to

join both UEFA and FIFA, ending their
eight-year wait since the territory declared
independence from Serbia in 2008.

Serbia’s continuing objections mean
Kosovo are not currently a member of
the UN, and the national team were only
narrowly voted into UEFA, with 28 countries
in favour and 24 against. But Kosovo will
now be allowed to compete in European
Championships and World Cups – possibly
as soon as Russia 2018, European qualifiers
for which begin in just three months’ time –
and their talent pool looks promising.

For years, players of Kosovar heritage have
been forced to commit their international
futures to other nations, and not just
Switzerland or Albania, whose relationship
with neighbouring Kosovo is especially close
(more than 90 per cent of Kosovo’s population
of 1.9 million are of Albanian ethnicity).

Elsewhere, Adnan Januzaj has been capped
by Belgium, Emir Bajrami by Sweden, Perparim
Hetemaj and the now retired Shefki Kuqi by
Finland, and Ardian Gashi by Norway. The
latter switched to play for Kosovo when
the national team were officially allowed
to play international friendly
matches for the first
time in 2014.

So, too, did Manchester
City’s young midfielder
ersant Celina, who grew

up in Norway and has
presented them up to

under-21 level. But the
9-year-old is clear: he

wants to play for Kosovo.
“When they contacted
e and asked if I was

i terested in playing for
sovo, I said yes straight

away – I didn’t even think
about it,” Celina tells FFT,

ferring to his call-up for
t t first friendly at home
t Haiti in 2014.

“Kosovo is where I was
born, and with everything the country has
been through, it means a lot to me. I’d always
thought about playing for Kosovo one day,
but we didn’t have a national team.

“When we did play our first friendly game,
against Haiti, it was really special. It was a big
day for all the people of Kosovo; the whole
country was watching the game. I didn’t play,
but I felt so happy just to be there.

“After that I played my first game against
Oman, and it was a different feeling to
anything I’d experienced before. We get
15,000 to 20,000 at matches and the
atmosphere was amazing.

“The country loves football. Everyone in
Kosovo has been supporting Albania but
now we get a national team of our own.
There are a lot of people who play football
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“KosoAbove “Stand up if
you’ve joined FIFA!”
Below Kosovo take
on Haiti in 2014 –
their first officially
recognised friendly

KOSOVO
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and there’s a lot of young talent. We are
ready to join UEFA. We’re a country now.
Why shouldn’t we be able to play?”

The challenge now is to persuade more
expats such as Celina to return home and join
what is a largely youthful Kosovo team – albeit
a youthful Kosovo team unbeaten in three
matches, after seeing off both Oman and
Equatorial Guinea. “I think players will join us,
and that’s what we’re trying to make happen,”
says the teenager. The 21-year-old Januzaj is
one player who is reportedly considering it.

“It’s every player’s own choice,” Celina
continues, “but hopefully they will see it could
benefit them. The facilities in Kosovo aren’t
the best at the moment and if you want to
compete with the whole world then you
need better, but they’re going to try to build
a new stadium and do other things, too –
there will be investment.

“We have a good team. In our last game
we played Albania and we should have won.
It ended 2-2, but I think we played better than
them and they’re at the Euros, so I don’t see
why we can’t do something like that.

“My dream is to captain Kosovo at the
World Cup one day. It would be amazing if
I could do that. I think it’s possible. I would
not say it if I didn’t think it was.”

SPLIT LOYALTIES, SPLIT FAMILIES
Celina was two years old when his family
departed Prizren for Norway, just as the worst
days of the war in Kosovo were starting to
take hold. He was too young to remember
what it was like back then – but they are days
the 31-year-old Behrami will never forget.

Just as Yugoslavia was starting to crumble,
oppression of ethnic Albanians in Kosovo
grew. Behrami’s family got out, emigrating to
Switzerland, which became home to around
200,000 Kosovars. But they had to watch

situation with the war was better – although it
wasn’t,” Behrami says. “Luckily we didn’t have
to move, because of sport. My athletics club
helped me to stay, and then later I got my
Swiss nationality because of football.

“I will always be grateful to Switzerland.
They gave me and my family the opportunity
to change our lives, so I try to give something
back through the national team. Maybe this
summer’s tournament could be my last,
maybe not – I have to decide. But I’ve been
with the team for 11 years now and I’m very
happy with what I have done.”

Despite his deep connection with Kosovo,
Behrami says he isn’t contemplating switching
his nationality at this stage of his career. He
suspects others may feel the same, even if all
are willing to help football in the territory.

Behrami, Shaqiri and Granit Xhaka were
among those who signed a letter to FIFA
four years ago in support of Kosovo, when the
national team were still seeking permission to
play official friendly matches.

“We tried to help, and I will help in the future
in whatever way I can,” Behrami insists. “But
not on the pitch, because I’m never going to
change nationality. It’s not easy for players
to do that, because we are a product of
Switzerland. We learned to play football there,
hey invested a lot of money in young players,

helplessly from afar as fighting broke out in
Kosovo, with the killing of civilians eventually
prompting NATO to intervene in 1999.

“It was December 1990 when we left,”
Behrami recalls. “I was four or five years old,
and my parents were working and living
a normal life. Then my mum got sacked, my
dad too, and the situation started to be very
dangerous. We took a bus and left the country:
me, my parents and my sister. It was so cold in
Switzerland and it was very difficult for the first
two months, because we had nothing.

“The hardest time, though, was when things
became worse in Kosovo. Our family were still
there: grandpas and grandmas, 11 or 12
uncles, more than 20 cousins. We knew people
were starting to escape from their houses,
and every two or three months we would
get one call to let us know where they were.
I remember it like it was today. They’d call us
to say: ‘We are here; we are in the mountains .

“Then, one week later, it said on the news
that they had killed 50 people in that place.
That was one of the worst moments for my
mum and dad. They couldn’t speak, they
couldn’t eat, because we didn’t know where
people were – whether they’d moved from
that area or not. You were living your good life
in Switzerland and you couldn’t do anything.
You were waiting for the phone to ring, and
sometimes it was scary even when the phone
did ring, because we didn’t want bad news.

“In the end, we found out that they had
moved. We were lucky.”

The Behrami family were also fortunate
that they had not been forced to return to
Kosovo themselves, just as the war was
reaching its height. Requests for asylum in
Switzerland had been refused until Valon’s
sporting talents were spotted.

“When I was 10 or 11 we were meant to
move back to Kosovo because they said the
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Left Lazio goalkeeper
Etrit Berisha is one of
many Kosovo-born
Albania players
Above and top left
Kosovo fans’ joy in
2014 wasn’t dimmed
by Turkey’s 6-1 win
Below “In retrospect,
maybe I shouldn’t
have picked Belgium”

and they deserve to have good players in the
national team because of that. It’s difficult at
that point for Kosovo to say: ‘Now, because we
are here, you should come and play for us’.
That wouldn’t be fair.

“They need to build something in Kosovo for
the young players. They are doing a good job
but they don’t have to do things in a rush, and
expect that the big-name players are going to
join them. They have to be organised, patient,
and work with the young players. The target
has to be success in 10 years, not one or two.”

For Switzerland’s Kosovar trio, facing Albania
at the Euros will be both special and a little
awkward. Many fans in Albania believe that
Behrami, Shaqiri and Xhaka should be playing
for them, not Switzerland. And they think the
same about three more Swiss players: Admir
Mehmedi, Blerim Dzemaili and Pajtim Kasami,
ethnic Albanians from nearby Macedonia.

That Granit Xhaka isn’t playing for Albania,
instead lining up against older brother Taulant
in Lens, was more to do with circumstances.

“We could have been playing together,”
admits Borussia Monchengladbach midfielder
Granit, whose parents emigrated from Kosovo
shortly before he and his brother were born.
“But at the time I was first called up, Albania
weren’t interested in me and Switzerland were.
For my brother, it was the other way around,
so we made our decisions straight away.

“Both of us were born and raised in
Switzerland. We first went to Kosovo when
I was 12: we had a summer holiday there,
and saw our grandparents and other family.

“To be honest, I think playing against each
other at the Euros is the last thing either of us
wanted. We weren’t exactly overjoyed when
we heard about the draw.

“This is the first time we’ll be playing against
each other for our national teams. We’ve done
it before, when we were both at Basel but my
brother was on loan at Grasshoppers, and th
was a really weird feeling. This time, it’s a bi
more special – it’s not easy to play against
your brother at the European Championship
but it’s special. The easiest thing would be
if we both got sent off after two minutes.
It would save time!”

The experience won’t be any easier
for Behrami, who remembers the
less-than-friendly welcome he received
in 2013, when he lined up for Switzerland
in a World Cup qualifier in Tirana.

“I’m pleased to see Albania at the Euros
but I don’t know if the Albania fans are goin
to be pleased to see me,” he says. “Three
years ago it was a little bit hard on the pitch
– they whistled me – but it’s OK. There will b
so many feelings, but no one is going to die
it’s not a war. It’s just a football game.”

The former West Ham man, whose curren
Watford team-mate Almen Abdi also hails
from Kosovo, has a tattoo on his leg of the
Albanian eagle, as well as one on his arm of
the Switzerland and Kosovo flags intertwined
Similarly, Shaqiri takes to the field with boot

sporting all three flags. Behrami insists: “My
ethnicity is Albanian but Albania is not my
proper country – it’s Kosovo. I have a tattoo
of the Kosovo flag and I also have one of the
eagle of Albania, Kosovo’s old symbol. I had
a lot of problems with the press about that.

“Sometimes it’s a bit difficult to make people
understand the decision that every player
makes. However, I think in the future they
will understand why we chose a different
nationality. If you hear my story and know
what happened, I think you will understand.”

“AS A FOOTBALLER, YOU NEVER THINK
YOU’LL BE IN DANGER ON THE PITCH”
If there’s controversy when Albania and
Switzerland face off this month, it’s nothing
compared to the fireworks when Albania
travelled to face Serbia in qualifying for Euro
2016 – their first visit to Belgrade for 47 years.

Albania supporters were banned from
attending the match but a drone was flown
over the stadium towards the end of the first
half, carrying a flag depicting the Albanian
eagle in the middle of a map of ‘Greater
Albania’ – a wider area including Kosovo and
some parts of Macedonia. Such territorial
arguments remain a hugely sensitive subject,
and the drone duly sparked mayhem.

Serbia defender Stefan Mitrovic ripped the
flag out of the air, only for Albania’s Bekim
Balaj to wrestle it from him and be struck
by a chair wielded by a pitch-invading fan.
Lorik Cana, Albania’s Kosovo-born captain,
pinned the supporter to the ground in an
increasingly ugly melee. The match was

ACTION REPLAY
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Above Kosovo won’t
be lacking fans when
they take on bigger
nations than Haiti
Below Basel’s Taulant
Xhaka will face his
brother at Euro 2016
Below “I am never
going to change
nationality,” says
Valon Behrami

“Playing against each other is the
ast thing either of us wanted”
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put on hold by referee Martin Atkinson and
then abandoned shortly before half-time,
with Albania players pelted withmissiles
as they attempted to leave the pitch.
Albania were awarded a 3-0 win. Those

three points would ultimately push them over
the line as they qualified for the first major
tournament in their history; a draw or defeat
in the highly-charged awaymatch would have
seen them replace Denmark in the play-offs,
instead of securing automatic qualification.
“As a football player, you never think you

will be in danger on the pitch,” Cana tells FFT.
“For the first time you saw people who wanted
to stick you on the ground, and that’s an
experience I wouldn’t wish on anyone.
However, on the other hand, it was an
important moment that bound us together
evenmore as a team. It helped us to face
the challenges that allowed us to qualify.”
The former Sunderland defender, who is

Albania’s most capped player, was another
to sign the letter to FIFA in 2012 in support
of Kosovo, joined by a number of Albania
team-mates including Lazio’s Etrit Berisha and
Cologne’s MergimMavraj. “Kosovo has had its
independence but it’s a country still closed,”
says Cana, nowwith Nantes. “The borders
aren’t open and people don’t have the same
opportunities as others. Football will allow
these people to say: ‘We too want to grow.
We too want to have a future’.”
Even so, with Albania’s squad including

somany players of Kosovar origin, Cana
hopes that the emergence of the Kosovo
national teamwill not dilute Albania’s
own selection options.
Some Albanian fan groups boycotted

the recent friendly with Kosovo,
insisting ethnic Albanians should
have one national team, not two.
Cana believes he’ll be representing
both Albania and Kosovowhen he
skippers Gianni De Biasi’s side at Euro 2016.
“This teamwas the only way to realise the

dream of all Albanians,” the 32-year-old
explains. “I am from Kosovo, but our dream
is to have all of our people living in the same
country, united. We represent all Albanians
and themessage for the rest of the continent
is that Albania has good people who are
capable of doing some beautiful things.
“There’s talk of Kosovo wanting to call up

the players who were born there. That may

be the only obstacle to Albania’s growth.
Our team is very young and the players will
reach their peak in a couple of years.
“Kosovo has begun its road and has some

good players. But if we can choose, we want
to be a part of the same team.”
Cana, like Behrami, moved to Switzerland

during childhood. Both have gone on to have
successful football careers, but even now,
Behrami wonders what life would have been
like if he hadn’t had to leave Kosovo.
“Maybe if we hadn’t had the war I’d still be

there, enjoyingmy normal life, andmaybe I’d
have been happier,” Behrami reflects. “I was
lucky things changed in a good way. I have
a great job – I love what I do – but it doesn’t
mean I’m happier than I could have been if I’d
stayed in Kosovo. There, you live next to your
cousins and you really enjoy life, even if you
don’t havemoney. I never judgemy life on the

money I make. When I’m back there, it’s an
amazing feeling. You don’t need to spend
anything. You just need to be there.”
Behrami intends to be theremore often

when his playing days are over. If Kosovo are to
have a national team, he wants to help make
it a good one. “I and some other players are
going to try to spend a lot of energy helping
them,” he says. “I’m trying to have a football
school there, but I don’t want to put my name
on it yet. When I do that, I want to be there –
I don’t want to do it from far away.
“A good national team could change somany

kids’ lives. People in Kosovo have been waiting
for amoment like this. It’s been 20 years since
the war started and they could not enjoy
anything, but football means a lot to them.
“I really believe that in the future they could

have a great national team.”
Wemay see that sooner rather than later.

KOSOVO







The Netherlands’ failure to qualify for
the expanded Euro 2016 raised more than
a few eyebrows. Where did it all go wrong
for the former masters of Total Football?
And how can they turn things around?
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he Dutch would normally
be expecting to throw
themselves a fantastic
orange party right around
now. But there’ll be no
bunting on the streets of

Amsterdam this year. The whole country’s
pubs, shops, homes and public spaces are
bereft of football-related decoration.
The Dutchmay have to get used to this.

They not only failed to qualify for Euro 2016 –
a tournament that will feature half of the
professional teams in Europe – but face
a struggle to reach theWorld Cup in Russia,
too, having been drawn in a tough group
alongside France and Sweden. It’s still hard
to take in the suddenness of the decline
undergone by the nation of Johan Cruyff,
Dennis Bergkamp and Total Football.
Remember, the Dutch reached the final

of the 2010World Cup and finished
third in the 2014 edition. Yet, after
impressing on the global stage, their
abject attempt to qualify for this
summer’s continental tournament in
France yielded just one point from six
games against Iceland, Turkey and the
Czech Republic as they finished fourth
in their group of six. Fourth!
The change was reflected in the

fortunes of Robin van Persie. Two years
ago in Brazil, he leapt like a salmon to
head one of themost daring and exquisite
goals inWorld Cup history, inspiring a 5-1
victory over Spain, the reigning champions.
Last October, with his team needing to
beat the Czechs in their final game to have
even a slim hope of qualifying, he gave the
visitors a three-goal lead by stooping to
head a free-kick into his own net.
True, a tidy young Netherlands team beat

ameek, experimental England outfit 2-1 in
a friendly atWembley four days after the death
of Cruyff in March. But themalaise runs deep.
So, can we expect the Dutch to bounce back

soon? “I don’t think so,” says Henk Spaan,
doyen of Dutch football writers and editor
of the influential magazine Hardgras.
“The future looks bleak”.
Part of the problem is generational. Over

the last couple of years, Holland’s latest –

perhaps last – generation of greats, including
Wesley Sneider and Arjen Robben, faded while
no new stars emerged to replace them.
Footballers peak in their late twenties.

The Netherlands found themselves with
a squad of players either too old or too young.
In some qualifyingmatches they fielded no
players at all between the ages of 25 and 31.
Talents such as the intelligent but limited

Daley Blind, the intermittently terrific Georginio
Wijnaldum and the lately disappointing
Memphis Depay (right) are not yet fully
developed and look just short of world-class.
Just behind them is another crop of exciting

youngsters. Timothy Fosu-Mensah, formerly
of Ajax, is coming along well at Manchester
United under the guidance of Louis van
Gaal, having turned 18 this year. And
there are real prospects emerging at
PSV, Ajax and AZ Alkmaar. Check out

the showreels
of promising
teenagers Donny
van de Beek (left)

and Abdelhak Nouri, both of Ajax, or PSV’s
Steven Bergwijn and Kenneth Paal. Among
the strikers there are promising 21-year-olds
Anwar El Ghazi and themuscular Vincent
Janssen, who scored a penalty against England
atWembley before setting up the winner.
Moreover, impressive performances by club

and national teams in youth tournaments
show that the Netherlands still have some
of the best youngsters around.
The problem is that Dutch prospects often

fail to fulfill their promise. In recent years
Eljero Elia, Ibrahim Afellay and Ismail Aissati,
among others, were hailed as serious talents
but failed to become superstars. Memphis,
seemingly so disgruntled at Manchester
United that he deleted all pictures of his club
colleagues from his official Instagram
account, is in danger of heading the sameway.
In any case, it will be four or five years before

we knowwhether the current crop is up to the
standards of old. That could prove a long wait.
It’s hard to imagine the Netherlands ever

again being in as happy a situation as they
were in 1988, when, as champions of Europe,
they had four of the top five players in the
world. In Ballon d’Or voting, Marco van Basten,
Ruud Gullit and Frank Rijkaardmade up the
top three, with Ronald Koeman ranked fifth.
Spaan says: “We don’t have those kind of

players anymore. I’m still convinced that
the training of boys from 10 to 18 is
unbelievably good in Holland. Teams such
as Manchester United and Arsenal
watch Dutch youth players very closely.
But something goes wrong between
18 and 21. Our coaches don’t have the
ability to transform the biggest talents

of Europe into full-grown senior players.”
Part of the problem, Spaan suggests, is that

players go abroad too early – usually around
the age of 20 – before they’ve had the chance
tomature. Van Basten, Bergkamp and Gullit
were all in or approaching their mid-twenties
when theymoved to Italy. Ruud van Nistelrooy
was 25 when he arrived in England. Such stars
were also beneficiaries of playing with older,
more experienced players, andmanaged to
retain their distinctively Dutch approach when
they departed to play in another country.
Meanwhile, the Dutch are caught in a trap

that afflicts many great innovators. They face
a similar problem to that faced by Britain in
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Bottom Klaas-Jan
Huntelaar despairs
as the Dutch miss out
on a party in France
Bottom right Timothy
Fosu-Mensah, 18, has
been getting to grips
with English football



Right Daley Blind is
the current squad’s
most experienced
player, with 36 caps
BelowWho’s next,
after Rinus Michels
and Louis van Gaal?
Below left A Dutch
1-2-3 at the 1988
Ballon d’Or...
Bottom ...after lifting
that year’s European
Championship trophy

the late 19th century. A hundred years earlier,
British pioneers had created the industrial
revolution, which led to global dominance.
But other countries copied and improved
upon British methods and subsequently
overtook the ‘workshop of the world’.
In the 1960s and ’70s the Dutch, led by coach

Rinus Michels and on-field genius Johan Cruyff,
more or less invented themodern game. Their
high pressing, positional flexibility, creativity
and technical virtuosity showed the world how
the game could be played. Now the world has
learned, and that advantage is long gone.
Ajax won the European Cup three years in

a row between 1971 and 1973 and the Oranje
were the best team at the
1974 and 1978World Cups,
twice losing to the hosts in
the final (West Germany and
Argentina respectively).
The national team failed to win
a trophy but their revolutionary
approach paved the way for the future.
In the following three decades the tiny nation

became a production line for world-class
talent, especially at Ajax. The Netherlands
won Euro 88, and Dutch contingents helped
Milan and Barcelona to rule Europe at club
level. In the 1990s, the generation of Dennis
Bergkamp, Clarence Seedorf, Edgar Davids and
the De Boer brothers took over. Then came the
era of Robben, Sneijder and Van Persie.

Yet the seeds of Dutch distress
were already being sown, as
rival coaches, clubs and national

federations began to adopt their
methods. These days, almost every
successful team plays with some

elements of the Netherlands’ style.
The death of Johan Cruyff at 68 in March

this year produced an extraordinary wave
of nostalgia andmourning in the country.
Now the era of great Dutch coaches also

appears to be passing. Louis van Gaal
is planning to retire next year
after an underwhelming spell at
Manchester United, and Guus
Hiddink, finishing up his caretaker
role at Chelsea, is a spent force.

The Dutch loved to mock
Belgium’s footballers; now
they are in awe of them

Apart from Ronald Koeman, none of the
stars of the late ’80s and early ’90s have
become successful coaches. Marco van
Basten, national team coach between 2004
and 2008, has suffered from stress and walked
away from the AZ job last year when he felt he
was no longer up to the task. Frank Rijkaard,
who took his nation to the semi-finals of Euro
2000 and guided Barcelona to Champions
League glory in 2006, has turned his back on
coaching, too. Of the stars of the nineties,
Frank de Boer and Philip Cocu have done well
at Ajax and PSV respectively, but are untested
outside their home country. Bergkamp has no
desire to run a big team, and Danny Blind is in
charge of the national team almost by default.
Meanwhile, the ‘Dutch School’ itself is

suddenly looking obsolete.
Coaching contracts, from the national team

down to amateur sides, often stipulate that
playing style must conform to old attacking
principles. But the game has changed.
A core principle since their 1970s heyday has

been the use of 4-3-3 with advancedwingers –
Cruyff preached this orthodoxy until the day he
died. However, what was once daring, fresh and
flexible hardened into stale dogma long ago.
Using specialist wingers is nowmaking

increasingly less sense. In the past, leaving
wingers far upfield was a reliable way to push
back the opposition, because no full-back
could run up and down the pitch continually.
But modern full-backs aremuch fitter than
their predecessors. Old-fashioned wingers
“ahead of the ball”, as the Dutch say, will
leave their team outgunned inmidfield. Then
again, the success of Dutch-influenced,
possession-loving, winger-blessed teams such
as Bayern Munich and Barcelona suggest the
positional game can still be lethal if done well.

DUTCH DECLINE
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Top Two Ajax greats
consider putting
their boots back on
Above Cruyff: gone,
but not forgotten
Below Jeffrey Bruma
is no Frank Rijkaard

Does the traditional Dutch preference for
keeping possession and building from the back
still make sense, too? The Netherlands have
long regarded defensive football, especially
its most extrememanifestations in Italian
catenaccio or the teams of Jose Mourinho, as
essentially immoral and beneath their dignity.
But sides such as Leicester City and Atletico
Madrid – or, indeed, themuch-criticised
counter-attacking tactics of Van Gaal and
Bert van Maarwijk in Holland’s previous two
World Cup appearances – have shown the
benefits of playing on the break.
The Dutch passing game has also atrophied.

Their great teams of the ’70s and ’80s loved
to keep the ball, but they rarely did so in
a sterile fashion. The lethal, probing
‘ball circulation’ of Van Gaal’s
Champions’ League-winning
Ajax side in 1995 represented
an updating of that concept.
Possession used to be a tool

for dominating opponents.
In both the national team and
the Dutch leagues, though,
possession now appears to
be an end in itself; players
exchanging endless short
passes in front of opponents
instead of fast, driving,
aggressive attacks. Cruyff
would often denounce slow
play and a lack of risk-taking,
and his point was born out by the far more
effective tiki-taka or German variant of the
Dutch game that won the previous two
World Cups and European Championships.
Themost intractable problem is that the

Dutch have simply stopped producing football
geniuses. These days it is Spain, Belgium,
Germany and France who produce the type
of dynamic, creative, technical players once
considered to be ‘typically Dutch’.
For decades the Netherlandsmocked

Belgium’s lack of football brilliance. Now the
roles are reversed. The Dutch look across the
border with amixture of awe and envy, and
wonder why their players aren’t a patch on
Eden Hazard or Kevin De Bruyne.
It was largely to remedy this state of affairs

that Johan Cruyff initiated his ‘revolution’ at
Ajax in 2011. His chief ally at the time was
Dennis Bergkamp, who had identified the
problemwhen he returned to his boyhood
club in 2008, saying: “Things were really going
downhill, but no one seemed to notice – or
perhaps they didn’t want to see.” Ajax’s young
players at the time tended to be “good, tidy,
rather technical players”, but they weren’t
particularly special, creative or explosive.
Cruyff’s battle for control led to a period

of conflict unprecedented even by Dutch
standards, with a court case, allegations of
dirty tricks and a trail of broken friendships.
The old board, full of the kind of ‘suits’ he
regarded as unqualified to run the game,
soon departed. However, there was also
a conflict between Cruyff acolytes and
a faction who were supporting Van Gaal.
Eventually Cruyff won – because he’s Cruyff

– andmany of the club’s youth coaches were

sacked, with a newmanagement structure,
involving a ‘technical heart’, put in place. The
idea was to turn Ajax into the equivalent of
an Oxford college or a Japanese violin school:
a hothouse to nurture exceptional talents.
But being a great footballer or manager

doesn’t necessarily mean you have the
skills to run a big modern football club.
Rather like the comrades of the Russian
and French revolutions, the new rulers fell
out amongst themselves.
Tensions came to a head a year ago over

the signing of Heerenveenmidfielder Daley
Sinkgraven. On one side, Cruyff andWim Jonk,
the head of the youth academy, argued

passionately that the club should
promote one of their own. With equal
vehemence, Dennis Bergkamp,
Marc Overmars and first-team
coach Frank de Boer insisted that
dogma had to take a back seat
when the team needed some
reinforcing with talent from outside.
The power struggle was finally

resolved late last year, when Jonk was
sacked and Cruyff walked away after falling
seriously ill. One unintended consequence of
the turbulence at Ajax was that some of its
former teachers ended up strengthening

their rivals. Thanks to its rich history, Ajax
continues to attract the country’s best young
talents – but AZ, Feyenoord and PSV are
structurally stronger than they were.
So: what now?
With France and Sweden standing in the way

of aWorld Cup place in Russia, nobody in the
Netherlands is optimistic about the national
team in the short or medium term, although
the return of Romamidfielder Kevin Strootman
after a long injury absence should help.
In the longer term, nobody knows what

comes next for the Netherlands. It is tempting
to see the Dutch football crisis as a reflection
of the changing state of the country.
The birth of Total Football in the 1960s

reflected the extraordinary burst of cultural
energy and creativity that made ultra-liberal
Amsterdam the coolest city in Europe. In the
1970s, the country’s colourful Prime Minister
Joop den Uyl believed the Dutch could teach
the world how to run its affairs. Indeed, the
official foreign policy was Nederland gidsland
– literally ‘Netherlands: guiding country’.
These days, a very different mood prevails.

Politically, the Netherlands is divided, fearful
and inward-looking, and its best-known
politician is Geert Wilders, an anti-Muslim
populist with an odd haircut – essentially
a Dutch version of Donald Trump.
Meanwhile, the KNVB (the Dutch FA) is

taking its own steps to respond to the crisis.
Their aim is to follow the examples of France
and Germany, who revamped their systems
profoundly after humiliations in the early
1990s and early 2000s respectively.
Henk ten Cate, the former Ajax and Chelsea

coach, is heading an inquiry into what can be
discovered from the best methods of other
countries – Germany and France in particular.
The KNVB hope to use Ten Cate’s findings to
launch a newmasterplan later this year. It is
ambitiously dubbed ‘Dutch School 2.0’.
For decades, the Dutch saw themselves as

teaching the world how to play football. Now
it seems they will have to learn from others.
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SO, HOW
WAS THAT
FOR YOU ? “I was thinking last

summer that I might
not renewmy season
ticket! But wow –
I will never again
seemy team lifting

that trophy.”

“I expected something
good this season – not
to be champions, of
course, but something
good. I’m so very
proud of this city.”

“Me andmymate
jumped through the

ceiling – I’ve supported
City for 40-odd years.
Ranieri was able to
take the pressure off
everyone. Brilliant.”

“I wasn’t on duty
during Chelsea-Spurs;
I was watching it
on TVwithmywife.
Let’s just say I didn’t
go to bed early.”

“I’ve had a season
ticket for about
20 years and been
a supporter for 66.
What can you say?
It’s just beenmagic
–marvellous.”
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Delirious Foxes fans
tell FFT exactly what
it’s been like to live
through modern
football’s most
unlikely title win
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“When Spurs went
2-0 up at Chelsea

I switched the telly off.
Thenmy dad texted
me to say that we’d
done it and I just
wentmental.”

“I loved seeing Shinji
Okazaki score against
Newcastle: it was the
first overhead kick I’d
ever seen and I had
a great view of it.”

“WesMorgan has been
outstanding. I watched
him play against us for
Nottingham Forest –
now he’s skippering us
to a Premier League
title. It’s unreal.”

“It’s put Leicester on
themap. Normally
people say: ‘Where’s
Leicester?’ Now they
say: ‘You’re that city
with themost famous
football team’.”

Interviews Joe Brewin, Ryan Hubbard
Portraits Leon Csernohlavek
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“I went barmywhen
wewon the league.
I cried. Nobody else
did, though; they just

stared atme!”

“I was at the King
Power celebrating
until 4am after we

won. It’s unbelievable.
Ranieri has been here
a year and done this.”

“Claudio Ranieri is
fantastic. He came in
with a steady hand.
I’ve come here

wearingmy Italy shirt.
My wife is Italian, too.”

“I cried. Lots.
I was watching the
Chelsea-Spursmatch,
and the second half
was an emotional
rollercoaster.”

“Vardy’s goal against
Liverpool was like
a dream.Wewere
watching it in the

stadium and it was like
slow-motion, seeing
the ball float in.”

Elliot Heath

LEICESTER CITY
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“I’d been in hospital,
terrified I’dmiss the
Everton game. I said:
‘You’ve got to getme
back, please!’ I’m so
happy that I’m here.”

“Vardy’s goal at home
to Liverpool was the
best moment. He just
smashed it. He’s been
brilliant all year.”

“I didn’t really like
Ranieri at first,

but now? Brilliant.
They’ve got to give him
the key to the city.”

“Mahrez and Vardy get
all the plaudits, but

N’Golo Kante has been
incredible. He’s going
to be world-class for
years to come.”

“I’ve been a fan for
five years, and when
I used to go back
to Venice nobody
knew Leicester.
Now everybody
is messagingme!”

“Well, they’ve done it,
and that’s all that

matters. If we can get
in the Champions
League again next
season, that’ll be all
right I suppose.”

“I went absolutely
ballistic after

Chelsea-Spurs. I ran to
the Clock Tower; within
20minutes theremust
have been around
1,000 people there.”



FRIDAY, 19.30
MANCHESTER 62 vs
LINCOLN RED IMPS

SATURDAY, 18.30
BRITANNIA XI
vs EUROPA

MONDAY, 19.30
ANGELS VS

GIBRALTAR UNITED

SATURDAY, 16.00
ST JOSEPH’S vs
GLACIS UNITED

SUNDAY, 15.30
LIONS GIBRALTAR

vs LYNX
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5 MATCHES
4 DAYS
1 PITCH

GIBRALTAR LEAGUE

Words Chris Flanagan Photography Ian Martinez

This is Gibraltar’s only football stadium.
In a British Overseas Territory that covers
just 2.6 squaremiles in the far south of Spain,
space is in short supply. Most of it is taken up
by the rock; the rest, by a local population of
around 32,000 – 10 per cent of which are
involved in football in someway.
Unable to build stadiums of their own, the

Gibraltar Premier Division’s 10 clubs duke it out
each week in a government-owned venue.
“It’s pretty unique, playing all of thematches

in one stadium, and it’s a juggling act,” admits
Reagan Lima, theman in charge of the venue.
“We have close to 25matches a week on that
one pitch – everything from under-13s
matches and upwards. It’s quite a lot.” And
that’s quite an understatement.
The playing surface is, of course, artificial.

“It’s not Wembley – we accept that,” Lima
says. “The bounce is sometimes a bit uneven.
But it wouldn’t be possible to have a grass
pitch with the amount it’s used. A bit of rain
and it would cut up, then that’s it.”
Lima is assisted at the stadium by Matt

Reoch, who has a different hat on tonight.
Not only is the 33-year-old the venue’s
head of facilities, he’s also the club captain
of one of the teams in action, Manchester 62.
“It’s a bit of a conflict of interests,” laughs

Reoch, who has also represented Gibraltar at
international level. “Whenevermy team-mates
think the facilities can be improved, they don’t
hold back in givingme a piece of theirmind!
“You do get sick of the place sometimes.

Today I was working from 9 to 5, then I go

F
riday night, and outside Gibraltar’s
Victoria Stadium aman dressed as
a giant spicy sausage has just had to
fend off an attempted rugby tackle from
an over-exuberant member of the public.

Another man hovers nearby, sporting the
world’s most magnificent horseshoe
moustache and clutching a set of darts.
FourFourTwo is puzzled, at least until we

discover that the stadium’s indoor hall is
playing host to the Peperami Gibraltar Darts
Trophy, where raucous punters are paying
£6 a pop to watch the likes of Michael van
Gerwen and world champion Gary Anderson
sling arrows on the PDC European Tour.
But we’re not here for that. We have flown

to one of Europe’s southernmost tips to
savour a curious local football tradition –
a Premier Division where every single match is
played at the same stadium. Five matches,
one venue, every weekend.
Tonight is the first of those fivematches.

Manchester 62 are taking on Lincoln Red Imps,
in a fixture with a distinctly English flavour,
and one of Gibraltar’s main rivalries. Unlike the
nearby darts, entrance is absolutely free. FFT
ventures inside the 2,000-capacity stadium,
where things are a little more tranquil with
kick-off still some way away. Players are
warming up in one of themost extraordinary
settings anywhere in the world. At one end is
the 426metre-high Rock of Gibraltar, looming
large over the stadium, and at the other is the
runway for Gibraltar International Airport,
just yards from the pitch.

There are no epic away days in Gibraltar’s Premier
Division – every game is played over one weekend
at the same stadium. FFT squeezes them all in



Above left But what
about Gibraltar City?
Above Each team has
a Rock at the back
Below “Don’t tackle
me, I’m Spanish!”
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home, get changed, spend an hour with the
wife and I’m back here for an 8.30pm kick-off.”
Tonight Manchester 62 are nominally the

home side, but nobody seems quite sure.
“A fewweeks agomy son pinned up the

fixtures that are remaining this season –
each club’s home and away games,” Lima
says. “I said to him: ‘Really? Home and away?!’
But it was just because the home team are
required to provide thematch balls and the
away team has to change their kit if there’s
a colour clash.”
Not that themessage always gets through.

“We usually find out who’s home or away
when we do the coin toss,” Reoch chuckles.
“Sometimes teams turn up in the home kit
when they’re meant to be in the away one,
and the other team has to adapt. The home
and away concept doesn’t really register here.
We’ve got a number of dressing rooms at the
stadium and they’re all identical, so it’s not as
if there’s one where the showers only run cold
water and the air con doesn’t work.”
Manchester 62 actually used to be called

Manchester United. The club was formed
back in 1962 by a group of Gibraltar-based
Red Devils supporters, who wrote to
then-manager Matt Busby seeking permission
to use the name. But Gibraltar’s admission
to UEFA in 2013 brought them back to
the attention of the English version of
Manchester United.
“That’s the only time I’ve had contact with

United,” says Manchester 62’s president, John
Charles. “They gaveme a phone call, saying:
‘You’ve got the same name as us’. We had the
devil on our badge and that was copyrighted,
so we had change our logo and our name.
“Manchester United are a very big entity

in football – in Gibraltar we’re very small.
We have no training ground; we have to go
to Spain to train once a week. We’ve got the
beaches here for fitness work but the Rock is
a killer. I bet some Premier League players
would have trouble running up there.
“We’re all volunteers – even the players. We

have no income because there isn’t any gate
money and you haven’t got your own stadium
where you can put up advertising hoardings.”
Charles is a Manchester United fan but

Reoch has a confession: he supports Liverpool.
“I get a lot of stick about that,” laughs the club
captain, whosemother is from Huddersfield.
“When we had to change the name, that was
music to my ears – I wasn’t playing for
Manchester United anymore!”
Manchester 62’s supporters are occupying

their usual area inside the stadium but they’ve

only a smattering of people present as kick-off
approaches. It’s fans of opponents Lincoln Red
Imps whomake up themajority of a crowd
numbering around 150 – although with no
turnstiles, there’s no actual attendance figure.

“BALLS WERE FALLING ON THE RUNWAY
AND ONE GOT CAUGHT UNDER A PLANE”
Lincoln are the champions with two games
still to play, having already wrapped up
a 14th consecutive league title that earns
them entrance to the Champions League once
more. In 2015-16 they beat Andorran
side Santa Coloma and lost only
1-0 away to Midtjylland, the
Danish club who would later win
2-1 at home to Manchester United
in the last 32 of the Europa League.
They’re named after Lincoln City thanks to

an early sponsor’s links to the Sincil Bank side,
and both club crests contain an imp – though
the Gibraltarian incarnation appears positively
cheery in comparison to the terrifying English
version. There’s an argument to say Lincoln
Red Imps are now the best of the Lincolns.

“We haven’t had amatch against them
so I wouldn’t go as far as to say that,”
says assistant boss Mick McElwee, who
wasmanager for many of Lincoln’s league
titles after moving over to Gibraltar from
Northamptonshire. “Our standard ismaybe
Conference level – but we can cause an upset.”
Seconds before thematch starts, a plane

comes roaring down the runway to land.
The locals don’t even bat an eyelid. For them,
it’s just an everyday occurrence.

Aeroplane engine noise aside, things are
pretty quiet inside the stadium. There’s
a cry of ‘Arriba! Arriba!’ from a chap in the
crowd, but otherwise it’s the players who
can be heardmost. English is the official
language of Gibraltar but the dominant
language out on the pitch is Spanish,
with most teams in the league fielding

several players from across the
border. There’s also an odd array
of lines on the playing surface,
due tomarkings for youth
games played horizontally
across the pitch.

The captain of the club which was named
after Manchester United is a Liverpool fan
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Top right “Conference
level”, apparently
Above right Engravers
need to work fast
around here
Above Dodgy bounces
still beat a mud bath
Below “Bad news,
lads, we’re away
again next week”

“We’ve had to play junior football on the
main pitch because we had an issue on the
training pitch next to it, where balls were
falling on the runway and one got caught
under a plane,” Lima explains. “That’s the
challenge of being next to an airport. In
extreme circumstances, the control tower
has an override on our floodlights. If a plane
is coming in for an emergency landing and
all they want lit is the runway, then they
have the ability to turn them off.”
Tonight the floodlights are threatening to go

off all on their own. Only two of the bulbs on
one pylon are working, leaving the players to
battle it out in rather gloomy conditions.
Manchester 62 are without 37-year-old star

man Carl Hoefkens, the former Stoke andWest
Bromwich Albion defender who somehow
escaped serious injury after overturning his
car in Spain recently. In his absence, Lincoln
win 4-0, taking their tally to 120 goals scored
and only nine conceded in 26 league games.
There’s no goal for mercurial left-footer

LiamWalker, despite several attempts to
chip in from outside the box. One of the
few full-time professionals in the
league, he tried to do the same to
Manuel Neuer – and almost
succeeded – when Gibraltar met
Germany in Euro 2016 qualifying.
“You’re not going to score unless

you try,” Walker chuckles after the

match. “I was born in Gibraltar but both of
my parents are English, and I played for
Portsmouth under Michael Appleton. He
offeredme a contract at Oxford United as
well but it just wasn’t quite enough; if it was
someone living in England who could stay
with family then it might have been.
“It is a bit weird playing in the same stadium

every week, but you just have to get on with it.
I’m very happy here.”
Lincoln are presented with the Premier

Division shield after thematch, prompting
a chant from one particularly enthusiastic
bloke in the stands of ‘Que sera, sera; whatever
will be, will be; we’re going to Champions
League’. For 34-year-old striker Lee Casciaro –
the scorer of Gibraltar’s first ever competitive
goal, against Scotland – it’s his 15th title with
the club. Even Ryan Giggsmanaged only 13.
“It’s an achievement, whether it’s here in

Gibraltar or anywhere in the world, and it’s
something I cherish,” says Casciaro, before
turning his attention to Lincoln’s 14-year run
of consecutive titles. “I think 15 is the world
record – a club in Africa, or Vanuatu?” he
asks, leaping from vague to specific in
the same breath. Vanuatu’s Tafea FC do
indeed hold the record, having won 15
consecutive titles on the island nation.
Researching the achievements of

football teams in the South Pacific
does at least pass the time for FFT

before we can eagerly hotfoot it back to the
Victoria Stadium for Saturday’s double
instalment of Premier Division action. Only
50 or so fans watch St Joseph’s and Glacis
draw 2-2, although the stadium’s El Murga
sports bar is packed withWest Ham fans
watching their team play Swansea on TV.
Our quest to find one person who will watch

all five of the weekend’s matches is faltering.
Few fans attend at all, never mind staying for
every fixture, and there’s no dedicated,
overworked groundsman, either. Instead,
stadium staff work shifts, involving the
less-than-arduous task of sitting and watching
football all day. Crowds are so small that there’s
no need to keep anyone in line, and the artificial
pitch needs attention only every day or two.
Football journalists here work voluntarily –

for either GibFootballTalk or rival website
Football Gibraltar – so their day jobs prevent
them from attending every match, and there’s
no PA announcer. The only announcements
you’ll hear at the stadium are those from the
airport when they’re trying to hurry pedestrians
into clearing the runway, which is intersected
by the only road in and out of Gibraltar.
But eventually we find our man. He’s Denis

Alvarez, a flat cap-wearing referee’s assessor.
“I’m here every weekend, even for the Second
Division,” he says. “I live twominutes from
here andmywife is bored of me!We only get
big crowds for finals or special matches, but if
you like football, it’s OK. I enjoy it.”

ONE TEAM USES FOUR GOALKEEPERS IN
A SINGLE GAME AND CONCEDES 16 GOALS
Alvarez is in for a treat in Saturday’s second
match, whichmay go down as one of the
weirdest games FFT has ever witnessed.
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It’s third-bottom Britannia XI against Europa,
who are already guaranteed second place this
season, earning them – fittingly enough –
a Europa League spot. One thing is for sure:
Britannia certainly don’t rule.
Europa are 1-0 up when Britannia keeper

Phillip Reyes rushes out of his goal and
commits a foul so dangerous even Harald
Schumacher would consider it a little on the
reckless side. Result: straight red card. There’s
no backup goalkeeper on the bench, and so
defender Lee Graham dons the gloves – not
that he looks entirely happy about it. Within
aminute he commits the bizarre error of
putting the ball down and picking it up again,
and Pedro Carrion bags his second of the
game from the resulting free-kick.
Things spiral from there as 10-man Britannia

trail 6-0 at half-time, Carrion scoring five.
Soon Graham is sent off as well, shown
a second yellow card for dissent, before a third
keeper departs injured as the goals continue
to rain in. The fourth custodian is no better and
eight-man Britannia (they’d used all of their
substitutes by this point) eventually lose 16-1.
Carrion finishes with 11 goals. Eleven.
“Three or four was themost I’d scored in

amatch before, so it was a surprise,” the
38-year-old former Spanish lower-league
marksman tells FFT afterwards, via a club
official-turned-interpreter. “I never imagined
I’d score 11 goals in a single game. I’m very
happy because I’ve been competing with
George Cabrera from Lincoln Red Imps to
be the league’s top scorer. I was four goals
behind but today I made some headway!”
Despite the emphatic victory, Europa’s

English goalkeeper Matt Cafer – formerly of
Yeovil Town – was having less fun. “To be

honest, as a goalkeeper I hated it!” he laughs.
“At times I was hoping I’d havemore to do...
and then I conceded a goal. I can’t think
of anything worse!”
And so to Sunday. Lions Gibraltar defeat

Lynx 4-1; predictably, perhaps, the game gets
a little catty on occasions. There’s rain on an
unseasonably cool weekend, and again the
crowd is only around the 50mark. Expat
Frankie Hatton, born on Teesside, is there to
cheer on Lions, who were formed in 1966
in honour of England’s World Cup win.
Like pretty much everyone who
attendsmatches, he has
a connection with the club.
For many it’s to support
friends or family members.
For Hatton, it’s because he
is one of Lions’ directors.
“Our owner, Andrew

Flowers, was going to buy
Leeds at one point; obviously we
were the next best thing!” Hatton
quips. “I come to every Lions game –
even the reserve games when I can. We
have a core support, and when it’s warmer

we’ll get more people, but it’s not like English
football where you get thousands turning up.”
Gibraltar United’s president, Paul Collado,

believes attendances have dipped as a result
of the influx of foreign players since Gibraltar
gained UEFAmembership. Some have
estimated that Gibraltarians nowmake up
less than 30 per cent of the league’s players.
“The perception is that we’ve lost our soul,”

says Collado, explaining why he reformed
Gibraltar United two years ago with the
premise of fielding only players from Gibraltar,
effectively making them the territory’s own
version of Athletic Bilbao. “There’s now a pot
at the end of the rainbow: if you get into
Europe you receive prize money. Lincoln have
the best local players so other teams brought
in players from abroad to try to compete, and
the locals lads go out of the window.”
It’s affected the style of football, too, Collado

believes. “We like to play the British style and
we believe in a shoulder charge,” he says.
“But because there are a lot of Spanish
players, there’s a lot less contact now.”
Collado’s side play in the final game of the

weekend, knowing victory over the already
relegated Angels will almost secure safety in
their first season after promotion.
They win 7-1 in front of themost passionate

crowd of the weekend tomove them above
Britannia, who will go into a relegation play-off
unless they beat champions Lincoln in their
last match of the campaign. After losing 16-1
to Europa, they’re not exactly hot favourites.
The Victoria Stadiumwon’t host Premier

Division football for toomuch longer. Plans are
afoot for a new stadium at the other end of
Gibraltar – one with the facilities needed to
allow the national team to play competitive
matches on home soil, rather than on the
Algarve. Then, Gibraltar will have two stadiums
– although the weird tradition of playing every
leaguematch at the same venue will continue.
“We’ll keep this stadium for secondary

matches but we’ll play all the top-division
games at the new stadium,” says the
Gibraltar FA’s general secretary Dennis Beiso.
“Playing all the games in one stadium is
different; it’s a tradition, even though it’s
not ideal. It’s a problem, butwemanage.”
With the penultimate weekend of the

Gibraltar Premier Division season over,
FFT bids farewell to the Victoria Stadium
and sets off on the two-minute walk
to the airport. It’s only three days
since we first visited this curious
little football ground, but you
knowwhat?Wemiss it already.

UEFA membership has
seen an influx of foreign
players and crowds dip
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J
une 26 was once a glorious date
in the River Plate calendar. It was
on that day in 1996 that one of
South America’s most iconic clubs
had won their second Copa
Libertadores, with two goals from
Hernan Crespo sealing a 2-0

victory over Colombia’s America de Cali.
Yet 15 years later, to the day, the emotions

were altogether different. The unthinkable
happened. At Estadio Monumental, the
venue of Argentina’s first World Cup triump
in 1978, the country’s most successful club,
with 35 domestic titles to their name at
the time, faced the second leg of an
unexpected relegation play-off against
Belgrano. They had lost the first leg 2-0, so
needed to win by a two-goal margin in orde
to stay in the top flight. Despite that difficul
task, hopes were high, as thousands of fans
packed into the Monumental, waiting to
celebrate a great escape.

A lack of spending in recent seasons had
left inexperienced manager Juan Jose Lopez
relying largely on promising youngsters –
including Erik Lamela and Manuel Lanzini –
as the club began to slide following their
title win of 2008, when Diego Simeone
was their manager and Radamel Falcao
and Alexis Sanchez formed their frontline.

Belgrano were still underdogs, of course.
They were but a humble Second Division side
whose players had been unable to sleep the
night before the game – not because of
nerves, but the bomb threats at their hotel
and all the pyrotechnics outside it.

June 26 was a sunny winter Sunday, but
the tension in the air gave the atmosphere
a gloomy edge. By 7pm, the Nunez
neighbourhood looked like a war zone:
wrecked cars, smashed windows, broken ATMs,
cars and shop alarms sounding, sirens, people
crying, clashes with the police, blood on the
pavement and a thick, black smoke in the sky.
River Plate had been relegated after a 1-1
draw. The country, continent and whole
football world were left in shock.

f h had the energy or appetite to
face the outside world. Down the corridor,
referee Sergio Pezzotta and his assistants
were rushed out of the stadium, escorted by
what seemed like a presidential motorcade.
River Ultras had broken into Pezzotta’s
dressing room at half-time and threatened
him, after he failed to award a penalty to
Mariano Pavone in the first half. “If River
don’t win today, you’ll all be dead,” they
raged. Pezzotta needed psychological
assistance to overcome the trauma.

Even the club’s former players couldn’t
comprehend what had happened. One of
River’s most iconic players, Amadeo Carrizo,
spent the aftermath sat sobbing with his
grandson, a diehard River fan. Carrizo tells
FFT: “He was crying and asking me: ‘What
have they done to River? How can this be
possible?’ I didn’t know how to answer.

“Later that night, there was a knock on
my door. It was a young couple, no more
than 20 years old. They told my wife they
wanted to see me and give me a hug. I went
to the door and they hugged me, and we all
started crying again. They asked me: ‘What
happened, Amadeo? What happened?’ All of
us were asking that question and none had
the answer. How could River be relegated?”

This historic old club would be left languishing
in the B Nacional division for the first time in
their 110-year history. The club with the
famous blood-red sash suddenly looked as if
they were actually bleeding. “This looks like
a civil war,” said one radio commentator. By
the end of the night, at least 71 people had
been left injured – 25 of them police officers –
and two were left dead. One was a 23-year-old
who jumped under a train, unable to conceive
of a future without River in the top flight.

Monumental was Ground Zero. The River
players remained locked in the dressing room
for over three hours after the full-time whistle.
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To comprehend exactly how big a shock to
the system this relegation was in Argentina,
you need to understand exactly how huge,
how integral a component of the national
game’s DNA, River Plate are. They are the
club with more goals scored, points won and
trophies lifted in domestic tournaments than
any other. They are also the all-time No.1
provider of players to the national team.
Once, in the 1950s, they had 13 players
called up to one squad – even their
substitutes were better than the rest.

First and foremost, River have always
been a football school that has
produced hundreds of stars, all of
whom were nurtured in the
same Monumental that was
now being set alight by fans who
felt let down by the club they
loved. “Sons of bitches! Rats!

Miserable rats! Arrogant thieves, you’ve sent
River to the Second Division. Scumbags!
Where are you now? What are you going to
do with the money you stole from this club?
You’ll never be happy with dirty money, rats.
You won’t be able to show your faces in
the streets. You’ve f**ked us all!”

This was the infamous rant of one of the
voices of River: commentator Atilio Costa
Febre. It came live on the radio towards the
end of the second leg of the Belgrano tie, with
the game suspended and River’s fate sealed.
YouTube clips of the moment have over three
million combined views. Fans could relate
to Costa Febre’s diatribe. They weren’t just
furious – they were heartbroken.

Although there briefly was fanciful talk of
the first and second divisions merging to
create one 40-team ‘super league’, River’s stay
of execution didn’t come. The then-manager,

Juan Jose Lopez, admits the defeat felt
“like the death of a relative”. The

mourning process, he says, has now
been completed, but for a River fan

like him, the scars will remain.
This was the ultimate humiliation

for all involved with the club.
Yet it was at this lowest of low

points that pride in River Plate

b g g y f f h i pp s
would openly agree, but it has been suggested
that the sobering experience of relegation
helped Los Millonarios to rediscover a sense
of belonging, and brought changes that
reconnected the club with its fans. The
rebuilding process had begun.

During the club’s season in the B Nacional,
River jerseys were worn more proudly than
ever on the streets of Buenos Aires and
beyond. The stadium was full every other
week, just as it would be for a Copa
Libertadores tie (or at least, it was once the
stadium had undergone a refit following the
clashes that came with relegation).

The second-tier adventure was embraced as
an uncomfortable yet necessary step to bring
back the good old days. The signing of a clutch
of fans-turned-players, including Fernando
Cavenaghi, Chori Dominguez and David
Trezeguet, was a masterstroke. Their passion

RIVER PLATE

“Miserable rats, arrogant
thieves – you’ve f**ked us
all!” said the commentator

began to grow. Very few of their supporters
BelowMariano Pavone
was denied a penalty
Right “We’re baaack!”
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B Nacional title, while the love-over-money
factor helped to build bridges with previously
disenfranchised fans. What’s more, the team
was managed by Matias Almeyda, a member
of the relegated squad who quickly became
the ultimate symbol of the turnaround.

The comeback was underway, and within
four years of relegation, River would be South
American champions. In fact, the club has
won more continental titles in the five years
since they went down than they did in the
20 years beforehand. River had become the
ultimate case study in footballing renaissance.

A new board has been crucial. Towards
the end of his spell as president, Daniel
Passarella could visit Monumental only if he
had bodyguards in tow. But since Rodolfo
D’Onofrio won the elections in 2013, the
club’s board and supporters have reconciled.
Football decisions were handed over to two
club legends; Enzo Francescoli was appointed
sporting director, and Norberto Alonso the
president’s counsellor. Yet, although matters
quickly improved on the pitch, the financial
situation was still perilous off it.

“We were in a deep coma, with payments
totalling over 300 million pesos [£30m] to be
paid in our first three months but no money
at all to cover those payments,” explained
D’Onofrio, a successful businessman who
walked away from his other interests to
commit his time fully to River. “What’s
more, the club had an operating deficit of
eight million pesos per month, which gave
them no option but to try to sell the most
promising star every year, just to break even.

“But other than figures, the most important
thing was philosophy. We were back to our
origins, from the academy to the professional
team, of respecting our trademark style and
way of playing football.”

The turning point was the appointment of
Marcelo Gallardo as manager, who has
become River’s Pep Guardiola He was
already an icon at the club, h k h
successful spells as a pla r: l uneco
(‘The Puppet’) grew up in h l b d
was present in the side’s i
victories of the 1990s, and k fi i
the 1997 Supercopa-win i id h l d
their most beautiful footb ll f h d d .

Gallardo set the standa d f h new
River, from supervising h h i
cut to overseeing the me l i i
of his squad with a speci li i
neuroscience. He is big on d il
much like his former Arg i
team-mate Simeone – o l
with more of an emphasi
on the attacking side
of the game.

“Marcelo helped to cement the idea of what
River should be, how they should play, from
the youngest division in the academy to
the professional team,” D’Onofrio said in
February 2015 – the early days of Gallardo’s
revolution. “On top of the titles, there’s also
a sense of identity which is invaluable.”

i d r R mon Diaz,
i d f i g i h ‘ he three Gs’
h h i ant part of
h l b h h e: ganar

( i i ) t r ( j ) nd golear
( i l ) d r her than

l i ing, they were
d i the opposition.

h italised attack
d lot to an intense

li f pressing.
“ d the team

l y 30 metres
f her up the

pitch,” Gallardo
explains in
his recent

autobiography, Gallardo Monumental. “We
focused on certain teams, [Jorge] Sampaoli’s
Chile and Guardiola’s Barcelona, to see how
they reacted to a lost ball. There are scenes
when they look like piranhas, trying to recover
it in less than five seconds. So we called on
players in all positions to show that [hunger].”
It was certainly working.

“Guardiola was a pivotal character in
Gallardo’s football conception,” says Diego
Borinsky, ghostwriter of the aforementioned
book. “But in his office, he also had clippings
from a piece about Jurgen Klopp’s Dortmund.”

Gallardo’s River were born, and they would
leave an indelible mark on the club’s history.
The best moment to prove it was a showdown
with Boca Juniors in a Copa Sudamericana
thriller. It was the first time that River had
gone through against their bitter rivals in an
international competition, giving them the fuel
required to advance to the final – and win it.

Crowned as kings of the Sudamericana (the
Europa League of South America), River kept
up their winning streak: the Recopa (a sort of
South American Super Cup) and the Suruga
Bank Cup (a match between the champions of
Japan and the winners of the Sudamericana)
were also added to the trophy cabinet.

But nothing could compare with returning to
the Libertadores – then winning it. Boca, again,
were victims, this time in the last 16. Gallardo’s
team won 1-0 at El Monumental and drew 0-0
at La Bombonera, where their players were hit
by pepper spray thrown by Boca supporters.
The game was suspended, Boca disqualified
and River advanced, while some of their
players needed medical attention for weeks.

Four years, one month and three days after
the relegation, River were facing Mexico’s
Tigres UANL in the final of South America’s
premier club competition. A 0-0 draw away
was followed by an emphatic 3-0 victory at
El Monumental a week later. The rebuilding of
River was complete – and then some.

Gallardo’s side was based in attacking ideas,
but also seemed to enjoy fighting in the mud.
It was there, in direct confrontations, that
character prevailed. And for River, being River
again was, after all, a victory of character.
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F 
rance and the Czech Republic 
had gone the distance. After 120 
draining and ultimately goalless 
minutes, their Euro 96 semi-fi nal – 
played at Old Trafford mere hours 
before England faced Germany 
at Wembley – was set for the 

inevitable conclusion: a penalty shootout. 
Les Bleus had defeated the Dutch 5-4 on 
penalties in the previous round at Anfi eld, 
when each of their fi ve kickers made no 
mistake. The tie was won when Bernard 
Lama saved from Clarence Seedorf.

France kicked fi rst against the Czechs, and 
once again every one of their fi ve kickers 
scored. Zinedine Zidane, Youri Djorkaeff, 
Bixente Lizarazu and Vincent Guerin all found 
the net. So did Laurent Blanc, wearing No.5 
and taking penalty No.5, although his effort 
was weakly hit and almost saved, the ball 
squeezing under Czech keeper Petr Kouba.

Every time France scored, the Czechs 
responded in kind. First Lubos Kubik, then 
Pavel Nedved, Patrik Berger, Karel Poborsky 
and Karel Rada – all fi ve converted.

So, after 10 kicks and with the shootout 
score tied at 5-5, it went to sudden death. 

Up next for France was 24-year-old 
midfi elder Reynald Pedros. He had joined 
Nantes at the age of 14, then worked his 
way through their academy to make it to the 
fi rst team under the fabled Coco Suaudeau, 
who instigated ‘jeu a la nantaise’, a fl uid 
style of one-touch attacking football that 
would culminate in Nantes winning Ligue 1 
in 1995. Pedros played on the left wing and, 
alongside Patrice Loko and Nicolas Ouedec, 
was part of the ‘trio magique’ that would 
routinely destroy defences. 

Pedros had a role in one of the most 
memorable goals in French football history, 

Words Ben Lyttleton and Cedric Rouquette

Twenty years ago,
Reynald Pedros was
a rising star in the
French Euro 96 
squad whose name
was spoken in the
same breath as
Zinedine Zidane. 
One missed penalty
later, and his life in 
football took a very
different turn...
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Playing against Mexico in Paris two
months later, Pedros was whistled
every time he touched the ball
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his penalty straight down themiddle. Bernard
Lama, who dived early, had no chance.
“When that went in,” Pedros remembers,

“I just thought: ‘S**t. It’s all over’.
“I don’t remember any bad words frommy

team-mates, though. No one had a go at me.”
In fact, one of the coaches, Philippe Bergeroo,
took him aside in the dressing room to cheer
him up. “There are worse things than this that
happen in life,” he said. Coach Aime Jacquet
felt sorry for Pedros, and blamed himself for
putting the relative novice in that position.
Pedros thought about the French penalty just

before his; the one taken by Blanc. It was in

execution”. He’s right: after a slight stutter
in his run-up, he took a poor penalty.
“There just wasn’t enough power,” the

44-year-old admits. “It was too central, and
not very high. But then, if the goalkeeper had
gone the other way, nobody would have
mentioned it. Hemade the right decision.”
Pedros looked lost after the kick was saved.

He ruffled his hair, then lifted his shirt over his
head so he wouldn’t see his team-mates’
reactions. After all, the Czechs hadn’t missed
any of the 19 penalties they’d taken inmajor
tournament shootouts up until that point.
Miroslav Kadlec stepped up next, and smashed

o.com

Above Didier Six says
his Spain 82miss
made him a pariah
Right Suaudeau gave
Pedros an education
Below “Bugger”

scored by Loko in August 1994 against Paris
Saint-Germain. Running in from the wing, Loko
exchanged a volleyed one-two with Pedros on
the edge of the area and then smashed home
a stunning goal, without the ball bouncing
once. The following season, Nantes reached
the Champions League semi-finals, losing to
eventual winners Juventus 4-3 on aggregate.
Pedros played for France Under-21s and

then the seniors; in fact, he was on the pitch
for France’s lowest moment, theWorld Cup
qualifier against Bulgaria in 1993 in which
they conceded a late goal that prevented
them from going to the United States.
Strangely, 5ft 8in Pedros wasmeant to be
covering the post at the corner fromwhich
Emil Kostadinov scored Bulgaria’s opener.
By the time Euro 96 came along, Pedros

was seen as part of French football’s exciting
future. With aWorld Cup on home soil just
two years away, there was an enormous buzz
about a group of players that included Zidane,
Djorkaeff, Christophe Dugarry and Pedros,
Nantes’ 24-year-old star.
Yet the fierce competition for places at the

tournament meant Pedros wasn’t quite top of
Les Bleus’ pecking order. He played half an
hour as a substitute against Bulgaria in
the group stage, and 40minutes of the
quarter-final against the Netherlands. Pedros
had put himself forward as the sixth kicker
against the Dutch, not that he was required,
and did the same having come on after an
hour against the Czechs – even though one of
his team-mates wasn’t so sure about the idea.
“I was surprised to see Reynald go to take

a penalty,” said Guerin. “I thought amore
experienced player would be taking that kick.
I almost told him to come back, but hey, you
can’t say that to a player – he’s the one who
hasmade the decision to go.”
Pedros saw it as his responsibility. Although

he didn’t regularly take penalties for Nantes,
he was a technical player and practised them
in training. “I was focused, thinking: ‘There’s no
need to rush’ – there was no anxiety at that
moment at all,” Pedros tells FFT over coffee on
a sunny Parisian afternoon 20 years later.
“I knew I had tomake a decision, so

Imade one. I decided to aim to the
goalkeeper’s left, as I had done
on the few previous occasions
I was asked to take a penalty.”
It was a decision that

would prove costly, and –
incredibly –mark the
beginning of the end of
Reynald Pedros’ career.

“THE SUPPORTERS’
REACTION TO YOU
OUT THERE – IT JUST
ISN’T NORMAL”
Pedros was left-footed, so
aiming to the goalkeeper’s
left means kicking to his
natural side – something
most players who aren’t
regular penalty takers tend
to do. The problem, explains
Pedros, was “the technical

ACTION REPLAY
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There was a Plan C available to him,
however. Marseille were back into Ligue 1
after their relegation due to the Bernard Tapie
bribery scandal two years previously. Sports
director Marcel Dib and coach Gerard Gili both
wanted him. “We are going to build a big team
to get back into Europe,” Gili told him. Pedros
went for it. Now, he says: “I think it would have
been better if I had broken my leg.”

Pedros was on holiday after the European
Championship when he got a call from Gili
saying he needed to come back and join the
squad early. He went, but was immediately
surprised at the lax training sessions. While at
Nantes he had personalised training regimes
to get the best out of him. “At Marseille,” he
says, “I barely worked: no pain; no real effort.”

He kept his place in the France team, but
only in the short term. Pedros played against
Mexico in Paris and was whistled every time
he touched the ball. Either he couldn’t hear
it or he blocked it out, because he has no
recollection of it happening. When one of the
backroom staff said to him after the game:
“That reaction to you – it’s just not normal”,
Pedros had to ask what he was talking about.
“I couldn’t believe it was all about the penalty,”
he laments. “As far as everyone else was
concerned, including myself, it was old news.”

Pedros’ last appearance for France came
against Denmark in November 1996. He
brought his Marseille form to Les Bleus.
He understood why he was dropped, but
hoped that things would improve at Marseille
and that he could force his way back in.

The side were meant to compete for Europe,
but ended up closer to the relegation zone.
The big names the club had promised would
join Pedros never materialised. The supporters
made their displeasure quite clear, and the
pressures off the pitch affected performances
on it. Within six months, Pedros wanted out.

And so began an itinerant career packed
with choices that never quite worked out.
The player who had Barcelona knocking at his
door in the spring of 1996 ended up playing
for eight different clubs in four different
countries over the next eight seasons.

“YOU HAVE TO STOP BELIEVING THAT
EVERYTHING IS ROSY JUST BECAUSE
YOU PLAY FOOTBALL FOR A LIVING”
In January 1997, Pedros moved to Parma in
Italy (by this stage, he had split up from his
wif was free to move abroad). He had to
g d to tougher training sessions: from

f ly one-hour workout with Marseille to
i nse two hours at Parma. He liked the

here there, and the squad was strong,
f g Gigi Buffon, Hernan Crespo, Fabio
C aro, Roberto Sensini and Dino Baggio.

ame good friends with Lilian Thuram
d Daniel Bravo, who is now his punditry
ll ague on French TV station Canal+.
huram gave Pedros some advice that he

ggled to get his head around. “When
u are in the box in a good position, you

j st have to shoot,” the defender told
him. “Your team-mates will never pass

o you even if you’re in a better position,
so you should do the same.”

He had decided to leave Nantes that
summer and wanted to find his next club
before Euro 96 began. Monaco had been first
to make him an offer. He said yes. But the
president Jean-Louis Campora told the Fre h
press of the interest and said: “I don’t kno f
it’s a good idea – I don’t know if he’s the rig
fit.” Pedros phoned the coach, Jean Tigana
and said he didn’t want to make the move
Tigana told him to ignore the president’s
comments – “That’s just the way he is,”
he said – but Pedros didn’t feel wanted.

Barcelona were the next club to come
in for the midfielder. They made a clear
offer, but Pedros’ wife did not want to
go to Catalonia, wanting instead to
stay in France. “I said no to Barcelona
for family reasons,” he says. “I tried to
convince her but she would not change
her mind. I should have gone there.”

almost exactly the same spot as his, but Kouba
failed to stop it. “Five centimetres the other
way,” he says. “That’s where fortune comes in.”

Pedros may not have had quite the status of
Zidane in France at the time, but he was on the
way up. He had won the league title. He had
reached the Champions League semi-finals. He
had played almost an hour for his country in
the European Championship semi-final. And
then he missed that penalty. Just like that, his
career went in the totally opposite direction.

After he’d stepped down following France’s
World Cup heroics at home in 1998, Jacquet
said Euro 96 had, in his eyes, been preparation
for that tournament. He was assessing the
players, working out the best combinations
and personalities for what would prove to be
France’s first World Cup triumph. None of the
players had the same thought. Pedros had
other things on his mind – mainly his future.
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Things picked up for Pedros
at Parma, but it just wasn’t
the same as Nantes (below)
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“Just look at Pedros,” said Marcel
Desailly. “He missed a penalty
and we never saw him again”
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his experience to
analyse penalties
Below Aime Jacquet
won France 98
without Pedros

That wasn’t in Pedros’ nature. “Unbearable”
is the word he uses to describe that attitude.
“To think only of myself on the pitch would be
to denymy true self,” he says. “If someone is
in a better position, I make the pass.”
As well as the different mindset, Pedros’

body wasn’t used to the change, either. He
tore a thighmuscle, limiting his appearances.
Parma finished the 1996-97 Serie A season
in second place, and Pedros returned for the
final threematches of the campaign – just
in time, in fact, to be one of the 40 players
summoned for France coach Aime Jacquet’s
end-of-season get-together. In Tignes,
Jacquet announced that his World Cup
selection would be based on players who
were playing regularly for their clubs.
Pedros wondered what that meant: “If

I’ve played one game out of three, is that
enough? Does it need to be every game?” At
the beginning of the next season, he spoke to
the Parma coach Carlo Ancelotti about his
situation. The Italian said he couldn’t promise
a game every week, but would find a loan
deal to a club that would play him: Napoli.
“It’s just what you need,” said Ancelotti, “and
they have a fierce crowdwhowill love you.”
He couldn’t have beenmore wrong.
The Napoli coach didn’t want Pedros; nor did

the sports director. “It was a catastrophe,”
the Frenchman sighs. “In twomonths there,
I didn’t play a single game.” The Partenopei
changed coach twice, five new players came
in, and still Pedros just watched it all unravel.
That winter, Lyon came in for him, and

Pedros accepted the offer. Only after that

agreement did he speak to Jacquet about
themove. Jacquet said he would allow
Pedros to have somemedical tests with the
national team doctors, but saw his return to
France as a failure. Pedros knew then it would
be hard to force his way back into contention.
He at least played regularly for Lyon, but was
never called back into the France squad.
“I made all that effort for nothing in the end,”
he recalls now. “It was hugely frustrating.”
Part of the problem for Pedros was that his

education at Nantes was so unique that
wherever he went after working with Coco
Suaudeau was going to be a step down:
“When I was at Nantes, I didn’t realise how
different things would be away from Nantes.”
Nantes taught him to be altruistic;

to prioritise the collective above the
individual. But it only really worked
at Nantes. The standard wasmuch
higher with the France team, of
course, but nowhere else was he able
to recreate that collective team ethic.
“Sometimes,” he says, “I think Nantes gave

me a bad education by teachingme those
qualities – but it’s still the football that I love.
That was the peak, and it came very early
to me. I thought it would also be like that
everywhere else. I didn’t understand that it
could be so different at other clubs.”
After Lyon, Pedros played for clubs lower

down the French ladder – Montpellier,
Toulouse, Bastia – and then, as age and
injuries took their toll, he saw out his playing
days at Maccabi Ahi Nazareth in Israel and
Al-Khor Sports Club in Qatar.

A few years ago, Pedros wrote a book about
his experiences, called Le Complex Canari
(Nantes’ nickname is the Canaries). “I know
where I failed and where I succeeded, but
my book is an attack against the system of
football,” he said in an interview promoting
the book. “You have to stop believing that
everything is rosy just because you play
football for a living. Behind every failure there’s
an explanation – and it’s not always a sporting
one.” Hementions his regrets: turning down
Barcelona before the European Championship
in England, and that injury at Parma.
And what about the penalty and its legacy?

He could surely sympathise with Didier Six,
who has claimed that his penalty miss in
the 1982World Cup semi-final loss to
West Germany was one of the reasons why
he was never entrusted with amanagerial
role in France. Pedros took amateur coaching
jobs when his playing career finished, at
Saint-Jean-de-la-Ruelle and Saint-Pryve
Saint-Hilaire, and often spoke of his wish
to return to Nantes in a coaching capacity.
It never happened.
For Pedros, opprobrium over that fateful

penalty came briefly from the fans, but he
rarely felt it fromwithin the game. It cannot
be compared to the fate of David Ginola, who
was singled out for blame after thatWorld Cup
qualifying defeat at home to Bulgaria in 1993.
There is one exception to that, however.

Marcel Desailly, who was playing in that
match against the Czech Republic, was talking
about his Francememories on a Canal+
documentary called Les Yeux dans les Bleus.
Desailly warned about the dangers of taking
big penalties: “Just look at Pedros – hemissed
a penalty and we never saw him again.”
“I don’t like to waste time on things that are

not worth it,” is Pedros’ response. “I’m proud
that I took the penalty, because it wasmy
duty. So when you hear something like that,
you know your family and friends will be more
upset than you. For me, it mademe laugh.
Now I am a pundit on Canal+ and when I see
someonemiss a penalty, I can talk about the
technique, the psychology – everything.
“The others say I am an expert, and it’s true.

The guy who craps himself when he’s asked to
take a penalty – he
shouldn’t be saying
anything at all. It’s not

a problem for me. I know
whomy friends are.”

The Euro 96 penalty miss may have started
a dramatic career slide for Pedros, but it was
not the sole cause of it. Some bad decisions,
some bad luck, a few injuries and a unique and
unrepeatable football education all contributed
to the change in direction – though, in his eyes,
his remains a football career to be proud of.
However, it does remind us that for every

young superstar that comes along, there are
hundredsmore who, if a certain goalkeeper
happened to dive the other way, could have
joined them. Pedros does not think about
that anymore. “For me,” he says, “what’s
important is the human side – the emotions
and your feelings. That’s more important than
whether the ball goes in or not.”
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We knowwhat you’re thinking: didn’t
Copa America happen last year?Well,
yes, it did – but everyone enjoyed it so
much, they’re going to do it all again.
In fact, not only are they doing it again

this summer, but they’re doing it bigger
than ever before. It’s the Copa America
Centenario, 100 years after the very
first tournament was held in 1916.

To celebrate the event’s centenary,
CONMEBOL has decided tomove the
tournament as far away from South
America as possible. OK, not that far
away, but with the USA acting as hosts,
it’s the first time Copa has ever been
staged outside of South America.
Six teams from North and Central

America have been invited to join the

super-tournament, bringing the number
of countries involved to 16 (sorry, Simeon
Jackson fans, but Canada didn’t qualify).
Rest assured that South American

supporters will still be travelling in their
numbers – especially themad ones.
Could this finally be Lionel Messi’s year,

with Argentina having lost in three of the
last four finals?Will Brazil avoid losing

7-1 to someone? Can a former Oxford
manager guide Paraguay to glory?
And will Chile midfielder Arturo Vidal
manage to get through an entire Copa
America tournament without getting
into trouble? Tune in to find out.
But before you do, take a good look at

our 13-page Copa America Centenario
guide – complete with added tigers.

IT’S BACK AND IT’S
BIGGER THAN EVER! THAN EVER! TBIBIBIGGERBIGGERGGER TGGERGGERGGER TGGERGGERGGERGGERGGERGGERGGERGGER
Tigers at the ready! It’s Copa America time once again, as the tournament celebrates its centenary

YOUR PASSPORT TO THE GLOBAL GAME
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Copa America’s
new generation
hope to make
their mark –
and catch the
eye of a scout

TEN TO
WATCH

Are the United States ready to host their
biggest event since World Cup 94? Hell, yes!
Just keep Diana Ross away from penalties

There are twoways of looking at the
decision to host Copa America
Centenario in the USA.
First: “Yay! A hundred years of

Copa America and nowwe get a free
extra edition. Huzzah!”
Or: “Cash – that’s what all this is

about. Endless summer tours have
clearly demonstrated that North
Americans will packmegastadiums and
pay top dollar, so obviously they’re
holding it in the United States.”
But wait – there’s actually a third

point of view. Namely: “Finally, a chance
for American soccer to right the wrongs;
to avenge the penalty miss that will
forever overshadow the 1994World

Cup. Roberto Baggio against Brazil in
the final? No, Diana Ross of course!”
It’s 22 years since theWorld Cup

started and finished with amissed
penalty – but Copa America Centenario
nearly gained infamy in a very different
way. It nearly didn’t happen at all.
Two years ago, the US was awarded

hosting rights for the biggest Stateside
soccer event since 1994. For the first
time, Copa America was going to...
well, America. But 12months later, the
FIFA-investigating FBI and Department
of Justice chucked a few dozen sticks of
legal dynamite into the headquarters
of CONMEBOL and CONCACAF, and
suddenly there were second thoughts.

Eventually, US Soccer got the
assurances it required and the
tournament was given the go-ahead.
Five of the nine stadiums used in 1994

will be recycled, although only the Rose
Bowl in Pasadena, Chicago’s Soldier
Field and the Citrus Bowl in Orlando are
actually the same buildings – and even
they have been extensively renovated.
The latter is now called CampingWorld
Stadium, because someone somewhere
thought that was a good idea. The
Meadowlands and Foxborough venues,

just outside New York and Boston, were
torn down and completely rebuilt.
Every ground at the tournament

has a capacity of over 60,000, with
San Francisco switching out the
century-old Stanford Stadium for the
much newer Levi’s Stadium, while
Detroit, Dallas andWashington DC have
all been dumped as venues in favour of
NFL cathedrals in Seattle, Philadelphia,
Houston and Phoenix. Puzzlingly, the
latter is called the University of Phoenix
Stadium, even though the college is

THIS YEAR, IT REALLY IS...

COPA
AMERICA

Marlos
Moreno
Colombia

Position Forward
Age 19

Moreno’s Colombia
debut came only in
March, but his pace
and directness bring
tomind a young
Faustino Asprilla.
Currently playing in
his home country,
he has already been
linked to Barcelona.

Hirving
Lozano
Mexico

PositionWinger
Age 20

Extremely quick with
a hint of Cristiano
Ronaldo about him,
Lozano is considered
the best player of his
generation inMexico.
He has already been
linked to Porto and
PSV, and watched by
Manchester United.

Alisson

Brazil

PositionGoalkeeper
Age 23

The battle is on to
become Julio Cesar’s
successor between
the sticks for Brazil.
Alisson is favourite
to make the No.1
shirt his own, having
already racked up
100 appearances
for Internacional.

Matias
Kranevitter
Argentina

PositionMidfielder
Age 23

Diego Simeone sees
something in the
defensive midfielder,
luring him from River
Plate to Atletico.
Reminiscent of one
Javier Mascherano,
Kranevitter is being
tipped as the Barça
man’s successor.

Adalberto
Penaranda
Venezuela

Position Forward
Age 18

Penaranda and his
frightening change
of pace could be key
to Venezuela as they
rebuild. Watford
signed him from one
sister club, Udinese,
before sending him
on loan to another:
La Liga’s Granada.

Christian
Pulisic
USA

PositionMidfielder
Age 17

US soccer’s latest
would-be saviour
has been starting
Bundesliga games
for Dortmund at just
17 years of age. He’s
creative, with a silky
first touch, and at
home inmidfield or
on the wing.
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The Rose Bowlcan take 92,500
picknicking fans
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THE FIRST
EVER COPA

Nomajor tournament does
organised chaos quite like
Copa America – and if you
think things were a little
calmer at the first event
in 1916, you’d be wrong.

The first edition took place
in Argentina, 14 years before
the first World Cup and
44 years before the birth of
the European Championship.
Back then it was known as
Campeonato Sudamericano
de Selecciones, held to
celebrate Argentina’s 100th
anniversary of independence.
Brazil, Uruguay and Chile
were the others to take part
in a round robin format, but
things started badly and only
escalated from there.

Uruguay beat Chile 4-0 in
the opener, only for the
beaten side to controversially
protest about the presence
of black players Isabelino
Gradin and Juan Delgado in
the Uruguay side, calling
them ‘African slaves’ who
were not Uruguayan. In fact,
both players were born and
raised in Uruguay, and the
protest was soon dismissed.

The final game of the
tournament was even more
chaotic. Uruguay needed
only a draw against hosts
Argentina to claim the trophy
at the Estadio GEBA in

Buenos Aires, where every
match had been played.
But overcrowding at the
18,000-capacity venue saw
the match called off after
five minutes, causing a riot –
seats were set alight by fans
who had taken petrol from
cars outside the ground.

With the venue damaged
and therefore unfit to stage
the match, the final had to
be replayed the next day at
the Estadio Racing Club in
Avellaneda. It finished 0-0 –
Uruguay were champions.

Things have been no less
chaotic since. A whopping
11 editions took place in
the 13 years after 1916,
but Uruguay and Argentina
fell out so badly at the 1930
World Cup that it didn’t
happen again for six years.

Tournaments quickly
resumed so regularly that
there were even two editions
in 1959, only for there to be
an eight-year hiatus after
1967 as teams got sick of the
sight of each other again.

The Centenario is the
second Copa America in two
years, with the next event
due to be held in Brazil in
2019. But let’s be honest: it
could be put back to the end
of time, or brought forward
to next Monday. Who knows?

ly nline and has no sports
t all. Good time to start?
will be fan fests and all

h j zz, but the event has
b low in generating buzz.
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h h World Cup doesn’t get
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i h s no getting into the
f the opening match

between USA and Colombia – a repeat
of the fixture in which Andres Escobar
scored his horrifyingly significant own
goal in 1994 – for less than $109 (£75).
Tickets to the final in New Jersey are
already going for as much as $3,595
(around £2,500). Even Haiti’s clash with
Ecuador was priced all the way to $670
(£465), at a time when the finals of the
NBA and the NHL Stanley Cup will also
be going on, as well as Euro 2016.

Still, if things don’t go quite to plan,
just blame it on Diana Ross.
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Ticket pricing has been a thorn
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building for the opening mat

“It’s OK,
Roy, I’ve
got this”

It’s been mayhem from the start: the
1916 tournament’s final was decided
over two days, in two different cities

Luiz da
Silva
Peru

Position Forward

Age 19

Raised in Brazil, ‘the
Peruvian Neymar’
was snapped up by
PSV after a standout
start to his career at
Sporting Cristal in his
homeland. The teen
has proved as adept
at creating chances
as converting them.

Alvas
Powell
Jamaica

Position Defender

Age 21

He’s one of the few
Reggae Boyz starters
to have been born in
Jamaica, but Powell
would be suited to
English football: the
right-back has used
his pace to become
an attacking asset
for Portland Timbers.

Oscar
Romero
Paraguay

PositionWinger

Age 23

In the land of Messi
and Maradona, the
owner of Racing’s
No.10 shirt is turning
heads with his flair,
razor-sharp passing
and potent shooting
boots – but sadly for
Argentines, Romero’s
proudly Paraguayan.

Duckens
Nazon
Haiti

Position Forward

Age 22

The French-born
striker has become
a hero in Haiti and
netted two crucial
goals to propel them
to last year’s Gold
Cup quarter-finals.
Nazon operates as
a lone wolf in an
often defensive side.

The special
‘Centenario’
cup for 2016
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“Games in the USA feel like we’re
at home. We can make history”
Mexico haven’t won Copa America, but then they haven’t had Javier Hernandez there to help
– and having shown upManchester United with goals galore at Bayer Leverkusen, he’s ready...

[ INTERVIEW ]

43 70.6 32.15 3

JAVIER HERNANDEZ IN NUMBERS

You’re about to take part in your
first Copa America. How are you
feeling about that? Excited?
I’m very happy. Since I was a kid,
the tournament I wanted to watch
most, apart from the World Cup, was
Copa America. The one I remember
was when Mexico were in the final
against Colombia back in 2001. I was
watching at home. We lost 1-0 and
the whole country was very sad, but
we were also happy that the team
had got so far – it was a very good
achievement. But it wasn’t perfect,
because a perfect tournament
would be winning it.

How do you view Mexico’s chances
of success this time around?
Hopefully we can have a very good
tournament because, after the USA,
we’re going to be the local team.
Whenever we go to the USA we
always feel like we are playing in
Mexico City, Guadalajara or
Monterrey: the stadiums are full and
probably 80 or 90 per cent of the
people there are Mexicans. That’s
not going to win you every game,
but it’s something that other teams
cannot feel. It gives you extra
motivation. We have a very good
opportunity to make history.

You’re closing in on the record held
by Jared Borgetti [right] of scoring
46 goals for Mexico – what would
breaking that record mean to you?
I’ve never played for the national
team just trying to be the top

goalscorer. A lot of people probably
won’t believe me but I only realised
that I was in that race to be top
goalscorer when I had scored 30
goals. All I try to do is play in the
World Cup, win Copa America, win
the [CONCACAF] Gold Cup and one
day win the World Cup. People might
say: ‘Win a World Cup? This guy is
crazy’ – but why no ? f
I’m going to be
happy if I become
top goalscorer,
but I won’t lose
sleep over it.

You must lose
sleep travelling to
and from so many
internationals,
though. Is it true
your two goals fo
Bayer Leverkusen
against Eintracht
Frankfurt last
November came
after you’d got
hardly any kip,
having flown in from Honduras?
I arrived on Thursday and we played
on Saturday, so I couldn’t sleep well.
I slept for three hours, then for four
or five on Friday. It’s very difficult
when you need to sleep but your
body says you can’t, because it’s
used to another time. The flights are
12 hours long, but it’s part of our job.
On the plane I just try to sleep and
watch movies. I’ll watch everything:
suspense, romantic comedy...

FFT didn’t have you down as
a romantic comedy kind of guy...
No, I’m not! [Laughs] I prefer terror
and suspense movies. But I’ll watch
anything. Or, I’ll watch a series, or
play games on my iPad – mostly
football games. I’m a bit of a geek!

At Manchester United and Real
M drid you were
o of many

rs, but now,
pl ying for Bayer
L verkusen,

u’re the star -
is also the
se with the

n tional team.
hat has that

been like?
We all know
he history of

United and Real
– European
Cups, fighting
for everything
– but now

’ i h h hi d-b t team in the
Bundesliga. Instead of making
Leverkusen sound small, I want
people to see that they have similar
things. I know it’s not the same as
United or Real, but this year was the
sixth season that I’d played in the
Champions League and next season
is going to be my seventh. If I’d had
more chances at United or Real, I’d
probably have been ‘the star’ there
as well – we’ll never know, because
I didn’t have the chance. I never had

the chance to play 20 games in a row
so people could say: “He’s a good
player who should stay” or “He can’t
be the star – he’s not a good player”.

Do you think that if you’d been
less humble and more arrogant,
that might have made a difference
at your previous two clubs?
Then that wouldn’t be me. I don’t
want to be someone else. I treat
people the way I want them to treat
me. You don’t need to be arrogant to
achieve things. Ask the United fans.
The numbers are there. I started
only 85 games at United and I scored
60 goals [in total]. At Real Madrid,
I started just 12 games and scored
nine goals. At Leverkusen I’ve started
37 games and I have 26 goals. The
difference is that Leverkusen want
me on the pitch. The others didn’t.

You said after Leicester won the
Premier League that “dreams
come true”. What’s your dream?
How about Leverkusen winning
the Bundesliga and Mexico winning
the World Cup and Copa America?

And if you could pick one...?
All three. Leverkusen are my team
and Mexico is my country. If I’m very
lucky and win a World Cup or Copa
America that would be fantastic, but
if in the future I’m 40 years old and
watching on TV as Mexico win the
World Cup or Copa America for the
first time, then I will be just as happy,
because it’s my country winning.

Chicharito has been pulling up trees for club and country, as these stats show

Mexico’s win percentage
when Hernandez has scored
– 24 victories in 34 games

Goals scored for Mexico
in 80 appearances for

the national team

Top speed in km/h at the
2010 World Cup, making

him the fastest player in it

Consecutive Bundesliga
Player of the Month awards
picked up during 2015-16
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PLANET FOOTBALL

It’s no surprise Javier Hernandez has become one
of Mexico’s finest ever players: it’s all in the genes.
Hernandez comes from a family of Mexico

internationals. His father, Javier Hernandez Sr
(‘Chicharo’), was in Mexico’s squad for their hosting
of the 1986World Cup, and grandad Tomas Balcazar
featured in the 1954 tournament in Switzerland.
Chicharito would be the first member of his family

to win Copa America, leaving him someway behind
Diego Forlan, who won with Uruguay in 2011 to join
his father and grandfather in being a Copa champion.
But Hernandez isn’t the only player at Copa America

Centenario to be in a distinguished football family...

ONE BIG
FAMILY

FourFourTwo.com July 2016 97
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RAFINHA & THIAGO ALCANTARA
The Barcelonaman followed his father, Mazinho, into
the Brazil team last year despite having represented
Spain up to under-19 level, and he could play in their
opening game at the Rose Bowl 22 years after his dad
started in aWorld Cup final at the same venue, when
Rafinha was 17months old. Meanwhile, his brother
Thiago, of Bayern, will be at Euro 2016 with Spain.

JAMES RODRIGUEZ
& DAVID OSPINA

More than just Colombia’s captain and vice-captain,
the duo are brothers-in-law. Daniela Ospinamarried
Rodriguez in 2011 and has recently been appearing
on Colombia’s version of Strictly Come Dancing.

MICHAEL & BOB BRADLEY
The USA skipper doesn’t have the luxury of

his dad being boss these days, Bob Bradley having
handed over the national team reins to Jurgen

Klinsmann in 2011. Bob’s hadmoderately successful
spells since with Egypt and Norwegian side Stabaek,

and is now in charge of French club Le Havre.

GIOVANI &
JONATHAN DOS SANTOS

The brothers appeared at their first tournament
together last year, winning the Gold Cup with Mexico.
They’ve both represented Barcelona and Villarreal,
but elder sibling Giovani is nowwith LA Galaxy.
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It was the first Copa America
staged in Peru for 47 years,
but the hosts’ opening night
looked like going horribly
wrong until Roberto Palacios
and his left foot got involved.

Regarded as one of
the favourites to win the
tournament, alongside Brazil
and Argentina, Peru were

trailing 2-0 to Bolivia in their
opening match in Lima when
boss Paulo Autuori summoned
seasoned midfielder Palacios
from the substitutes’ bench.

Palacios, now 43, tells FFT:
“Before the game he’d told
me: ‘Roberto, we need to win.
I will use three attackers as
starters and then if I need

changes, you
will come on.’”

And so,
alacios was

introduced in place of Nolberto
Solano, and soon Peru got
a goal back from the penalty
spot thanks to Claudio Pizarro.
Then, with only four minutes
remaining, the ball broke to
Palacios outside a crowded
18-yard box. With his back to
goal, he flicked the bouncing
ball beyond two Bolivia

defenders before bamboozling
a third by flicking the ball from
his right foot to his weaker left,
then sending a thunderous
volley into the top corner.

Palacios puts it all down to
a message from Jesus – his
father Jesus, that is.

“My dad always told me:
‘Son, you have to use both
feet’, and I would practise all
the time from the age of five,
kicking the ball against a wall
for hours,” he says. “I scored

some wonderful goals with
my left foot. That was an
advantage for me.”

A goal from Argentina’s
Carlos Tevez eventually
knocked the hosts out in the
quarter-finals, but Palacios’
group-stage strike meant he
had written his name into the
history of the national team.

“Unfortunately we didn’t win
that Copa America, but people
remember the goal,” he says.
“I feel so happy about that.”

Why all the fuss?
South America’s two most
successful football nations have
long been in direct competition
with each other. Brazil have five
World Cup wins to Argentina’s
two, but Argentina have 14
Copa America titles to Brazil’s
eight. Of the 102 matches
they’ve contested, Brazil have
won 39, Argentina 37. It’s tight.

Reasons for aggro
The two do share a border but
the football rivalry heated up
after ‘the shame game’ in the
1937 Copa final, when a Brazil
side upset at racist chanting
and a controversially awarded
goal walked off the pitch, afraid
for their safety. Two years later,
Argentina players also stormed
off over a refereeing decision.

Maddest moments
Argentina’s Jose Salomon had
his leg broken in a tackle at the
1946 Copa, leading to fights
involving players and police, as
fans invaded the pitch. In 1990
the ‘Holy Water’ scandal saw
Branco claiming Argentina staff
had handed him water laced
with tranquilisers – something
they strongly denied, of course.

Cult figures
You’ve heard of Maradona and
Pele, we assume. Years later,
in 1995, Tulio gave Argentina
a taste of their own medicine by
using his arm to control the ball
and score a dramatic Copa goal.
Nine years after Diego’s famous
‘Hand of God’ World Cup strike,
Argentines labelled the Tulio
effort as the ‘Hand of the Devil’.

[ Derbies Deconstructed: Argentina vs Brazil ]

Pitch invasions, tranquiliser scandals, the Hand of the Devil – this clash of titans is rarely dull
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Six years ago, a natural disaster
destroyed Haiti and left football in
the country in crisis. Now they’re
set to face Brazil after qualifying
for their first ever Copa America

THE TEAM THAT SURVIVED
THE EARTHQUAKE

At 4.53pm on January 12,
2010, Haiti began to tremble.
An earthquake of colossal
magnitude (7.0 on the
Richter scale) had struck
25miles west of the capital,
Port-au-Prince. Twelve days
of aftershocks followed. Some
threemillion people were
affected in a Caribbean
country with a population of
around 10million, leaving up
to 316,000 dead, in one of
the greatest tragedies of
the 21st century.

The main headquarters of
the Haitian FA had collapsed,
killing highly-rated coach
Jean Yves Labaze and 30 other
people. The 10,000-capacity
Stade Sylvio Cator became
a refugee camp; a shelter for
men, women and children
rendered homeless.

“The national team’s football
stadium found itself stormed
by people who simply didn’t
know where to go,” remembers
Billy Charlera, who works for
the French-speaking country’s
football federation. “Nothing
was working in the country,
and the capital city was the
part of the country that was
affected most. Not only was
the national team struck, but

i i f b ll i l ”

“I was abroad when it all
happened, but it was such
a shock because all of my
family were there,” explains
Leonel Saint-Preux, who was
part of Haiti’s Gold Cup squad
in 2009 and 2013 but was
playing his club football in
Vietnam at the time. “I came
back two weeks later to see
them and to bring money to
help people. I can’t forget what
I saw: it was a disaster. People
were sleeping in the streets.”

Football was put on the
backburner as a result of the
crisis, with the domestic league
halted for several months.
The only players ready to
represent the national team
were those employed abroad.

Not only did Haiti fail to
qualify for the 2011 Gold Cup,
CONCACAF’s most prestigious
tournament, but they didn’t
even qualify for the late-2010
Caribbean Cup, finishing below
Trinidad and Tobago as well

as Guyana in their group.
A federation already low on
finances had been decimated
by the earthquake, needing
FIFA donations to help them
rebuild, in some cases literally.

“The country is recovering
gradually,” explains Duckens
Nazon, a member of the
current Haiti team. “In every
match the national team is
fighting for the whole country.
As football players, we are
trying to give people the
strength they will not find
anywhere else.”

Indeed, the nation’s recovery
h coincided with that of the

ional team. Les Grenadiers
ched the group stage at the

20 3 Gold Cup and then beat
nduras to reach the last

ei ht in 2015, which was

enough to secure them a place
in a play-off to reach this year’s
Copa America. In January they
beat Trinidad and Tobago 1-0 to
earn a first ever appearance at
the finals, where they will face
Ecuador, Peru and the might
of Brazil. They’ll hope to fare
better than in their one and
only appearance at the World
Cup finals, in 1974, when they
were beaten 3-1 by Italy, 4-1 by
Argentina and 7-0 by Poland.

“Things aren’t easy in Haiti,
but we’re making some steps
forward,” insists Charlera. “We
have worked a lot in the last

few years, despite our lack
of resources. Copa America
Centenario is a major event
and qualifying for it really is
something big for us.”

“After the World Cup, Copa
America is one of the best
international tournaments,”
adds Nazon, who plays for
Laval in the French second tier.
“Everyone thought we’d go out
early at the Gold Cup, but we
surprised people. I’m hoping to
do even better this time, to get
the attention of bigger clubs.

“We are determined to have
our say at this tournament.”

Haitian football in general.” has coincided with that of the
national t
reached the gr
2013 Gold Cup and then beat
Hondur
eight

Saint-Preux (left)
handed over cash
to help the victims

Port-au-Prince’s
stadium became
a shelter in 2010

Haiti coach
Patrice Neveu
with Charlera
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BY THE MAN WHO DID IT

HOW TO WIN
COPA AMERICA

Masterminded by Jorge
Sampaoli, Chile took an
unusual route to their first
ever Copa triumph last year –
one that included a crashed
Ferrari and a seriously weird
ban. Sampaoli has since
stepped down, but took the
time to tell FFT the secrets of
Chile’s success – andwhy he’d
love tomanage in England...

It helps if your
team is a bit Loco
Sampaoli took over as Chile
boss in 2012, not long after the
departure of fellow Argentine
Marcelo Bielsa. The newman
was determined to let his team
play with the same attacking
verve El Loco had instilled. That
helped La Roja to beat La Furia
Roja in his first tournament, as
Chile knocked holders Spain out
of the 2014World Cup.
“The players already had

a style and a way of playing,”
Sampaoli explains. “Some of
those foundations were built
by Marcelo Bielsa; others were
added by us. The result: a team
that was good collectively but
that also allowed individuals
to show their rebelliousness.
“Themoment you start any

competition, you start to feel

if it’s possible to reach your
objective or not. That feeling
makes you pick the players you
need. Wemanaged to compete
with the big teams, without
hesitation. That gaveme hints
of a potential peak coming.”

First rule of winning
Copa: don’t talk
about winning Copa
Chile may have been the host
nation for the 2015 edition of
the tournament, but they were
only third-favourites to triumph,
behind Argentina and Brazil.
“We didn’t talk about winning

Copa America,” Sampaoli tells
FFT. “However, we emphasised
the idea of going further than
we did in theWorld Cup [the
last 16], so it’s not that we
didn’t have an idea – we did.
The taskwas to build something
so the players felt convinced of
this idea on the pitch, not just
in the dressing room.
“Also, we had to deal with

being hosts. We isolated
ourselves from everything that
was being said, and focused
on the objective. That
objective wasn’t winning –
it’s never that simple – but
developing the game that
would allow us to win.”

You can’t know too
much about Bolivia
Chile drew Ecuador, Mexico and
Bolivia in the group stage, but
Sampaoli’s homework wasn’t
restricted to those three teams.
“We had analysed every

team prior to the tournament,”
he says. “Of course, as we
advanced, we addedmore
intelligence to our game plans,
which are based on your team’s
own needs. Weworked on each
opponent’s strengths and
weaknesses and thought about
a way to counteract them.”

Don’t let your
campaign
turn into
a car
crash
Chile took
four points
from their
first two
games,
Arturo
Vidal

scoring three times, before the
midfielder was arrested for
crashing his Ferrari under the
influence in Santiago. “You can
handcuff me but you’ll only be
f**king up the whole of Chile,”
he told a police officer.
Sampaoli faced calls to throw

Vidal out of the squad, but as
the 56-year-old now explains:
“I decided Vidal should stay,
because the squad needed him.
“We had to consider whether

it would be better for the team
if he stayed or if he left. Despite
the pressure, my conclusion
was that he had to stay.”
Events took an even stranger
turn when Gonzalo Jara was
banned for the remainder
of the tournament after
sticking his finger up
Edinson Cavani’s
backside during the
quarter-final win over
Uruguay. Even so,
Chile marched on,
with a semi-final
win over Peru.

Attacking football
wins you admirers
(even at Chelsea)
Chile overcame Argentina in
the final and were admired for
the attacking way in which
they won the tournament. It
earned Sampaoli third place in
the FIFAWorld Coach of the
Year awards, behind only Luis
Enrique and Pep Guardiola.
“International recognition

came not just for winning, but
for the way we won,” he says.
“It’s nice to be thought of as
someone whose objective is
to imposemy team’s own
strategy, even against amore
powerful side. Now, waiting for
a new challenge, I’m convinced
I could only take over a team
who want to be brave and
impose their own conditions.
I haven’t decided if it’ll be a club
or a national team – but I’d like
to coach in the Premier League.”
Indeed, Sampaoli held talks

with Chelsea before Antonio
Conte was appointed the Blues’
new boss from next season.
“There was a concrete chance,”
the Argentine says. “I presented
my project, but Chelsea decided
to appoint anothermanager.”
The Premier League will just
have to wait, for now.
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Hulk is back in the team
– but most of his 2014
team-mates are not

P AN OO A L

Willian have different
ie s on that 7-1 defeat, but

they each tell FFT that they’re
ot about to take criticism of

he Selecao lying down

“WORST BRAZILIAN
TEAM IN HISTORY?
THAT’S JUST

COMPLETELY
RONG”

whose absence contributed to
that 7-1 capitulation in 2014.
Barcelona told the Brazilian FA
they’d release the 24-year-old
for only one of this summer’s
big international tournaments,
and with the Olympics in Rio,
Neymar’s going for gold instead.

For Brazilians, no Neymar only
adds to the argument that this
could well be one of the worst
squads in their history – which
unsurprisingly irks those in it.

“I strongly disagree with that
view,” says Willian, one of
those four remaining players
from 2014. “I can’t understand
people saying our team doesn’t
have great players. How can
you say that when some of us
are doing well for our clubs and
are among the best in Europe?”

“It doesn’t surprise me,” says
Hulk when FFT asks about the
flak they’ve received. “There will
always be pressure from fans
and especially the media. We’re
used to it. Brazilian journalists
don’t respect the players. They
don’t follow European football
the way they should. They say
we’re bad footballers, but bad
footballers wouldn’t do what
we do for our clubs.”

Hulk and Luiz Gustavo are the
only starters left from the 7-1
defeat in Belo Horizonte. Dani
Alves and Willian
are the only
other members
of that squad
who remain.

David Luiz has
been the latest to
fall victim to the
axe wielded by
Dunga, who’s in
his second spell

“WORST BRAZILIAN

PLANET FOOTBALL

whose absence contributed to as Brazil boss, having replaced
Luiz Felipe Scolari shortly after
the World Cup catastrophe.

“I don’t think the 7-1 is the
reason why David, Thiago Silva,
Fernandinho, Marcelo and
others aren’t in the squad,”
Willian insists. “That hasn’t
got anything to do with it –
particularly as we have plenty
of options in every position.
The 7-1 is already in the past.”

Hulk, however, feels the
annihilation against Germany
is still there in people’s minds.

“There’s no way I can say it
has been left behind already,”
admits the forward, recalled to
the squad after missing last
year’s Copa America. “Obviously
it won’t disappear with a few
results. There’s no explanation:
if we’d played against Germany
another 10 or 20 times, it
wouldn’t have happened. We
might lose, but not in that way.
Unfortunately, it happened.

“But the greatest thing in
football is that it gives you
the chance to bounce back.
Two hundred million people
expect us to overcome this
situation. We’ll play for them.”

The target, as always, is to lift
the Copa America trophy. It’s
arguably the only way Brazil
can even start to move on.

Hulk and Willian 
views on 

they eachthey eachthe
not about to t

the Selec
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Two years ago, 23
players were chosen
to represent Brazil as

they hosted theWorld Cup.
At Copa America Centenario,
only four of them remain.

Julio Cesar, Dante, David Luiz,
Marcelo, Maicon, Fernandinho,
Oscar, Bernard, Fred: all gone.
If Brazil are trying to forget
their semi-final humiliation by
Germany – one of the Selecao’s
most disastrous defeats ever –
then they’re really not taking

any chances,
culling

nine

of the players who started that
day. Thiago Silva, Paulinho and
Ramires are out as well, joined
by seven other cast-offs, as
manager Dunga attempts to
inject new life into the team.

And still, Brazil go into Copa
America Centenario needing to
convince their many critics. Last
year’s Copa brought an early
exit to Paraguay (beaten 6-1 by
Argentina in the next round),
and poor results in World Cup
qualifying have put Dunga
under even more pressure.

Now they head to the USA
without the talismanic Neymar,

Dejection after the
heaviest defeat in

the Selecao’s history
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Chances The USMNT (the US Men’s
National Team, a catchy nickname
if ever there was one) are standing
at a crossroads. Not long ago they
were CONCACAF’s best team, but
Landon Donovan, Clint Dempsey
and Tim Howard are all either in
retirement or nearing it, and the
new generation has yet to suggest

it is capable of replacing them.
After a semi-final defeat to
Jamaica on home soil in
last year’s Gold Cup and
a seriously shaky start
toWorld Cup qualifying
that included a defeat

to Guatemala, the
question is: can the

US recover? Or, as they’d
abbreviate it Stateside:
WTF USMNT LOL?
Copa America record
Theymade the semis in
1995 but lost every game
last time out in 2007.
Manager Jurgen Klinsmann,
who was once lauded as theman
to take the US to the next level, is
now under intense scrutiny. A bad
Copamight just cost him his job.
Most likely to… flop. Hosting helps
but right now they’re the third-best
team in their group, behind
Colombia and Costa Rica.

Chances Colombia’s quarter-final
finish in the 2014World Cup set the
bar high, but Jose Pekerman’s side
have struggled to push on from
that historic achievement.
They scored just once in four
games at last year’s Copa,
bundling home a set-piece
against Brazil, and have
also endured a difficult start
in their 2018World Cup
qualifying campaign – though
a pair of recent wins suggest
they could be turning a corner.
Copa America record In 2001
they lifted the trophy on home

soil without conceding once.
Manager Jose Pekerman
signed a new four-year
contract following the
World Cup, but came
under pressure after
a poor Copa America
campaign last year.

Most likely to…
be cheered on by

fans busy twisting their
hips to some infectious
tropical beats, flanked
by voluptuous
beauties.

Chances Two years after emerging
as theWorld Cup’s surprise package,
Costa Rica look even stronger. Bryan
Ruiz and Real Madrid’s Keylor Navas
have enjoyed excellent seasons in
Europe and Joel Campbell has had

moreminutes at Arsenal
than ever before. The
three stars will need to
be at their best if Costa
Rica are to relive 2014
– their team-mates
just aren’t at the same
level – but the way they
have been playing, it

doesn’t seem unlikely.
Copa America record They have
reached the quarter-finals in two
of their four appearances to date.
Manager Oscar Ramirez is in charge
now, after internal strife prompted
Jorge Luis Pinto’s exit days after the
World Cup and his successor, Paulo
Wanchope, resigned having brawled
with a stewardmid-match. Crikey.
Most likely to…make someone rich.
Despite their wonderful World Cup,
Costa Rica are 6/1 tomake it out
of their Copa
group and 55/1
to win the
tournament.
That could be
worth a punt.

COSTA RICA PARAGUAYUSA

Chances After finishing bottom of
the pile in 2014World Cup qualifying,
Paraguay have bounced back to life.
A semi-final appearance at the 2015
Copa exceeded expectations – the
Albirroja could be one to watch.
Copa America record They’ve won it
twice, in 1953 and ’79, but amore
recent ‘success’ was reaching 2011’s
final without winning a game. They
drew all three groupmatches, then
progressed through two shootouts.
Manager Argentine boss Ramon
Diaz has taken charge of some of
the great clubs: San Lorenzo,
River Plate (three times),
Independiente... Oxford
United. He’d won the
Copa Libertadores in
a previous life, but
rocked up at the
Kassam for six months of
the 2004-05 season to guide
Oxford to 15th in League Two,
before departing when contract
negotiations stalled. Random.
Most likely to…woo fans – Greek
ones, mainly – with unapologetically
negative football that
ignores the virtues
of victory on the
road to another
final. Well, it
could happen.

COLOMBIA

Michael Bradley
is the team’s only
real reference now,
bossing themidfield
with the never-say-die
Jermaine Jones. Jozy
Altidore, still only 26,
hasn’t lived up to his
potential but on his day
he canmake a difference.

James Rodriguez hasn’t hit the
dizzy heights that he reached in
the last World Cup – when he won
the Golden Boot and should have
won the Golden Ball – with either
Real Madrid or the national team,
but he’s still theman that makes
Colombia tick. Now captain, James
was superb in Los Cafeteros’ recent
victories over Bolivia and Ecuador.

Joel Campbell canmarvel, while
former Fulhamman Bryan Ruiz has
impressed at Sporting, but Keylor
Navas has turned
unexpectedly into
a world-class keeper.
To think, he’d have
left Madrid in 2015
but for a faulty
faxmachine.

Paraguay are a team shorn of big
names, but ever since 25-year-old
Dario Lezcanomade his international
debut in October, he’s helped address
one of the team’s biggest weaknesses:
scoring goals. He plays his club football
in the Bundesliga with Ingolstadt and
is the joint-leading scorer in South
America’s World Cup qualifying group,
with four strikes in five appearances.
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Ex-Manchester City
striker Felipe Caice o
is currently joint-top
scorer in CONMEBOL
World Cup qualifying.
Enner Valencia has
not been prolific in
the Premier League bu
he is still a handful, as
showed at the last World Cup.

Reims goalkeeper Johnny Placide
is captain and one of few players in
the team who starts for a top-flight
club in Europe, while Haiti-born
right-back Reginal Goreux briefly
turned out for Belgium Under-21s
before going on to surpass 100
league appearances for Standard
Liege. Young striker Duckens Nazon
was Haiti’s hero at the Gold Cup.

Paolo
Guer o as
top scorer at
the previous two Copa America
tournaments, and his clinical
finishing always gives Los Incas
a chance. The former Bayern
Munich striker netted his 27th
Peru goal in March to become
their all-time leading marksman.
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Chances La
Tricolor are
outsiders as
per, but feel
confident of
gatecrashing
the party –
excellent

wins over big hitters Argentina and
Uruguay have put them second in
World Cup qualifying. Reaching
Copa’s knockout stages is their
minimum aim, then, but it’s also
something they haven’t managed
to do in their previous
six attempts.
Copa America
record They’re still
awaiting their
first trophy in
the tournament.
Fourth place is
the closest they
have come, in

1959 and 1993.
Manager Gustavo Quinteros
was born and raised in
Argentina but represented

Bolivia as a player, featuring
in the 1994 World Cup.

Most likely to… ask Enner
Valencia to share the
secrets of Slaven Bilic’s
flying West Ham side.

Chances The Selecao will always
be among the favourites at any
tournament, but this is far from
Brazil’s greatest ever team and the
absence of Neymar won’t make
things any easier. He’s undoubtedly
the nation’s finest player but has
had to sacrifice a Copa America
appearance to play in August’s
Olympic Games, with the hosts

determined to
win their first
football gold.
Copa America
record Eight
titles put them
a distant third
in the rankings
behind the 15
of Uruguay

and 14 of Argentina. They’ve lost in
the quarter-finals on penalties to
Paraguay two tournaments
running; in 2011 they missed
all four of their kicks.
Manager Dunga led
Brazil to their last Copa
triumph in 2007 but in
his second spell as boss
they’re sixth in a World
Cup qualifying group of 10.
Most likely to… avoid a shellacking.
Copa America guest invites haven’t
extended quite as far as Germany yet.

Chances Haiti are a fast and physical
team who don’t lack technique, but
they’re still the least talented team
at Copa America. Just qualifying is
a triumph for Les Grenadiers, who
overcame Trinidad and Tobago in
a play-off earned by reaching the
Gold Cup quarter-finals. They are
already all but out of World Cup
qualifying, however, having
taken just a single point
from four games and
failing to score in
any. Still, at the
other end they’ve
let in only three.
Copa America
record This is their

first appearance.
Manager Patrice Neveu may
look like Larry David’s younger,
sterner, Frencher brother, but the

62-year-old has had a remarkable
career. It’s taken him to Niger, China
and most recently Mauritania, where
Neveu says “grannies in the market
would kiss me on the head”. Maybe
they thought he was Fabien Barthez.
Most likely to… lose 1-0 or win 1-0.
That’s been the scoreline in eight of
their last 13
games. Great
stuff for the
neutrals.

Chances Peru came third in the last
two Copa America tournaments but
they’ve had problems on and off the
field in the lead-up to this one. Their
hopes of reaching a first World Cup
since 1982 already look remote, and
players have been ordered to curb
persistent disciplinary problems.
Copa America record Winners
in 1939, when Copa had a simple
group format, they’ve only reached
an actual final once, in 1975 – and
that was by drawing lots in the semi.
They then toppled Colombia
in a three-match final.
Manager Ricardo Gareca
leads Peru, three decades
after his late goal for
Argentina denied them
a place at the 1986
World Cup. It was looking
as if Peru would top the
qualifying group and Argentina
would be in a play-off; instead, Peru
lost the play-off and Argentina went
on to win the World Cup in Mexico.
Most likely to… reach the semis,
then have someone sent off. In 2011
Juan Manuel Vargas got
his marching orders;
Carlos Zambrano
copied
him in
2015.

ECUADORBRAZIL HAITI PERU

Douglas Costa shone in
his first season with
Bayern Munich and
Willian was one of few
to impress in Chelsea’s
disastrous campaign
– both will need to
shine if the Selecao
are to succeed in
Neymar’s absence.
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Chances While he’d never admit it,
Luis Suarez’s two-year international
ban served him well: he’s enjoying
his best ever season at club level.
Having been denied the opportunity
to play in last year’s Copa America,
the Barcelona man is hungrier than
ever – which will concern defenders
in more ways than one. As long as
he avoids gnawing an opponent’s
arm off, Suarez will fancy he can
lead Uruguay to more glory.
Copa America record They’re the
most successful country in the
Copa’s history, having won the
tournament on 15 occasions.

Manager With old master
Oscar Tabarez in charge,

La Celeste always have
a shot. El Maestro, now
a sprightly 69, has
been in charge of the

team for 10 years and is
held in very high esteem.

Most likely to... Send their main
man onto the fi ld f
those comedy hi
that dogs wea i
attempt to sto h
misbehaving.
It probably
won’t work
(or, indeed, ha )
but it’s worth a .
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Chances Unlike several big nations,
Mexico’s top priority this summer is
Copa America, not the Olympics.
After all, they won gold in London
four years ago but have never won
Copa America, despite twice being
in a final. They fancy their chances
– yet there are question marks. In
attack they’re talented but not on

a par with the likes of Argentina
and Chile, while defensive

rock Rafael Marquez is 37
and probably playing in
his last tournament.
Copa America record

They’ve appeared in every
tournament since 1993,

but didn’t win a game in
either of the previous two.
Manager Juan Carlos
Osorio is a John Moores
University graduate and
former Manchester City
conditioning coach who has won
over the fans after initially being
an unpopular choice. He replaced
Miguel Herrera last year, who won
the Gold Cup only to be sacked
days later for punching a journalist
in some swift hero-to-villain work.
Most likely to… feel at home.
Mexico will have huge support in
the US – as long as Donald Trump
hasn’t got that wall .

Chances With a defence led by
Premier League winner Wes Morgan
– which still sounds weird – Jamaica
aren’t easy to play against. Their
squad is packed with experienced
players from the English leagues;
new additions Clayton Donaldson
(32) and Lee Williamson (turning 34)
joining the likes of Adrian Mariappa
and Garath McCleary. The
Reggae Boyz shocked the
US in last year’s Gold
Cup semi-finals.
Copa America
record They
didn’t score once
on their debut
appearance in
2015, but 1-0 defeats
to Argentina, Uruguay
and Paraguay were hardly a disgrace.
Manager Since leaving his native
Germany in 2000, Winfried Schafer
has coached in Cameroon, the UAE,
Azerbaijan and Thailand, and has
given Jamaica cohesion and grit.
Most likely to… grab a selfie with
the opposition’s star player. That’s
exactly what Deshorn Brown did
after last year’s game against
Argentina, hot-footing it on to the
pitch with his phone at the final
whistle and posing for a pic with
Lionel Messi. Say cheese, Leo!

Chances Plunging oil prices have
hit the Venezuelan economy and
have started to affect its football,
too, with the state oil company
struggling to pay money owed
to the FA as part of a sponsorship
agreement. Things aren’t going well
on the field, either: Venezuela have
taken one point from six World Cup
qualifiers, and a squad revolt saw
players call for the resignation of
several key figures at the federation.

Copa America record They didn’t
make it out of the group last year
and have still yet to either win
Copa America or reach the
World Cup – the only South

American country to hold
that dubious honour.
Manager Rafael
Dudamel, 43,
has immense
experience in the
youth ranks after
stints as Venezuela
Under-17s and U20s
coach – but he has a huge
task here with La Vinotinto after
Noel Sanvicente resigned in March.
Most likely to… be eliminated in
the group stage, then have to return
home by bus rather than by plane in
order to save money, only to run out
of petrol in Guatemala.

Manager 
Oscar T
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midfielder Hecto
Herrera could be
playing for a big
move. Javier
Hernandez is in
top form, and the
influential Andre
Guardado has wo
caps before he’s 30.

Even during Luis Suarez’s absence,
Uruguay fared reasonably well.
Edinson Cavani and Bordeaux’s
Diego Rolan back him up well,
while Atletico Madrid duo Diego
Godin and Jose Maria Gimenez
can justifiably claim to be the best
centre-back partnership alive
(Joleon Lescott and Micah Richards
coming a close second, of course).

Wes Morgan was tipped for England
by Harry Redknapp, despite having
won 25 Jamaica caps
Portland Timbers
Mattocks brings p d
invention in attack hil
Jobi McAnuff has
been key since
his international
return in 2013.

West Bromwich Albion
striker Salomon
Rondon is their
bi gest hope and he’ll
h ve to lead the line well if

nezuela are to have any chance at
ll particularly as the experienced
ernando Amorebieta and record
appearance-maker and goalscorer
Juan Arango have retired of late.

eld in one ofto the fi
those comedy cone things

ear in an
empt to stop them

(or, indeed, happen),
orth a try.
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Chances Chile finally won their first
Copa America last year (in front of
their own fans, too). Jorge Sampaoli
instantly became the most successful
coach in their history – then stepped
down six months later after a dispute
with the Chilean FA. How La Roja will
cope without the Argentine remains
to be seen. Controversially, they’ve
not been seeded for this tournament.

Copa America record That Chile
had never won the tournament

had long been a source of
embarrassment to a proud
football nation. Last year’s
triumph has helped consign

those feelings to the past.
Manager Juan Antonio Pizzi

fits the profile of Chile’s most
successful head coaches
simply by being Argentine
– although the
ex-striker
played his
football
for Spain,
including at
Euro 96. The former
Valencia boss has huge
shoes to fill after the achievements
of his countryman, Sampaoli.
Most likely to... play wonderful
football only to have their campaign
derailed by some off-field crises.

FourFourTwo.com July 2016 105

Chances Even though they’ll face
holders Chile in their opening match
– a repeat of the 2015 final – La
Albiceleste are favourites to win
Copa America. That heartbreaking
defeat to their neighbours hasn’t
been forgotten, and neither has the
World Cup final loss to Germany,
which has led fans to accuse
the players of being bottlers.
Time to win the thing,
then – ideally beating
Brazil on the way.
Copa America
record They’ll hope
to match Uruguay’s
tally of 15 titles at
this year’s Copa.
Manager Gerardo
Martino was deemed a flop at
Barcelona, losing La Liga to Atletico
Madrid, and the coach nicknamed
Tata said ta-ta to Camp Nou. But the
former Paraguay boss is still highly
regarded in South America and has
introduced a more attacking style
than predecessor Alejandro Sabella.
Most likely to... be
dragged into the fi l
by Lionel Messi and
somehow lose,
sending the nation
into meltdown
once again.

Chances Panama seem perenially
on the brink of taking the next step
in CONCACAF. In the last six Gold
Cups they’ve reached two finals and
two semi-finals but a first triumph is
yet to come, and they fell agonisingly
short of setting up a play-off against
New Zealand for a 2014 World Cup
place, denied by two stoppage-time
goals in their final game against the
USA. Age is taking its toll on that
squad; it’s still a cohesive
unit, though, greater than
the sum of its parts.
Copa America record
This is their first
appearance, having
beaten Cuba 4-0 in
a play-off to qualify.
Manager Hernan
Dario Gomez is
a respected Colombian

coach who took his
home country to the 1998 World
Cup and coached Ecuador at the
2002 edition. He’s on course to

guide Panama to the final
qualifying round for Russia 2018.
Most likely to… be on the brink of
causing a massive upset, only to yet
again snatch
defeat from
the jaws
of victory.

Chances The last time Bolivia made
any real impact at a Copa America
outside their own borders was
a fourth-placed finish in 1949, and
that trend is expected to continue
Stateside this summer. Bolivia’s
home advantage is due not just to
the altitude but also because their
players generally aren’t good enough
to be exported, so most of them play
in Bolivian conditions every week.
Copa America record They won
in 1969 and were finalists in 1997,
both times playing on home soil.

Manager Julio Cesar Baldivieso
was appointed last year having
previously managed Aurora,
where in 2009 he
handed a debut to
his 12-year-old

son Mauricio.
It didn’t go well:

one particularly
fierce tackle
made Mauricio
cry, Dad got angry
and the club’s board
told him he must
choose between his team
and his son. Baldivieso promptly
departed, taking his son with him.
Most likely to... not pass go and
not collect $200. Please go directly
to the airport.

ARGENTINA CHILE PANAMA BOLIVIA
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Lionel Messi is still
waiting for his first
trophy at international
level but he’s getting closer,
helping Argentina to two finals in
two years and winning player of the
tournament each time – even if he
refused to accept the award at last
year’s Copa America, such was his
disappointment over the defeat.

Alexis Sanchez hit h
winning penalty in l
year’s final and is
something of a hero
to Chileans. Arturo
Vidal’s antics off the
pitch and on the road h
helped his stock am f
but the Bayern Muni h
remains a top-class player.

Industrious
midfield man
Anibal Godoy has resurrected his
career in MLS after time in Hungary
with Honved. Luis Tejada is Panama’s
all-time leading goalscorer and has
had a long club career in South
America, mainly in Colombia, while
centre-back Felipe Baloy is 35 now
but still instrumental as captain.

Striker Marcelo Moreno was once
the European fac f
Bolivian football,
having spells with
Shakhtar Donetsk
Werder Bremen a d
Wigan, where 12
games brought
zero goals. He’s
now in China.
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Terms and conditions: 1. The ticket is purchased for entry to the Silverstone motor racing venue for the 2016 Formula 1 British Grand Prix only. 2. Tickets are not transferable to other events and are strictly not to be offered for resale.
3. Tickets offered are for Stowe C grandstand and are subject to availability. In the event that Stowe C grandstand tickets are unavailable, an alternative grandstand of equivalent value will be offered. 4. This offer will expire on
Wednesday June 15, 2016. 5. For full terms and conditions see http://competitions.haymarket.com/s3/BritishGrandPrixReaderOffer. The Promoter: Haymarket Media Group, Bridge House, 69 London Road, Twickenham, TW1 3SP

FourFourTwo has teamed upwith
Silverstone to offer a discount on
grandstand seats for the 2016
Formula 1 British Grand Prix from
July 8-10, including access to
nightly gigs withmassive bands.
The British Grand Prix is one of

the biggest events of
a glorious sporting

summer, and FFT readers can enjoy
a 20 per cent discount on tickets in the

grandstand at the fearsome Stowe
Corner – one of the fastest corners
on the F1 calendar, with a great
view of other points on the circuit.
Where else to cheer on Lewis
Hamilton as he aims for a third
consecutive British GP win?

The Stowe grandstand is also ideally
placed if you’re planning to stay in the
official F1 Racing Fan Village campsite
in theWhittlebury Park grounds.
As well as all the action on the track,

tickets give you access to evening gigs at
the Northamptonshire venue. Texas and
Scouting for Girls will
perform on Friday

night, with Mike and the Mechanics
playing on Saturday. And after the big
race on Sunday there will be a huge
post-race party featuring several of
the drivers, before The Feeling wrap
up the weekend event.
To take advantage of this offer, call

0844 3728 300 today and follow the
simple instructions.

2016FORMULA1BRITISHGRANDPRIX
READER OFFER

SAVE20%
YoucanwatchtheUK’sbiggestmotorracingeventandchart-toppingbandsforless.Bargain!

This FourFourTwo reader offer is for Stowe C ad
ult grandstand seats and available for both we

ekend tickets and Sunday only.

Stowe C is an uncovered grandstand on the out
side of Stowe corner.

TOBOOK,PHONE08443728300ANDQUOTETH
ECODEABOVE,

ORMAKEYOURBOOKINGATWWW.SILVERSTON
E.CO.UK

Child seats are available at a cost of £124.50
for a weekend ticket and £99.50 for Sunday o

nly

WEEKENDADULT
Usual price £249.00 Readers offer price £199.20

SUNDAYADULT
Usual price £199.00 Readers offer price £159.20

Quote code - 2016F1AUTO Quote code - 2016F1AUTOSUN
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VISIT US ONLINE
fourfourtwo.com/performance

MASTERCLASS FITNESS PSYCHOLOGY NUTRITION

THE FOURFOURTWO PERFORMANCE PANEL
Meet the experts available to answer your questions about every aspect of the game

WHERE PROS REVEAL THE SECRE S O THEIR GAME
MANC

CRETS OF THEIR G

Getting plenty of vitamin D can help
you run faster and jump higher, so get
outside and soak up the summer sun

If you’re feeling a bit guilty as
you glug down another beer on
a sun lounger this summer, then
don’t – it might improve your
performances on the pitch.
No, not the beer. Sorry. But

research does suggest a healthy
dose of sunshine every day could
boost your performance.
A study of 67 Greek footballers

found that players with higher
vitamin D levels performed better in
sprint, vertical jump and endurance
tests than those with lower levels.
Alex Ferguson even introduced

vitamin D booths at Manchester
United to give his players an edge –
and look how things worked out
for sun-worshipper CR7.

Time to throw the sun cream in
the bin, then? Not quite. A daily
supplement is a good option to
avoid sunburn and boost your
levels during the winter, although
just 20minutes of sunshine per
day is enough to boost your intake.
“Your body needs vitamin D to

absorb calcium, which strengthens
bones and improvesmuscle
function,” says Professor Adrian
Martineau, an expert on the
nutrient. “If you have low levels
then you will have weaknesses in
your major muscle groups, which
affects your ability to walk, run
and stand from a squat position.”
So get to the beach – but don’t

come back looking like a lobster.

Dimitri Payet
West Ham’s
silky playmaker

The Frenchmidfielder tells you how
to beat defenders, find space and
put it on a plate for your strikers.

Jordan Henderson
Liverpool and England’s
box-to-boxmidfielder

The Reds’ Mr Reliable reveals the
training regime that helps him to
make lung-busting runs all match.

Steven Sylvester
Psychologist and
former cricketer

Cut selfishness out of your game and
become a team player, with top tips
from the expert mental coach.

Matt Lawson
Notts County
dietitian

The food and health guru explains
how to reduce your calorie intake over
the summer without getting hungry.
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10 THINGS
WE’VE LEARNED THIS MONTH

SPEED OF THOUGHT
Good news for slow footballers:
Russian scientists claim players
lacking pace can improve their
game by training their visual
speed and attention ability

throughmachines that make
them react to flashing lights

andmemorise colour patterns.

YOU ARE FIT TO
WEAR THE SHIRT

The fitness of football fans is being
assessed by European health experts
to see if supporters are getting the
recommended levels of exercise at
football grounds. Fans of Arsenal,
Man City and Benfica are among
those wearing activPAL activity

trackers as part of the ongoing study.

IT’S A MARATHON,
NOT A SPRINT

Using themarathon training
tactic of tapering during a football
season – where session duration

and frequency drop but the intensity
of practice matches and drills is
maintained – has been shown to
boost players’ performance levels

in competitive games.

FAT-BURNING
FOOTBALL

Studies involving 50 inactive
middle-agedmen concluded
that an hour-long game burns
634 calories: about 50 per cent

of the American College of
Sport Medicine’s recommended

physical activity per week.

ALL BETS
ARE OFF

Steer clear of online gambling games
if you want to avoid having a stinker
on the pitch. Those reporting for
amatch with a ‘poker hangover’

performed far worse than those who
didn’t, according to a study of 34
English pros across four divisions.

CRANK UP
THE CARBS

Elite youth footballers are consuming
plenty of protein in their daily diet

but they’re lacking in energy-boosting
carbs, according to a study of Premier
League football clubs. Kids should
be encouraged to eat healthy snacks
in the build-up to their training

sessions, say experts.

ICE COOL
FOXES

Premier League champions Leicester
have credited a cryotherapy chamber,
which exposes players to minus-135
degrees to rejuvenate blood, as
being integral to their success. The
club had the lowest injury figures for
the entire season and used just 20
players in the league campaign.

CHANGE
OF PITCH

Not all artificial turfs are the same.
A Spanish experiment featuring 20
amateur footballers playing on four
different types of 3G pitch found that
the turf make-up had a significant
impact on the players’ activity
levels during thematches.

Studies and authors: EU Research & Innovation (‘You are fit to wear the shirt); Lomonosov Moscow State University, Russia (‘Speed of thought’); CryoAction (‘Ice cool foxes’); Liverpool John Moores University (‘Crank up the carbs’);
University of Calgary, Canada (‘38 per cent’); Journal of Sports Sciences (‘Fat-burning football’); University of Chester (‘All bets are off’); Universidad Catolica San Antonio de Murcia, Spain (‘Change of pitch’);

International Journal of Physiological Performance (‘Bad day at the office’); University of Sfax, Tunisia (‘It’s a marathon, not a sprint’)

38 PER CENT
That’s the reduction in ankle
and knee injuries recorded in
footballers aged 13-18 who
used a FIFA 11+ neuromuscular
warm-up program. This included
aerobic, strength and agility
exercises, and a home-based
balance training regime.

BAD DAY AT
THE OFFICE
You’ll play worse at five-a-aside
after a long, hard day’s work
compared to an easier 9-5 job,
reports a new study. Stroop tests
carried out ahead of matches
showed that players stressed by
work often performed badly.
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Did you
know?

Filipe Luis’ conditioning and

importance to Atletico is evident

in the fact that up to May 8, 2016,

not one of his previous 131

league outings for the Spanish

side had been from the bench –

compared to six of his 15 Premier

League games for Chelsea
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“I love playing in
matches, but I can’t
stand pre-season
training. Are there
any shortcuts to
match fitness?”
John Barry, via Twitter

Filipe Luis
Atletico Madrid &
Brazil left-back

“It’s pretty simple: no. Last
summer I played in the Copa
America for Brazil, and Chelsea
agreed to let memiss pre-season
so I could go on holiday and rest.
This may sound pretty insane, but
I thinkmy vacation was too long.

I had injury problems towards the
end of the following season – my
whole body was in pain. The same
thing could’ve happened if I’d gone
straight back to playing games.

Every year after I’ve done a solid
pre-season, I have played a lot of
football and performed well. For
me, pre-season isn’t just important
but essential, because it takes me
a while to get 100 per cent fit.

This summer, I don’t want a long
holiday. I’m even thinking of not
having one at all, so I can train
enough before the start of the
season. I’m not saying you should
do the same thing, though!

At Atletico we’re lucky to have one
of the world’s best physical trainers
in Prof. Oscar Ortega. He makes sure
that we can play at a high intensity
for 90 minutes, but warns us not to
overtrain, which can cause injuries.

Train hard, but in moderation.”

[ You ask, we answer ]

Hit the ground running
Put in the hard yards during pre-season and it’ll pay off next term, says the Samba stopper

Ole Gunnar
Solskjaer
Manchester United’s
Norwegian cult hero

“Even if you’re not playing very
well, you need to anticipate and
be positive at all times. Strikers
should always be optimists and
defenders should be pessimists.
If you think that a defender or

knowing your team-mates. When
David Beckham had the ball, I knew
he was going to cross it first time,
so I would sprint into the box.

Work on timing your runs in
training. It’s a case of repeat,
repeat, repeat. It is important that
you have watched and played a lot
of games as well, so that you know
instinctively where the ball will land.

Make sure you position your body
so that you can finish first time if
the ball lands at your feet. You must
never take too many touches inside
the area, though. You’ll have time
for only two touches at most.”

goalkeeper will make amistake,
then you’ll be ready to capitalise.

Sir Alex Ferguson once said to me
that a striker’s best friend inside the
18-yard box is space. Make sure you
find space, because if you do, you
will be perfectly positioned to finish
first time or take a touch and then
put the ball in the back of the net.

Scoring goals inside the penalty
area comes through instinct and

“I’m a striker and I have just had a poor year in
front of goal, so I really need to redeem myself
next season. Do you have any advice?”
Ryan Togwell, via Facebook
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Ole’s winner in the ’99
Champions League Final

came from acquired instinct

There are no shortcuts
to match fitness,
says Filipe Luis
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The West Ham pla
explains the method in his

magic, so you too c
defenders and rack up assists

[ Masterclass ]
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1 Lose the ego
Embrace team ethic

“For me, a good No.10 – a real no.10 – is an unselfish
player. I’ve always said that I prefer to provide assists
for the team than score goals. Youmust be selfless if
you want to influence the game from this position.
It’s all about helping to put your team-mates in the
best possible situation to score a goal. Whether that
means providing the assist for a goal or playing the
penultimate pass in amove, the absolute priority is
setting up the chance as best you can.”

4 Know where to go
Use the ball to build connections

“AtWest Hamwe do an enormous amount of work
with the ball, and that’s how you get to know your
team-mates. Pedro Obiang, Mark Noble, Alexandre Song
and Cheikhou Kouyate have all become familiar with
my way of playing – when they’ve got the ball, they
knowwhere I’ll be – and I’ve worked out the runs that
the strikersmake. I know that when Andy Carroll [above]
plays, he’s a different profile to Enner Valencia. You learn
these things in training and by playing lots of games.”

2 Stay on the move
Tire out your shadow

“Most attackingmoves go through the No.10, so it’s
your job to provide the link between themidfield and
attack. When you’ve got a defender glued to your
back, you have tomove an enormous amount to try
to tire him out. Losing your marker is also a question
of positioning. By getting in behind them or putting
a certain amount of distance between you and them,
it’s possible to take your marker out of the gamewith
one accurate pass or one neat bit of control.”

5 Play at full pelt
Bamboozle defenders while in top gear

“Having variety in your game is important if you
want to be able to beat a defender in a one-on-one
situation, but speed is also key. In the Premier League,
the pace of the game is intense, and you get closed
down quickly. You often have only a very small
window of time to produce amoment of skill, or
a pass, or a dribble – so if you’re going to do it, make
sure you do it quickly and intensely, because that
increases your chances of pulling it off.”

3 Work as a unit
Create space by moving in unison

“Withmovement you can give yourself room to play.
Part of the No.10’s role is finding pockets of space
in dangerous areas of the pitch, but all of your
movements need to be co-ordinated with the two
defensive midfielders behind you. Everybody has to
move at the same time so that you don’t end up on
top of each other. Your opponents won’t be able to
track everybody so it’s inevitable that at some stage
the gaps and spaces will start to open up.”

6 Vary your attacks
Keep the opposition guessing

“When I was young, dribbling past players was one of
my standout qualities. I had that ability from the start
and I havemanaged tomaintain it, but it’s a part of
my game that I still work hard on. To be an effective
playmaker you can’t keep repeating the same trick –
you have to be creative and come up with different
solutions. You have tomake sure that the defender
can’t work you out and that you don’t become an easy
player to stop. It’s an important aspect of my game.”

PRO
TIP

“Creative players need an
openmindset to unlock
their peripheral vision so
they can see team-mates
in the final third.

Players driven by ego
– personal gain
and self-interest
– tend to have a
closedmentality

and this can negatively affect their
performance because they can’t
access their full field of vision. They
will shoot when another player is in
a better position to score, simply
because they’ve not seen them. This
can lead to wasted opportunities –
and a group of angry team-mates.
To serve the team effectively,

a player in the No.10 role must be

emotionally and tactically flexible.
You can achieve this by considering
how your decisions and actions on
the pitch will benefit the team as
a whole, rather than just yourself.
This will help to release you from

a fixedmindset, making you far
more relaxed in high-pressure
situations and helping the team
to operate better as a unit.”

Want to lose your tag
as a ball-hogger?
The cricketer-
turned-sports
psychologist
tells you how
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BRING ON THE
SUPER SUBS

[ Nutrition ]

Get lean for pre-season as dietitian Matt Lawson rings the culinary changes to save your game

PERFORMANCE

Breakfast

“GET HIM OFF!” “WARM UP, SON”

Lunch

Dinner

Snacks

Full English breakfast
“This meal is terrible for energy levels.
The saturated fat content slows down
carbohydrate absorption and it’s high
in calories, which your waistline really
doesn’t need if you aren’t training.”

Chicken salad sandwich
“You really should avoid ready-meal
sandwiches at all costs. The high salt
content isn’t good for heart health as it
increases blood pressure – not great if
you want to start pre-season in shape.”

Burger & chips
“Supermarket burgers often have very
lowmeat content, while frozen chips
can be full of chemicals, including
aspartame, which some studies have
linked to various cancers. Stay away.”

Crisps
“Fat, salt and sugar: you’ll find lots of
all three in most packets of crisps.
Together they can taste great, but if
you eat large quantities you raise the
risk of developing type 2 diabetes.”

Bran flakes & blueberries
“Your body craves carbs early in the
day, but it’s key to feed it the right
type. Bran flakes provide a constant
supply of energy, and blueberries will
kickstart the fat-burning process.”

Poached eggs on toast
“Maintainingmuscle mass is amust
over the summer. You’ll get 6.2 grams
of protein per egg, so two or three is
ideal for a healthy lunch. Wholegrain
bread will help to ward off cravings.”

Steak, homemade sweet
potato chips & roasted veg
“Sweet potatoes are high in vitamin C
and vegetables will ensure carbs are
released slowly into the bloodstream.
Always buy locally-sourcedmeat. ”

Nuts and seeds
“Snack on these instead of crisps.
Brazil nuts contain healthy fats and
selenium, which help to prevent cell
damage. They can be high in calories –
if you’re hungry, a handful will suffice.”

“During a game
or high-intensity
training session
it’s quite common

to burn up to 1,000 calories, but
over the summer your energy
demands are a lot less,” says
Lawson, who advises Notts
County, England Ladies and

Team GB. “A young, slim
winger may need only 2,500
calories per day when they are
not training or playingmatches,
but if you’re built more like
Leicester’s Wes Morgan, you
may need 3,000 calories. So
your energy requirements will
depend on your body type.

“I encourage the Notts County
squad to divide their plate into
thirds: one for protein, one for
carbohydrates and one for fruit
and veg. If you stick to that, your
weight should remain stable.
“I’d avoid protein supplements

during the summer. They are
liquid calories, which you don’t

need if you’re not training that
regularly. Also, try eating five to
seven smaller meals per day –
some studies have shown this
can boost your metabolism so
you burnmore calories at rest.”

You can follow Matt Lawson
on Twitter @mattlawson7

WATCH
YOUR

PLATE
Go easy on the
calories to stay
in tip-top shape
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1Spot the signs
of fatigue

Roy, if you see any of your
players hitting wayward
passes and miscuing their
shots (more than usual),
take them off – it’s a sign
that their football brain
is running low on power.
A study in Australia on how
players react to mental strain
found technique suffered just
as much as physical output.
“Players’ passing and shooting
was found to be less accurate,
and even their reactions and
forward thinking were affected
by their brains being tired,” says
Mitchell Smith of the University
of Newcastle, Australia.

2Keep it brief
before kick-off

“Long and boring
asks are mentally
fatiguing, which
means prolonged
team meetings
and tactical
sessions should
be avoided in

the immediate lead-up to
a match,” Smith advises.
Brentford’s sports psychologist
Tom Bates agrees, saying:
“Players can be affected by
‘analysis paralysis’ when
coaches make their team talks
too complex before kick-off.”
So just keep the pre-match
pep talk simple, Roy: “WIN!”

3Have the
family round

After the WAG sideshow at
Baden-Baden during the 2006
World Cup, you’d think the
England gaffer would be best
advised to keep families away,
but he could benefit from their
presence in France. “In 2014,
Brazil established an ‘escape’
marquee by their hotel where
players spent time with their
families,” says
Bates. “Taking
time out from
the pressure
and restoring
the normality of
family life can
be a bonus.”

4Perk things
up mid-game

Want to see England win their
first tournament for 50 years,
Roy? Just put the kettle on.
“Caffeine is known to lower
the negative impact of mental
fatigue and enhance physical
and mental performance,” says
Smith. “Consuming caffeine at
half-time may reduce tiredness
and aid performance levels.

It doesn’t
have to be
coffee, either:
caffeine can
be consumed
through gels,
capsules or
chewing gum.”

5Clear your
mind

It’s not very English, but Roy,
we advise you to sit the players
down and ask: ‘How are you
feeling?’ “Coaches should use
‘self-report’ scales on players
during a tournament,” suggests
Smith. “If a player reports high
levels of mental fatigue, then
coaches could consider resting
them in games that are of low
importance. We’re also looking
into the effectiveness of ‘brain
training’ for reducing fatigue
and improving performance.”
Learning to ‘under burden’ the
mind through self-meditation
can also help a player. All
together now: ‘ommm...’

Euro 2016 will provide the
ultimate test of mental
strength for England’s
players at the end of
a long season. Here’s
how Roy’s Boys can beat
the psychological strain
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[ Psychology ]

Get your
head in
the game

England’s young players had a
long, hard league season. Harry
Kane missed only 50 minutes
before the final day, Eric Dier

sat out just one match due to
suspension, and Ross Barkley

played in every Everton game

Did youknow?

I

chewing gum.”
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[ Fitness ]

lan your week to perfection with the Liverpool man and be
dy for matchday. First, clear your diary – it’s time to work…

MONDAY
“It’s my second day of recovery, so I’ll go for a jog, have

h d h yb g in o the gym to do some
d pp b dy work – b t it’d be very light. Then I’ll

g h l, f g g h me to relax. Some people
l k h b hs, b th ain thing for me is
g g h l l n p and get the
l g g g. h s f he most benefit.”

TUESDAY
“We’ll be out on the training pitch for a light session
and then we’ll do a bit more gym work on the upper
body and core. The theme of the training session
will depend on what the manager wants in the
build-up to the next game: we’ll work on strengths
and how to exploit the opposition’s weaknesses.”

SUNDAY
“Sunday is all about recovery. I’ll go to the training ground and have
a spin on the bike for 15 minutes, then I’ll stretch on a foam roller for
10-15 minutes. After this, I’ll either jump in the pool or have a massage.
I might get in the ice bath for four to five minutes – it’s not too bad once
you’re in! I’ll also load up on carbs and get more protein on board.”

GAINS
Muscle repair

+
Flexibility

+
Reduce

inflammation

GAINS
Core strength

+
Upper body

+
Technique

GAINS
Rel eve stress

+
ase aches

+
se circulation
muscles

Plan y
ready f

“It’s my second day of r ry
a stretch and then maybe go into the gym 
core and upper body work –e and upper body  but it’d be
get in the pool, before going home to r
like to have ice baths, but the main
getting in the pool to loosen up
legs going. That’s where I feel the

GA
Relie

Ea

Increase
in mus

Jordan
Henderson’s

training diary
Hender
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Make sure you’re primed for kick-off by following the midfielder’s pre-match routine
Prepare like a Premier League star

WEDNESDAY
“This is our most intensive day of training. We’ll work hard on the pitch for
90minutes or so, then have some physio treatment or go into the gym,

working out for 45minutes. Wednesday is leg day so it’s
tough going. After training you have to get all the
right things on board – food, protein shakes, fluids –
to help with themuscle repair and growth.”

FRIDAY
“The day before amatch is all about preparation, so we’ll
do very little –maybe some keep-ball, work on shape and
a little game. A lot of our training sessions at Liverpool are
as hardmentally as they are physically. Themanager is
always thinking about the nextmatch and he challenges
us to do the same. That keeps youmentally sharp.”

SATURDAY
“Everyone knows the tactics – the team
will be announced before we go to the

stadium – so we just put into action all that
we worked on during the week. I find it hard
to eat after a game, but I have a shake to get
protein on board and I’ll try to eat a chicken
pitta or pasta to refuel. I’m drained,mentally
and physically, but it’s hard to sleep because
adrenaline is still running throughmy body.”

GAME
DAY

THURSDAY
“Training won’t be as intense as it was
onWednesday but it’s still at a high
level, with the focus on Saturday’s
match. If there’s a week
between games you’ll
get either the next day
or the day after off.
It’s all about resting,
recovering, training
and preparing for
the next game.”

GAINS

Three points
+

Job satisfaction
+

Adulation

GAINS
Cardio

+
Technique

+
Leg strength

GAINS
Technique

+
Cardio

+
Tactics

GAINS
Mental focus

+
Tactics

9am

GET UP

9.15am

EAT
BREAKFAST

2pm

MEET
WITH
THE REF

12.15pm

PUT FUEL
IN THE
TANK

1.30pm

GOOVER
THE GAME
PLAN

2.10pm

WARMUP

12pm

MEET UP
WITH

THE LADS

2.40pm

GET THE
PRE-GAME
TUNES

PUMPING

3pm

GAME
TIME!

2.50pm

LISTEN
TO THE
GAFFER

Jordan Henderson was speaking at the launch of MaxiNutrition’s 30-day Ibiza Challenge.
To find out more about the body transformation competition, and to be in with a chance
of winning a VIP trip to Ibiza for you and twomates, visit maxinutrition.com/ibizachallenge
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EXCURSIONS

Seek out inspiration
Time to kill before your night out? “Stadium tours always

go downwell – especially PSV and Ajax,” advises Bound.

When Brits, booze and sunshine get together, things can getmessy – so learn from these teams’ mistakes

NIGHTLIFE
Keep refreshedYou’ve had your fix of local culture – now let loose andswap the protein shakes for a few pints. Bound says:“There are beer festivals inmostmajor European citiesduring the summer, which are perfect for large groups.”
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SUNDAY
LEAGUE

SURVIVAL
GUIDE

DESTINATION

Think of your wallet
Unless a Russian billionaire bankrolls your club, leave the
US well alone. “Some excellent European destinations are
within an hour’s flying time fromUK airports,” says former
Swansea defender Matt Bound, now of TeamTours.co.uk.

TRAVEL TIP
Andy Cole, the Premier

League’s third-top scorer

Bunk up. “Share a roomwith
someone and you really get to
know them. Me and Yorkie were
room-mates and hit it off,

which helped us on
the pitch.”

ACCOMMODATION
Bare necessities will doPrima donnas can forget about five-star hotels – this isSunday League. “Hostels, low-budget hotels, caravanparks and even dorms are perfect for keeping costs low,”says Bound. “Most teams go for a three-night stay.”
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TRAVEL TIP
Terry Burton, former

Wimbledon manager

Let your hair down. “At
Wimbledon the players trained
hard and partied hard. It built
a team spirit which transferred
to the pitch if wewere up

against it.”

Cole and Yorke were in New York for Manchester United’s #ILOVEUNITED campaign, where
they hosted 900 of the club’s US fans at a free giant viewing of their clash against Norwich.

What happens on tour, stays on tour

1. Leicester City
(La Manga, 2000)
A three-day reward for
reaching the League Cup
final turned into a boozy
session that culminated
in Stan Collymore letting

off a fire extinguisher in
a hotel bar. The Foxes
were orderered to leave,
24 hours into their stay.
Moral of the story: Don’t
pretend to be a fireman
while under the influence.

3.Manchester City
(Italy, 1992)
City players partied in
style during a five-match
tour of Italy. With the beer
flowing, a play fight broke
out between Niall Quinn

and Steve McMahon. One
push toomany sawQuinn
send his team-mate flying
through a shopwindow.
Moral of the story:
Always remember to take
out holiday insurance.

2. England
(China/Hong Kong, 1996)
England ‘prepared’ for
Euro 96 by hitting the
booze hard in Asia. The
players were hammered
there and by the UK press,

after Teddy Sheringham,
Paul Gascoigne, Robbie
Fowler and others were
pictured having drink
poured down their necks.
Moral of the story: Leave
dentists’ chairs to dentists.

TRAVEL TIP
Sleep expert

Nick Littlehales

Catch some extra Zs. “It takes
your body one day to recover
per hour of time difference,
so factor that into your
training schedule.”

TRAVEL TIP
Dwight Yorke, former

Manchester United striker

Leave the gaffer at home. “The best
trip I went on was United’s tour of
Australia in 1999, after we won
the Treble – because Fergie
didn’t come.We had

a lot of fun!”

The ultimatePerformance
package

holiday
Plan the perfect
team bonding

trip for your club
over the summer
with a little help
from our experts
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Havingmade his name at Euro 96, then played for Manchester United,
Benfica and Lazio, the Czech winger picks his best former team-mates

MYPERFECT XI

Karel Poborsky

GK PETER SCHMEICHEL
It always amazed me how big he
looked in goal – when he stretched
out his arms, it looked like there was
no space left between the posts. But
he was very nimble and agile, too.

RB GIUSEPPE FAVALLI
My Lazio mate was a quiet guy but he
always looked calm, so I liked having
him playing behind me. He was strong
in one-on-one situations, and had
great crossing and passing ability.

CB ALESSANDRO NESTA
He was just top class: physically strong
and great in the air, but also impressive
on the ball, with really good technique.
Alessandro was always a very positive
influence in the Lazio dressing room.

CB FERNANDO COUTO
An incredibly strong centre-back, he
was also the best header of the ball of
any player I shared a pitch with. He was
unbeatable in the air, both defensively
and when attacking a set-piece.

CM PAVEL NEDVED
Hard-working, with great stamina and
a willingness to die for his team-mates,
Pavel was the engine of every team that
he played for. He’s a winner – and he’s
also one of my best friends in football.

LM RYAN GIGGS
No introduction necessary – there can
be absolutely no argument about his
inclusion in my team. He had all the
things that an extraordinary player
needs: pace, skills and goals.

CF ERIC CANTONA
A legend, a genius, with amazing
technical skills and a lot of creativity on
the pitch. In the dressing room, he was
a nice guy but also very shy. Sometimes
you didn’t realise that he was there.

CF HERNAN CRESPO
The Argentine’s finishing was brilliant:
he could score with his left foot or right
foot, with his head or on the volley, with
his first touch or not. Hernan was simply
a classic striker – as it should be.

LB DENIS IRWIN
He was a real gentleman, on and off the
pitch, and a player of the classic British
football school. Denis could play at
either right-back or left-back and also
scored plenty of goals from set-pieces.

RM DAVID BECKHAM
When I was at Manchester United, his
talent was rising so steeply that it was
difficult for me to get into the team. He
was a great player, with the best delivery
from wide areas that I have ever seen.

CM ROY KEANE
He was mad, but in a good way: an
uncompromising midfielder whose
game caused pain for those playing
against him. He ran around as if he
had four lungs, and that helped him
to score from late bursts into the box.
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MANAGER

KAREL BRUCKNER
I was lucky to play under
great managers like Alex
Ferguson, Jose Mourinho,

Jupp Heynckes and
Dino Zoff, but I learned

the most from
Karel Bruckner. He
was a wise man

who prepared
his teams

tactically better
than anyone.

1
JUAN SEBASTIAN VERON
A creative midfielder with
a lot of ideas on the pitch.

2
PAUL SCHOLES

Another superb midfielder,
with a great shot, capable

of deciding matches.

3
JAN KOLLER

A very underrated player –
every time we Czechs were
in trouble, we sent a long

ball upfront and he kept it.

CF

ERIC
CANTONA
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YOUR NEXT FOURFOURTWO IS ON SALE JULY 14*
*Well, you can’t do a Euro 2016 review before the final...




